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Zusammenfassung auf Deutsch

Einleitung

Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit potenziellen Faktoren, die unterschiedliche Koar-

tikulationsmuster in Konsonantenverbindungen im Silbenanlaut bedingen und wie diese

Faktoren innerhalb der Artikulatorischen Phonologie (z.B. Browman & Goldstein, 1992)

implementiert werden können. Zu diesem Zweck werden experimentelle Untersuchungen

anhand des Polnischen durchgeführt. Dank der reichhaltigen Konsonantenphonotaktik kön-

nen – anders als in vielen anderen Sprachen – mehrere Konsonanten im Silbenanlaut an-

nähernd frei und systematisch variiert werden (z.B. Piotrowski, 1992; Rubach & Booij,

1990), um grundlegende Fragen und relevante Gesetzmäßigkeiten der Silbenorganisation

zu untersuchen.

Die Aussagen, die die Artikulatorischen Phonologie hinsichtlich artikulatorischer Korre-

late der Silbenstruktur trifft, sind zentrale Ausgangspunkte für diese Dissertation. Die

Grundannahme besteht darin, dass sich Silbenstruktur in bestimmten vorhersagbaren Ko-

ordinationsmuster in den artikulatorischen Bewegungsabläufen (Gesten) niederschlägt. Für

Silben mit komplexen Anlautverbindungen (CCV) wurde die „C–Center Hypothese“ als all-

gemein gültiges Prinzip ausgewiesen (z.B. Browman & Goldstein, 2000), die besagt, dass

die Gesten der Konsonanten im Silbenanlaut phasengleich mit der Vokalgeste koordiniert

sind, während sie untereinander jedoch antiphasisch koordiniert sind (Nam, Goldstein &

Saltzman, 2009). Diese sich widersprechenden Phasenbeziehungen ergeben in der Theo-

rie kontextunabhängige zeitliche Koordinationsmuster zwischen den jeweiligen Gesten der

Anlautkonsonanten und der Vokalgeste (C-V) sowie zwischen den Gesten der Anlautkonso-

nanten zueinander (C-C). Allerdings konnte durch zahlreiche empirische Untersuchungen
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gezeigt werden, dass diese zeitliche Koordinations- oder Koartikulationsmuster durchaus

kontextabhängige Variabilität aufweisen können (CCV Koordination: z.B. Marin (2013)

und Pouplier (2012); CCV Koordination: z.B. Bombien, Mooshammer & Hoole (2013) und

Chitoran & Cohn (2009)), nämlich genau dann, wenn artikulatorische und aerodynamische

Anforderungen erfüllt werden müssen. Da der Einfluss dieser Anforderungen auf die Silben-

organisation bislang nicht systematisch untersucht wurde, setzt hier die vorliegende Dis-

sertation an und bringt die C–Center Forschung mit segmenteller Koartikulationsresistenz

zusammen. Dies ist ein seit Jahrzehnten bekanntes Phänomen, das unterschiedliche Grade

kontextbedingter Beeinflussbarkeit von Sprachlauten beschreibt (z.B. Öhman, 1966).

Konkret werden in drei experimentellen Untersuchungen die Koartikulationsresistenz sowie

die aerodynamische Kompatibilität aufeinanderfolgender Silbenanlautkonsonanten syste-

matisch variiert, um die Auswirkung dieser Faktoren auf die raum-zeitliche Organisation

der Artikulationsabläufe innerhalb des Silbenanlautes zu beleuchten.

Variation der Zungen-Koartikulationsresistenz des vokalnahen Konsonanten

(CCV)

Im Kern handelt es sich in dem ersten Forschungskapitel um eine klassische C–Center Stu-

die (z.B. Browman & Goldstein, 2000) von komplexen CCV Anlautverbindungen (Clu-

stern) des Polnischen. Ausgehend von der modelltheoretischen Annahme, dass der C–

Center Effekt für den vokalnahen Konsonanten (CCV) eine steigende Vokalüberlappung

bewirkt im Vergleich zu CV, erscheint es plausibel, dass die Koartikulationsresistenz die-

ses Konsonanten mit dem Grad der Cluster-Vokal Überlappung interagiert. Die in dieser

Studie verwendeten Konsonantenverbindungen unterscheiden sich hinsichtlich der Zungen-

Koartikulationsresistenz des vokalnahen Konsonanten (CCV), um drei Gruppen von CCV

Anlautverbindungen miteinander verglichen zu können, eine mit Sibilanten (hoch koarti-

kulationsresistent), eine mit alveolaren Sonoranten und eine mit Labialen (wenig koarti-

kulationsresistent) in vokalnaher Position. Inwiefern diese drei Gruppen unterschiedliche

Koartikulationsmuster zwischen Silbenanlaut und Silbennukleus bedingen, wurde anhand
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zwei verschiedener Maße evaluiert. Bei dem ersten Maß handelt es sich um ein bereits

etabliertes zeitliches Vergleichsmaß zwischen simplen CV und komplexen CCV Anlautver-

bindungen. Zusätzlich wird ein methodisch innovatives Maß verwendet, dass den Grad der

Vokalüberlappung über den Einfluss des vokalfernen Konsonanten (CCV) auf die Zungen-

position des Vokals bestimmt. Die zentrale Frage bei diesem Maß lautet wieviel Einfluss

des vokalfernen Konsonanten (CCV) auf die Zungenposition des Vokals vom vokalnahen

Konsonanten zugelassen wird.

Die Ergebnisse beider Maße bestätigen übereinstimmend die Hypothese, dass bei steigen-

der Koartikulationsresistenz des vokalnahen Konsonanten die zu erwartende zunehmende

Vokalüberlappung in CCV gegenüber CV eingeschränkt wird. Da der Grad der Cluster-

Vokal Überlappung über die Gruppen Labiale > alveolare Sonoranten > Sibilanten hinweg

sukzessive abnimmt, beweist, dass der Faktor Zungen-Koartikulationsresistenz des vokal-

nahen Konsonanten (CCV) unterschiedliche Koartikulationsmuster zwischen Silbenanlaut

und Silbennukleus bedingen kann.

Variation der Kiefer-Koartikulationsresistenz des vokalnahen Konsonanten

(CCV)

Dieses Kapitel schließt mit der Frage an, inwiefern unterschiedliche C-C Koartikulations-

muster auf die segmentspezifische Koartikulationsresistenz des vokalnahen Konsonanten

(CCV) zurückzuführen sind. Anders als im vorangegangen Kapitel liegt hier das Hauptau-

genmerk allerdings auf der Kiefer-Koartikulationsresistenz. Der theoretischen Rahmen für

diese Untersuchung leitet sich von einem Modell ab, das den Kiefer als eine Art Grund-

baustein der silbischen Organisation des Sprechens darstellt (z.B. Lindblom, 1983; Mac-

Neilage & Davis, 2000). In diesem Zusammenhang wurde für CCV Silben die Hypothese

formuliert, dass die Kieferhöhe vom vokalfernen Konsonanten (CCV) bis hin zum Vokal

abnimmt („geschlossen-offen Zyklus“), was für die intrinsische Kieferhöhe des vokalnahen

Konsonanten (CCV) eine prinzipielle Anpassung an den Grundzyklus impliziert (z.B. Red-

ford, 1999).
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Die erste Analyse in diesem Kapitel greift die Kieferzyklushypothese auf, da eine An-

passung der intrinsischen Kieferhöhe des vokalnahen Konsonanten als zunehmend un-

wahrscheinlich erscheint, je höher die kieferspezifische Koartikulationsresistenz des vokal-

nahen Konsonanten ist. Im Hinblick auf die zu erwartende Koartikulationsresistenz des

Kiefers wird aus der Literatur eine Ordnung hergeleitet, in der der Grad der Kiefer-

Koartikulationsresistenz (parallel zur segmentspezifischen Kieferhöhe) von /S/ > /t/ >

/n/ > /l/ abnimmt. Die Bewegungsbahnen des Kiefers in /mSa/, /pta/, /pna/ und /pla/

Silben wurden anhand einer DCT-Analyse verglichen, um der Hypothese nachzugehen,

dass der Krümmungsgrad (3. DCT-Koeffizient) in den Kieferzeitreihen in Abhängigkeit

der Kiefer-Koartikulationsresistenz variiert (d.h. /mSa/ < /pta/ < /pna/ < /pla/). Tat-

sächlich zeigen die Ergebnisse, dass sich /pla/ statistisch klar von den restlichen Silben

unterscheidet (d.h. /pla/ konvexer als /mSa, pta, pna/) und als einzige Silbe die Kieferzy-

klushypothese bestätigt. Ferner besitzt /pna/ eine signifikant konvexere Kieferbewegung

als /mSa/, wohingegen /pta/ sich nicht signifikant von /mSa, pna/ unterscheidet.

In den weiteren Analysen wird auf Lindblom’s (2011) (bislang ungetestete) Hypothese ein-

gegangen, dass sowohl C-C Überlappung als auch das Phänomen der akustischen Konso-

nantenkürzung (CV > CCV) in kausalem Zusammenhang mit der Kieferzyklushypothese

stehen. Ausgehend von den gegebenen Kieferzeitreihen wird erwartet, dass mit zuneh-

mender Konvexität mehr artikulatorische C-C Überlappung (d.h. Überlappung von la-

bialen und koronalen Bewegungen) mit einhergehender akustischer Konsonantenkürzung

entsteht. Dementsprechend wird ein ähnliches Muster wie in der ersten Analyse beobach-

tet: /pl/ zeigt den erwartungsgemäß höchsten Überlappungsgrad, während zwischen /mS/,

/pt/ und /pn/ (generell wenig Überlappung) kein signifikanter Unterschied nachzuweisen

ist. Akustisch erfahren die vokalnahen Konsonanten /t, l/ mit zunehmender Anlautkom-

plexität eine Kürzung (/t/ > /pt/, /l/ > /pl/), während /S, n/ statistisch gesehen nicht

von akustischer Kürzung betroffen sind (/S/ ≈ /mS/, /n/ ≈ /pn/).

Abschließende Korrelationsanalysen bestätigen die Vorhersage, dass die Form der Kiefer-

bewegung positiv mit C-C Überlappung und negativ mit dem Grad der akustischen Kon-

sonantenkürzung korreliert ist. Dies sind eindeutige Hinweise darauf, dass segmentspezifi-
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schen Kieferspezifikationen (z.B. intrinsische Kieferhöhe, Kiefer-Koartikulationsresistenz)

für artikulatorische und akustische Korrelate der Silbenstruktur verantwortlich sind. Einzig

die erwartete Korrelation zwischen artikulatorischer Überlappung und akustischer Kürzung

wird nicht bestätigt.

Aerodynamische Kompatibilität von Anlautkonsonanten (CCV) unter prosodi-

scher Variation

Im Hinblick auf die biomechanisch motivierten Hypothesen des vorangegangenen Kapitels

zeigt das Cluster /pn/ ein unerwartetes Ergebnis, nämlich deutlich weniger Überlappung

der Anlautkonsonanten im Vergleich zu /pl/. Aus diesem Grund wird im letzten For-

schungskapitel der einschlägigen Annahme nachgegangen, dass aerodynamische und damit

letztendlich perzeptuelle Faktoren unterschiedliche Koartikulationsmuster in Silben mit

komplexen Anlautverbindungen bedingen können. Dass Plosiv-Nasal Cluster (z.B. /pn/)

systematisch weniger koartikulieren als Plosiv-Lateral Cluster (z.B. /pl/) wurde mit dem

aerodynamischen Konflikt begründet, der für Plosiv-Nasal Verbindungen besteht. Ein Kon-

flikt käme demzufolge zustande, wenn eine zu starke Überlappung der Velumsöffnung von

/n/ mit dem Plosiv den erforderlichen intraoralen Überdruck beeinträchtigen und in der

Konsequenz den perzeptuell wichtigen Verschlußlösungsimpuls gefährden würde (z.B. Hoo-

le, Pouplier, Beňuš & Bombien, 2013; Kühnert, Hoole & Mooshammer, 2006).

Um verschiedene Koartikulationmuster zwischen Anlautkonsonanten (CCV) methodisch

auszulösen, hat sich in den vergangenen Jahren die Variation der Satzprosodie etabliert.

In diesem Zusammenhang lautet die globale Annahme, dass zwei Anlautkonsonanten in

deakzentuierter Position stärker miteinander überlappen, als in akzentuierter Position. Al-

lerdings – so die Kernhypothese dieses Kapitels – sollte dieser prosodische Effekt blockiert

werden, wenn durch die Überlappungszunahme wesentliche akustische Eigenschaften des

ersten oder zweiten Konsonanten zerstört würden (aerodynamische Konflikte).

Diese Hypothese wird hier für zwei Gruppen von Anlautverbindungen getestet (pC: /pl/,

/pn/, /pS/; mC: /ml/, /mñ/, and /mS/), in denen sich jeweils ein Beispiel befindet, für
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die theoretisch aerodynamische Konflikte anzunehmen wären. Konkret wird angenommen,

dass ausschließlich bei /pn/ und bei /mS/ unter prosodischer Variation eine zu starke Über-

lappung der Velumabsenkung mit /p/ oder /S/ den erforderlichen intraoralen Überdruck

beeinträchtigen könnte. Tatsächlich weist /pn/ eine qualitativ geringere prosodische Varia-

tion auf als /pl, pS/ (vgl. Bombien et al., 2013). Allerdings wird entgegen der Erwartungen

für /mS/ beobachtet, dass die beiden Konsonanten in deakzentuierter Position deutlich

mehr überlappen, als in deakzentuierter Position. Dass weiterhin etwa für /ml/ praktisch

keine Auswirkung der prosodischen Bedingungen gefunden wurde, könnte darauf hindeu-

ten, dass aerodynamische Kompatibilität von Anlautkonsonanten nicht allein bestimmte

Koartikulationsmuster beeinflussen kann.

Schlussbemerkungen

Insgesamt bestätigen die Ergebnisse der drei experimentellen Untersuchungen, dass die

Organisation der Artikulationsabläufe innerhalb von Silben mit komplexen CCV Anlaut-

clustern davon abhängt, aus welchen Konsonanten der Silbenanlaut zusammengesetzt ist.

Dabei scheinen zwei Faktoren von besonderer Bedeutung zu sein, wie die jeweiligen An-

lautkonsonanten zueinander und zusammen (als globales Anlautgebilde) relativ zum Sil-

bennukleus koordiniert sind, nämlich die Zungen- sowie die Kiefer-Koartikulationsresistenz

des vokalnahen Konsonanten (CCV).

Der große Potenzial der Artikulatorischen Phonologie besteht darin, dass koartikulatorische

Variabilität und Resistenz zwischen benachbarten Segmenten (z.B. in simplen CV Silben)

integrale Bestandteile in diesem Modell sind. Jedoch gab es bislang keine umfassenden

Ansätze, wie dieses Potenzial genutzt werden kann, um unterschiedliche Koartikulations-

muster in komplexen Anlautsilben zu modellieren (z.B. CCV Silben mit verschiedenen

vokalnahen Konsonanten). In den jeweiligen Untersuchungen dieser Dissertation wird da-

her vorgeschlagen, das bereits in der Artikulatorischen Phonologie existierende Konzept der

Bindekraft (bonding oder coupling strength) neu zu interpretieren, d.h. Bindekraft explizit

als einen Wert für Koartikulationsresistenz zu verstehen. Obwohl diese Hypothese in er-
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sten Fallbeispielen mithilfe des modelleigenem artikulatorischen Synthesizer TADA (Nam,

Goldstein, Saltzman & Byrd, 2004) gestützt werden konnte, sollte in zukünftigen Untersu-

chungen eine exakte Evaluation und Ermittlung dieser Bindekraftwerte vorgenommen wer-

den. Die inhärente Motivation besteht darin, jedem Konsonanten (und in der Konsequenz

auch jedem Vokal) einen individuellen, kontextunabhängigen Bindekraftwert empirisch zu

ermitteln, um unterschiedliche Koartikulationsmuster in Konsonantenverbindungen im Sil-

benanlaut synthetisieren zu können. Dies wäre eine vielversprechende Innovation im Feld

der Artikulatorischen Phonologie und generell ein Fortschritt in unserem Verständnis von

artikulatorischen Koordinationsmustern und Sprachproduktion.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation presents an experimental investigation of various constraints of particular

consonants and consonant sequences which are hypothesized to condition the spatiotempo-

ral organization syllables with complex onsets. Previous research on articulatory correlates

of syllable structure suggests that the temporal organization of syllables varies as a function

of the segmental make-up of the onset cluster. But there is currently little understanding

of the details that might condition this variation. Aiming for a thorough understanding of

potential biomechanical and aerodynamic constraints on spatiotemporal syllable organiza-

tion, we systematically vary the lingual (i.e tongue body) and mandibular coarticulation

resistance of the consonant adjacent to the vowel, and the aerodynamic requirements of

the consonants composing an onset cluster. Since the current work is framed within the

theory of Articulatory Phonology and its computational relatives (i.e. task dynamics and

coupled oscillator model of syllable organization) we will briefly introduce these models

and how they are related to our research questions

1.1 The Articulatory Phonology framework

Articulatory Phonology (e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 1986, 1989, 1992, 1995, 2000) is a

theoretical framework of phonology which specifies phonological atoms of speech in terms
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of vocal tract actions – the so-called ‘gestures’. Thus, gestures are understood to be si-

multaneously information units and action units which are used in a unitary fashion to

capture phonological contrasts and physical properties of speech production. Gestures con-

trol the spatiotemporal coordination of different articulators which act in a synergistic

manner to fulfill an articulatorily characteristic constriction task in the vocal tract. From

this perspective it is crucial that gestures are considered to be abstract, i.e. they specify

articulatory tasks, but not for individual movements. For instance, the labial stop /p/

specifies a closure of the lips, but not moving the lower lip towards the upper lip. Fur-

ther, gestures are inherently temporal and spatial since they are activated for a particular

temporal interval to achieve individually specified constriction degrees and/or locations in

the vocal tract. Another property of the gestural approach is that two individual gestures

can be coordinated by means of pair-wise coupling relations to form larger phonological

units (e.g. syllables). These coupling relations (specified in terms of particular phasing

relationships; more on this below) resolve theoretically in either synchronously or sequen-

tially initiated gestures. Particularly in the former case (i.e. synchronous coordination) the

gestures involved overlap extensively in time, i.e. coproduction. In cases where coproduced

gestures share the same articulators, coproduction might result in competing articulatory

goals which in turn creates coarticulatory effects (cf. Fowler & Saltzman, 1993; Saltzman

& Munhall, 1989; Öhman, 1966).

1.2 The task dynamics model

An approach that aims to model articulatory movements in terms of articulatory gestures

was proposed by Saltzman and colleagues (e.g. Saltzman, 1986; Saltzman &Munhall, 1989).

The task dynamic model of speech production suggests that articulatory gestures emerge

from dynamical systems with two functionally distinct but interacting levels. At the in-

tergestural coordination level a set of coupled activation intervals is specified in the form of

a gestural score (cf. bottom panel in Figure 1.1) This gestural score is in turn applied at the

interarticulator coordination level, at which both tract variables (e.g. for /p/: lip aperture
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(LA) and lip protrusion (LP)) and articulator variables (e.g. for /p/: upper/lower lip and

jaw) are specified. This theoretical approach suggests that coordinated speech gestures are

predictable if both tract and articulator variables are available.

Glottis

Tongue tip

Tongue body

Lips

wide

alveolar crit

pharyngeal narrow

labial clo

Glottis

Tongue tip

Tongue body

Lips

Time

Figure 1.1: Top: The coupling graph for the syllable [spA] (as in Amercian English pro-

nounciation of “spot”) in which the consonantal tongue tip (fricative) gesture and the lip

closure gesture are coupled in-phase to the vocalic tongue body gesture, while they are

also coupled to each other in an anti-phase coupling mode. Bottom: The gestural score

that results from the planning model is also shown. Lines indicate coupling relationships

between pairs of gestures – solid and dashed are different in-phase and anti-phase coupling

modes, respectively (cf. Goldstein et al., 2006, p. 227).

In order to model articulatory movements, the task dynamic model computationally im-

plements articulatory gestures as sets of dynamic systems on the basis of gestural scores

and mass-spring equations. More specifically, this means that once a gestural score is input

into the task dynamic model, gestures are quantitatively modeled by individually assigned

target specifications in the tract-variable space: stiffness and (critical) damping parameter.

Eight tract variables are considered which represent the constriction location/degree for

the lips, the tongue tip and the tongue body, the constriction degree for the velum (i.e.
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velic aperture) and the constriction degree for the glottis (i.e. glottal aperture). Table 1.1

shows that each tract variable involves a set of different articulators which act in a syner-

gistic manner to attain a gestural target. (e.g. the labial closure gesture for /p/ involves

the upper/lower lips and the jaw).

Organ Tract variables Articulators

Lips Lip protrusion (PRO) Upper/lower lip, jaw

Lip aperture (LA) Upper/lower lip, jaw

Tongue tip Tongue tip constriction location (TTCL) Tongue tip/body, jaw

Tongue tip constriction degree (TTCD) Tongue tip/body, jaw

Tongue body Tongue body constriction location (TBCL) Tongue body, jaw

Tongue body constriction degree (TBCD) Tongue body, jaw

Velum Velum (VEL) Velum (NA)

Glottis Glottis (GLO) Glottis (GW)

Table 1.1: List of constriction organs, tract variables, and associated articulators used in

the task dynamic model.

1.3 Coupled oscillator model of syllable organization

Further developments of the gestural approach (Goldstein et al., 2006; Nam, Goldstein, &

Saltzman, 2009) provide an opportunity for intergestural timing, which is determined by

the planning oscillators associated with the set of individual gestures, i.e. pair-wise cou-

pling relations of two individual planning oscillators (or clocks). These coupling relations

are specified for particular phasing relationships, for which only two modes of coupling

are hypothesized (cf. Turvey, 1990): either they are coupled in an in-phase relationship

(i.e. 0◦; results in synchronously initiated gestures) or in an anti-phase relationship (i.e.

180◦, results in sequentially initiated gestures) with each other. The observation that in
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consonant-vowel sequences (henceforth referred to as CAV, where ‘CA’ denotes the vowel-

adjacent consonant), consonant and vowel gestures show a high degree of CAV overlap

and near-synchronous movement initiation (de Jong, 2003; Löfqvist & Gracco, 1999; Nam

et al., 2009) is captured in the model in terms of an in-phase relationship between onset

consonant and vowel.

However, the account of C-V in-phase coupling cannot be simply adapted to the interges-

tural coordination of syllables with a consonant cluster preceding the vowel (henceforth

referred to as CRCAV, where ‘CR’ denotes the vowel-remote consonant). If all consonants

were initiated synchronously with the vowel (i.e. CR-V and CA-V in-phase coupling), this

would result in the simultaneous production of CR and CA. Therefore, to prevent the

perceptual masking of one of the consonants, a compromise is needed in order to model

cluster-vowel timing patterns. From this perspective, Goldstein and colleagues (Browman &

Goldstein, 2000; Goldstein, Nam, Saltzman, & Chitoran, 2009; Nam et al., 2009) suggested

that multiple, competing coupling relations can be specified in the network of oscillators

in the coupling graph. For example, in the case of syllable [spA], both onset consonants are

coupled in-phase with the vowel, and anti-phase with each other (as shown in the coupling

graph in Figure 1.1). In terms of intergestural coordination, competing phase relationships

condition the consonant gestures (associated with CR=/s/ and CA=/p/) to shift relative

to the vowel gesture, so that the onset of the vowel gestures coincides with the temporal

midpoint of both consonant gestures (i.e. C-center timing pattern).

The gestural approach of coupled oscillators makes clear predictions concerning the in-

tergestural coordination of syllables with complex onsets (CRCAV syllables), i.e. consonants

are coupled in-phase with the vowel, and anti-phase with each other. Taken together, the

competing coupling constraints should in theory render context-independent patterns of

CR-V, CA-V, and CR-CA temporal coordination.

While there has been general support for the C-center model, previous research has also

revealed that for some clusters, the timing of the vowel-adjacent consonant remains con-

stant under increasing onset complexity (e.g. Brunner, Geng, Sotiropoulou, & Gafos, 2014;
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Marin, 2013; Peters & Kleber, 2014; Pouplier, 2012). Yet there is currently no clear picture

of the factors which may condition these unexpected patterns. There is some indication

in the literature that these differences may be accounted for by taking the coarticulation

resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant into consideration (Brunner et al., 2014; Marin,

2013; Pouplier, 2012), but a systematic investigation is missing.

As to the gestural CR-CA timing, previous research (e.g. Bombien, Mooshammer, & Hoole,

2013; Byrd, 1996; Chitoran & Cohn, 2009; Hoole, Pouplier, Beňuš, & Bombien, 2013;

Kühnert, Hoole, & Mooshammer, 2006) also hints at different factors which have been

repeatedly shown to affect CR-CA coordination, e.g. manner of articulation of both CR

and CA. Consonant clusters in which CR was a stop showed relatively less gestural overlap

compared to clusters with a fricative in CR, and consonant clusters in which CA was the

nasal /n/ showed less gestural overlap compared to clusters with /l/ or /s/ in the vowel-

adjacent position (e.g. Bombien et al., 2013; Kühnert et al., 2006; Yip, 2013). Hoole and

colleagues suggested that the respective aerodynamic requirements of stop+nasal clusters

seem to constitute an additional constraining factor on intra-cluster coordination.

1.4 Modeling coarticulation (resistance)

As pointed out earlier, due to the notion that coarticulation results from the interaction

of spatially and temporally overlapping gestures (e.g. Saltzman & Munhall, 1989; Öhman,

1966), the gestural model is in principle ideally suited to model coarticulatory effects.

Fowler and Saltzman (1993) considered two possible scenarios for coarticulatory interac-

tions of overlapping gestures, depending on whether the overlapping gestures share the

same articulators or not. For example, since the tongue is not a shared articulator between

vowel and consonant in /apa/, there will be maximal consonant-vowel coarticulation. This

contrasts with cases like /asa/ in which vowel and consonant impose conflicting demands

on the same articulator (here: tongue body) with the results of gestural blending. And

indeed, blending coefficients are an integral part of the task dynamic model (Fowler &

Saltzman, 1993; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989), they specify the degree to which a given ges-
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ture dominates the vocal tract, i.e. coarticulation resistance and aggression. For instance,

the lingual coarticulation resistance of a sibilant is implemented by a relatively greater

weighting of the consonantal compared to the vocalic tongue body gesture, limiting vowel-

induced variability of the sibilant (i.e. a low degree of V-to-C coarticulation). In the case of

coarticulatorily least resistant labials, the blending parameter is irrelevant since the labial

and the vowel do not share the same (lingual) articulator, hence there is, in terms of the

tongue, no constraint on V-to-C coarticulation. While the concept of coarticulation resis-

tance is part of the gestural and associated task dynamic model in terms of dominance

coefficients for articulators (Fowler & Saltzman, 1993; Iskarous, McDonough, & Whalen,

2012; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989), there has been virtually no work so far that has looked

at the interaction of temporal coordination and spatial dominance factors.

1.5 Research aims and outline of this thesis

At the heart of this thesis is the question of what Polish onset cluster can teach us about

biomechanical and aerodynamic constraints of consonants on syllable-related timing pat-

terns. We choose Polish for this work, since the great variety of consonant combination

in Polish onset clusters allows us to provide systematic studies of how tongue body/jaw

coarticulation of CA and conflicting aerodynamic requirements of CR and CA interacts

with the temporal organization of syllables. Previous research on the temporal coordina-

tion of syllable structure gives rise towards the assumption that both consonant-to-vowel

and consonant-to-consonant coordination patterns vary as a function of such articulatory

constraints, but systematic investigation is missing thus far.

In order to provide a theoretical foundation of how these constraints can be integrated into

the gestural model of syllable organization, we use the task dynamic application (TADA,

Nam, Goldstein, Saltzman, & Byrd, 2004) which is a modularized implementation of the

linguistic gestural model and the associated task dynamic model (Browman & Goldstein,

2000; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989). Accordingly, this is a perfect tool to probe hypotheses
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which arise in the course of this dissertation.

In Chapter 2, the degree of onset-vowel overlap will be examined in terms of different

degrees of lingual coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant (CA = sibi-

lants vs. alveolar sonorants vs. labials). In Chapter 3, the interaction of the jaw cycle

and coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent coronal will be examined by varying

the segmental make-up of onset clusters. This will be done in order to estimate the ef-

fects of jaw movement on labial-coronal coarticulation and incremental shortening of the

vowel-adjacent coronal. In Chapter 4 we investigate labial+alveolar clusters as to whether

conflicting aerodynamic requirements prevents increasing gestural overlap under deaccen-

tuation. Finally, in Chapter 5 we will bring together the present result and discuss them

with respect to the research aims outlined here.



Chapter 2

Articulatory mechanisms underlying

onset-vowel organization1

2.1 Introduction

Finding phonetic correlates in syllable organization has engaged phonetic studies for many

years since it is difficult to tease apart universals in speech planning from language-specific

and segmental composition effects. The goal of the present study is to shed light on how

the segmental make-up of a consonant cluster may affect cluster-vowel organization. In

particular we will focus on the coarticulation resistance of the consonant adjacent to the

vowel (i.e. #CCV) as one possible factor conditioning differences in the timing of complex

syllable onsets relative to the syllable nucleus. Throughout this chapter, the consonants

immediately preceding the syllable nuclei in the singleton and cluster condition will be re-

ferred to as vowel-adjacent consonant (abbr. CA); in the cluster condition, the first member

of the cluster will be referred to as vowel-remote consonant (abbr. CR).

Regarding the articulatory organization of the syllable, systematic timing differences have

been found depending on whether the consonant precedes (#CV) or follows the vowel

(VC#). In a CV sequence, the movement onset for the vowel will occur before the con-

1A version of this chapter has been published in the Journal of Phonetics (Pastätter & Pouplier, 2017).
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sonant has reached its target, leading to a considerable degree of overlap, while a coda

consonant will – with some exceptions – show considerably less vowel overlap (de Jong,

2003; Krakow, 1999; Löfqvist & Gracco, 1999). There is also some evidence that the orga-

nization of consonantal gestures with respect to the vowel differs as a function of syllable

complexity (e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 1988; Byrd, 1995; Honorof & Browman, 1995). By

comparing the timing of a cluster onset relative to a corresponding singleton onset, it has

been demonstrated that at least in certain circumstances onset-vowel timing reorganizes

dynamically when onset complexity increases (i.e. CAV→ CRCAV). What is meant by reor-

ganization is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.1: The vowel-adjacent /m/ in the cluster

condition (bottom panel) starts later in time compared to /m/ in the singleton condition

(top panel). The dashed line indicates the temporal midpoint of the singleton (top) and

the cluster (bottom) onset, while the solid line indicates the constant anchor point relative

to which the timing of the onset consonants is typically evaluated. This relative temporal

shift between singleton and cluster induces the /m/ in szmata [Smata]2 to overlap more

with the vowel compared to the /m/ in mata [mata]. This has been interpreted as the onset

being coordinated to the vowel as a single prosodic unit: While the temporal relationship

to the vowel of each individual consonant changes with increasing complexity, the timing

of the onset as a whole remains the same. Within the gestural model of syllable structure,

this ‘global’ onset-vowel organization has been termed the “C-center” effect (Browman &

Goldstein, 1988, 2000).

The C-center effect is by hypothesis a universal correlate of syllable structure (Goldstein

et al., 2006) and, empirically, it has by and large been confirmed for several clusters and

languages (American English: Browman & Goldstein, 1988; Byrd, 1995; Honorof & Brow-

man, 1995; Marin & Pouplier, 2010; German: Pouplier, 2012; Italian: Hermes, Mücke, &

Grice, 2013; Romanian: Marin, 2013; Marin & Pouplier, 2014; but see Brunner et al., 2014).

However, some onset clusters showed other timing patterns than the expected C-center,

2It has to be noted that different IPA symbols are used in the literature for the Polish post-alveolar

sibilant in question, i.e. /S/ (e.g. Gussmann, 2007; Jassem, 2003) and /ù/ (e.g. Bukmaier & Harrington,

2016; Hamann, 2004; Żygis & Hamann, 2003). In this paper, we use the symbol /S/ throughout.
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[mata]

Anchor
Vowel

Vowel-adjacent
Vowel-remote

Time

/t/
/a/
/m/

[Smata]

Anchor
Vowel

Vowel-adjacent
Vowel-remote

Time

/t/
/a/
/m/
/S/

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the predicted “C-center” organization of singleton

(top) and cluster (bottom) onsets in [mata] and [Smata], respectively, relative to a constant

anchor point, in this case /t/. Each box represents the temporal interval during which a

given structure is active.

suggesting an interaction of cluster composition and cluster-vowel organization in ways not

accounted for by the gestural model of syllable structure. In particular, certain clusters fail

to show the characteristic increase of onset-vowel overlap as a function of onset complex-

ity. Yet it remains unclear which factors exactly may condition these deviating patterns.

In the present paper, we propose that the coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent

consonant may be one of these factors. Since the concept of C-center organization is based

on the observation that generally CAV overlap increases with increasing onset complexity,

it is conceivable that this may be blocked if CA is highly coarticulation resistant. However,

current articulatory models of syllable structure do not foresee such an interaction be-

tween articulator (spatial) dominance and degree of temporal overlap. We focus on Polish

in our current study, since Polish phonotactics allow for a great variety of consonant com-

binations in onsets. This enables us to carry out a systematic investigation of articulatory

mechanisms which may interact with cluster-vowel timing. Specifically, we compare onset
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clusters with vowel-adjacent consonants which are known to differ in their coarticulatory

resistance: sibilants, alveolar laterals (which tends to be a ‘clear’ [l]3 in Polish; Rochoń,

2000) and nasals, and labial stops. These analyses allow us to determine how different

degrees of coarticulation resistance affect the temporal organization of CAV sequences in

singleton and cluster onsets. The focus of the present study is on coarticulation resistance

of CA since this is the locus at which we can expect to find the greatest effect on onset-vowel

overlap. In the following we will summarize the gestural model of syllable structure as pro-

posed within Articulatory Phonology and review previous studies that have investigated

cluster-vowel timing in a similar fashion to the current study.

2.1.1 Gestural coupling model

Articulatory Phonology models phonological representations of speech sounds in terms of

the spatiotemporal coordination of articulatory gestures (e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 1992).

Articulatory gestures specify vocal tract actions for the production of speech sounds (e.g.

a lip closure for /p/ or the combination of lip closure and velum lowering for /m/). Larger

phonological units such as syllables arise from coupling relations between gestures. These

coupling relations are specified for particular phase relationships. The observation that

in CAV sequences, consonant and vowel gestures show a high degree of CAV overlap and

near-synchronous movement initiation (de Jong, 2003; Löfqvist & Gracco, 1999; Nam et al.,

2009) is captured in the model in terms of a 0◦ phase relationship between onset consonant

and vowel. In the case of onset clusters, not all consonants can be produced synchronously

(or ‘in-phase’) with the vowel, since this would result in a simultaneous production of

CR and CA. The C-center organization (Figure 2.1) represents a compromise solution to

prevent the perceptual masking of one of the consonants: figuratively, the vowel-adjacent

3Laterals are characterized by a tongue tip and a tongue body constriction. Depending on the target

position of the tongue body movement laterals are characterized auditorily as ‘clear’ or ‘dark’: clear laterals

have a fronted and raised tongue body whereas ‘dark’ /l/ features a retracted and lowered tongue body

(e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 1995; Sproat & Fujimura, 1993). Clear laterals are for instance typical for

German, Romanian, and Polish (Recasens, 2012a; Rochoń, 2000).
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consonant shifts towards the vowel (i.e. /m/ overlaps more with the vowel in [Smata] than

in [mata]) while the vowel-remote consonant (i.e. /S/) shifts away from the vowel. This is

so because by hypothesis onset clusters have competing phase relationships: while both

consonants are coupled in-phase with the vowel, they are coupled anti-phase with each

other (Browman & Goldstein, 2000; Goldstein et al., 2009; Nam et al., 2009). These con-

flicting underlying phase specifications cannot be satisfied at the same time. The result is

a blended output giving rise to the C-center timing pattern described above (Figure 2.1).

To infer the underlying coordination (or phase) relationship of syllables with complex on-

sets, cluster-vowel timing has often been investigated relative to a corresponding singleton

condition, as already discussed in the context of Figure 2.1. The relative change of the

temporal lag between the vowel-adjacent consonant and a constant anchor point (usually a

consonant following the vowel, i.e. the /t/ in [mata] and [Smata]) from singleton to cluster

condition is used as an index to consonant-vowel overlap. If the temporal distance between

the vowel-adjacent consonant and the anchor point is shorter in the cluster compared to

the singleton condition, this is taken to mean that the overlap between consonant(s) and

vowel increases with increasing onset complexity (i.e. C-center organization; Figure 2.1).

That this temporal shortening of the anchor distance is truly due to increasing consonant-

vowel overlap rather than just vowel shortening has been confirmed in Peters and Kleber

(2014). While there has been general support for the C-center model, previous research has

also revealed that for some clusters, the timing of the vowel-adjacent consonant remains

constant under increasing onset complexity, yet there is currently no clear picture of the

factors which may condition these unexpected patterns. There is some indication in the lit-

erature that these differences may be accounted for by taking the coarticulation resistance

of the vowel-adjacent consonant into consideration (Brunner et al., 2014; Pouplier, 2012),

but a systematic investigation is missing. We will now review the previous literature from

this perspective.

Generally, across languages, onset clusters with a labial in the vowel-adjacent position

(e.g. /sp/, /sm/) have been shown to predominantly agree with the timing patterns hy-
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pothesized by the gestural model in that they showed more CAV overlap in cluster than

in singleton onset condition (American English: Browman & Goldstein, 1988; Honorof &

Browman, 1995; Marin & Pouplier, 2010; Romanian: Marin, 2013; German: Pouplier, 2012).

Labials are known to have a very low degree of coarticulation resistance (see Section 2.1.2

below). Two notable exceptions are Italian (Hermes et al., 2013) and Slovak (Pouplier &

Beňuš, 2011), but here there is relatively clear evidence for this being a very particular

language-specific effect in both cases connected to other structural factors in these lan-

guages. For Italian, /sp/ clusters are traditionally described as heterosyllabic (‘impure-s ’)

and there are a number of morpho-phonological dimensions along which /sp/ clusters have

an exceptional status in this language. In Slovak, the systematic presence of lexical syllabic

consonants (e.g. smrk) may require further coordination patterns for complex onsets apart

from predicted patterns introduced above.

A number of studies have investigated stop+sonorant clusters, but here a more complex

picture emerges. For German, a C-center effect was confirmed for /kn/ (Peters & Kleber,

2014) and /gl/ (Brunner et al., 2014), but not for /pl/ (Brunner et al., 2014; Pouplier, 2012).

In other languages, however, stop+lateral onsets consistently showed the expected coor-

dination pattern (American English: Browman & Goldstein, 1988, Honorof & Browman,

1995; Marin & Pouplier, 2010; Polish: Bruni, 2011; Italian: Hermes et al., 2013; Romanian:

Marin & Pouplier, 2014). While numerous methodological differences between studies may

contribute to these mixed results, in our present context it is important to note that, in all

of these studies, clusters with vowel-adjacent labials (e.g. /sp/) overlapped gradually more

with the vowel than clusters with a vowel-adjacent lateral (e.g. /pl/; cf. Goldstein et al.,

2009; Marin & Pouplier, 2010; Pouplier, 2012). This is in line with our suggestion that the

degree to which onset-vowel overlap may increase varies as a function of the coarticulation

resistance of CA, since labials are independently known to be less coarticulation resistant

than alveolar sonorants (e.g. Recasens & Espinosa, 2009; Recasens, Pallars, & Fontdevila,

1997; see Section 2.1.2 for a detailed discussion of coarticulation resistance). In this view,

also cross-linguistic differences in the nature of laterals (clear vs. dark [l]) could lead to

variation in the degree of onset-vowel overlap, since dark laterals are by and large more
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resistant to coarticulation than clear laterals (see Section 2.1.2). The relatively strongest

evidence so far for the role of coarticulation resistance stems from Marin’s (2013) work on

Romanian which showed no change in overlap for clusters in which the vowel-adjacent con-

sonant is, among others, a sibilant (Marin, 2013). Sibilants are among the highest ranking

segments the coarticulation resistance scale. In Marin’s work the clusters failing to increase

overlap were /ps, ks, kn, and kt/. Therefore she concluded that this was due to CR being

a stop without going further into detail why a vowel-remote stop might block a C-center

effect. She also considered frequency as a conditioning factor, a point we will take up again

in the Discussion.

In sum, previous results concerning consonant cluster timing reveal that the organization

of onset clusters cannot be described with a single timing pattern as originally proposed by

Browman and Goldstein (1988, 2000). Instead, the onset-vowel timing seems to vary grad-

ually with cluster composition. To the extent that previous results are comparable across

studies, there is some evidence for coarticulation resistance of CA being one of the condi-

tioning factors. The concept of coarticulation resistance and why exactly it is expected to

interact with onset-vowel timing will be discussed in detail in the following Section 2.1.2.

2.1.2 Coarticulation resistance

The term ‘coarticulation’ was originally introduced by Menzerath and de Lacerda (1933)

to describe articulatory interaction of neighboring speech sounds (see Kühnert and Nolan

(1999) for an outline of historical coarticulation research). More specifically, coarticulation

results from temporally and spatially overlapping gestures (e.g. Saltzman & Munhall, 1989;

Öhman, 1966). Numerous studies have revealed that the degree of coarticulation varies

with the particular consonants and vowels involved, a phenomenon known as coarticula-

tion resistance (e.g. Bladon & Al-Bamerni, 1976; Farnetani, 1990; Fowler & Brancazio,

2000; Recasens & Espinosa, 2009; Recasens et al., 1997; Öhman, 1966). Coarticulation

resistance has often been evaluated based on VCV sequences with varying consonants and
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vowel contexts. The articulation of intervocalic labial consonants has been shown to vary

substantially as a function of vowel context in that the tongue body positioning during a

labial is largely determined by the surrounding vowels (low degree of coarticulation resis-

tance). Sibilants, on the other hand, have been found to retain their tongue shape robustly

against the coarticulatory force of adjacent vowels (high degree of coarticulation resis-

tance). Therefore, for instance, all else being equal, there will be more vowel-conditioned

variability during the intervocalic consonant between /ipi/ vs. /apa/ than between /isi/

vs. /asa/ (cf. Recasens & Espinosa, 2009; Recasens et al., 1997).

In a series of studies Recasens and colleagues came to the conclusion that specifically the

degree of active tongue body control during the production of a given consonant condi-

tions its coarticulatory resistance to the influence of adjacent segments (e.g. Recasens &

Espinosa, 2009). This means the degree of vowel-induced variability increases when the

consonantal demand on the tongue body (or the articulatory constraint) decreases. At the

same time this also means that the manipulative strength of a consonant or coarticulatory

aggression on neighboring consonants and vowels increases with the consonant’s inherent

degree of articulatory constraint (Farnetani, 1990; Fowler & Saltzman, 1993).

Given that coarticulation results from the interaction of temporally overlapping gestures

and that complex onsets show a comparatively high degree of CAV overlap, coarticulation

resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant can be expected to interact with onset-vowel

timing. While the concept of coarticulation resistance is part of the gestural and associated

task dynamic model in terms of dominance coefficients for articulators (Fowler & Saltzman,

1993; Iskarous et al., 2012; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989), there has been virtually no work

so far that has looked at the interaction of temporal coordination and spatial dominance

factors. Brunner et al. (2014) did not address coarticulation resistance specifically, but

they related the temporal C-center measure to coarticulatory effects. For instance, they

observed that due to the influence of a CR=/k/ the C-V movement path of the tongue

in /kve/ is shorter compared to /ve/. Due to the positive correlation of this measure and

their temporal C-center measure, Brunner et al. suggested that the temporal lag measure

is informative about relative distance of constriction location between CR and vowel in a
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CRCAV cluster rather than underlying syllable organization. Yet their study did not target

this hypothesis specifically and it is difficult to glean conclusive results from their paper.4

In the current study, we capitalize on the range of phonotactic variation permitted in Pol-

ish onset clusters in order to provide a systematic study of how coarticulation resistance

of CA interacts with onset-vowel timing. We use onset clusters with vowel-adjacent conso-

nants known to differ in their coarticulation resistance and predict a negative correlation

between the degree of CAV overlap change when onset complexity increases and the degree

of coarticulation resistance of CA.

For our current study, we define for Polish consonants three discrete categories of coar-

ticulation resistance which are primarily based on the presumed degree of tongue body

control of the respective consonants (e.g. Recasens & Espinosa, 2009). Our work thereby

faces the problem that there is, to our knowledge, no independently established coarticula-

tion resistance hierarchy for Polish. We thus confine ourselves to a relatively coarse-grained

hierarchy using sibilants, labials, and alveolar sonorants. Despite possible language-specific

effects in coarticulation resistance, it can generally be assumed that sibilants are cross-

linguistically among the most highly coarticulation resistant consonants, while labials are

least coarticulation resistant. For alveolar stops, laterals and nasals, the situation is more

complex. In particular the coarticulation resistance of alveolar stops relative to alveolar

sonorants is unclear (Geumann, Kroos, & Tillmann, 1999; Hoole, Gfroerer, & Tillmann,

1990; but see Iskarous et al., 2013). In the absence of independent work on the patterning

of these stops in Polish, we decided to include /n, l/ in an alveolar sonorant category for

which we can relatively safely expect to range between sibilants and labials on the coar-

ticulation resistance scale (see Recasens & Espinosa, 2005 for the similarity of clear /l/ to

/n/ in terms of coarticulation resistance). In sum, the consonants used in this work are

categorized as outlined in the coarticulation resistance hierarchy (1):

4Also note that other C-center studies have contrasted VCR#CAV with V#CRCAV, thus controlling

for distance changes between conditions (e.g. Marin, 2013; Marin & Pouplier, 2010; Pouplier, 2012).
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(1) (post-)alveolar sibilants > alveolar laterals/nasals > labial consonants5

We predict that the characteristic increase in onset-vowel overlap will vary according to

this hierarchy: there should be more CAV overlap in a cluster compared to a correspond-

ing singleton condition if the vowel-adjacent consonant is prone to coarticulation (labial

consonants), but no change in CAV overlap when a highly resistant consonant is adjacent

to the vowel (sibilants) and an intermediate change in CAV overlap when C is an alveolar

sonorant. We evaluate CAV overlap changes both in terms of a temporal lag analysis as

done in the previous studies outlined above, as well as in terms of tongue body position

measurements.

Parallel to our temporal hypotheses, we expect different degrees of consonant tongue body

position changes in CV vs. CCV as a function of the coarticulation resistance of the vowel-

adjacent consonant. For instance, a less coarticulation resistant vowel-adjacent consonant

should have a different tongue body position in the singleton compared to the cluster

condition due to its increased overlap with the vowel (e.g. [mata] vs. [Smata]). However,

CR-CA coarticulation prevents us from isolating the effect of increased vowel overlap in

the vowel-adjacent consonant across clusters: When increasing onset complexity, the influ-

ence exerted by CR on tongue body position during CA confounds the ability to directly

show a stronger presence of the vowel in CCV compared to CV. We will therefore assess

onset-vowel overlap indirectly by the degree to which CR (the vowel-remote consonant)

exerts influence on the vowel. If CA blocks an increase in onset-vowel overlap we should see

less influence of CR during the vowel compared to cases in which CA allows for increasing

onset-vowel overlap.

Summing up, our current paper brings together the two strands of research on cluster-vowel

organization and on the lingual coarticulation resistance of consonants by comparing CAV

overlap patterns in singleton and cluster conditions for different onset compositions. The

5In this context the symbol ‘>’ means ‘coarticulatory more resistant than’ and ‘coarticulatory more

aggressive than’ at the same time.
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reason to expect that cluster-vowel organization should interact with consonantal coartic-

ulation resistance arises from the observation that CAV overlap increases with increasing

onset complexity. We use Polish to investigate the articulatory mechanisms underlying

cluster-vowel timing and to understand the interplay of cluster composition and syllable

organization. Finally, we will briefly examine the effect of voice onset time (VOT) on

cluster-vowel organization for onsets with vowel-adjacent voiceless stop consonants, since

this has been claimed to be a possible confounding factor in the performed timing measures

(cf. Brunner et al., 2014).

2.2 Method

2.2.1 Speakers and data collection

We acquired data from three female and three male native speakers of Polish. Prior to the

experiment subjects were familiarized with the recording setup, the reading task, and a list

of utterances. Kinematic data were recorded by means of electromagnetic articulography

(EMA; AG501, Carstens Medizinelektronik). We attached four sensors to the tongue, ap-

proximately equally spaced to the tongue tip (TT), anterior tongue mid (TM1), posterior

tongue mid (TM2), and to the dorsal region of the tongue body (TB). Further sensors

were placed on the upper and lower lips (UL, LL), and on the lower incisor to capture jaw

movement (JAW). Reference sensors (nose ridge, upper incisor and on the mastoid process

behind the ears) were used for the correction of head movements. Kinematic signals were

sampled at 250 Hz. At the same time we recorded acoustic data at a sampling rate of

25 600 Hz. Articulatory and acoustic data were post-processed using an algorithm toolbox

developed by Carstens Medizinelektronik and Philip Hoole. While the kinematic signals of

the references sensors were filtered at 5 Hz, we chose a filter frequency of 40 Hz for TT and

20 Hz for the remaining sensors (TM1, TM2, TB, UL, LL, and JAW). The first derivative

of the signals was filtered at 24 Hz. Finally, the data were corrected for head movement

and rotated to each subject’s occlusion plane.
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2.2.2 Corpus setup

We used sets of target words with singleton and cluster onsets which allow for the direct

comparison of onset-vowel timing over increasing onset complexity, e.g. set Sm- consists

of target words [Smata] and [mata]. Due to lexical constraints, we consistently employed

disyllabic target words. Since in Polish the primary word stress falls predominantly on

the penultimate nucleus (Gussmann, 2007), all syllables of interest bore word-level stress.

Within each set we kept the phonemic environment as consistent as possible to preserve the

comparability between singleton and cluster target words. However, we had to include some

non-words or proper names in cases where no appropriate lexical word exists. In these few

cases we included phonologically well-formed items as similar as possible to lexical words

of Polish (e.g. *pnaci [pna>tùi] similar to pnący [pnÕn>tù1] ‘climbing (plant)’). For this study

we assembled 14 sets of singleton and cluster target words. Table 2.1 gives the stimuli

grouped by coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant. The choice of onset

clusters and the apparent variability of the vowel-remote consonant (CR) is conditioned

by the intended measurements (see Section 2.2.3 below) since for homorganic clusters it is

hardly possible to identify two separate consonantal gestures in articulography data.

sibilants alveolar sonorants labials

SET singleton cluster SET singleton cluster SET singleton cluster

ps- [sOtjña] [psOtjñe] ml- [lekaS] [mlEkax] sp- [pOdjñEt] [spOdjñE]

pS- [Serek] [pSEraý] vl- [li
>
tSi] [vli

>
tS1] Sp- [pErÕn] [SpEra>tC]

mS- [Salik] [mSalik] pl- [latom] [pla>tsom] Sm- [mata] [Smata]

ks- [zErO] [ksErO] kl- [lu
>
dýik] [klu

>
tS1k] kp- [pjinom] [kpjinom]

pn- [na>tùi] [pna>tùi]

kn- [nurek] [knur1]

Table 2.1: Sets of singleton and cluster onset target words. The stimuli are grouped ac-

cording to the coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant.

During the recording session, speakers sat in a semi-anechoic room and produced four ran-
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domized blocks of accented target words embedded in a carrier phrase. The carrier phrases

varied slightly across sets to avoid monotony throughout the experiment; however, we used

the identical carrier phrases within each set. The target words were always flanked by low

vowels, e.g. “Kasia powiedziała <target word> automatycznie.” (‘Kasia said <target word>

automatically.’). The targeted data set comprised four repetitions per target word and sub-

ject (14 sets × 2 complexity conditions × 4 repetitions × 6 subjects = 672 utterances).

We had to exclude 36 utterances due to undetected misreadings and technical difficulties

during the recording session, leaving 636 items for analysis.

2.2.3 Measurements

Labeling

The articulatory movement time series obtained for each articulator were labeled by means

of the MATLAB-basedmview algorithm developed by Mark Tiede at Haskins Laboratories.

The consonantal gestures were identified in the movement time functions of the relevant

articulator. Labial consonants (/m, p, v/) were defined on the basis of lip aperture (LA),

i.e. the Euclidean distance between the sensors attached to the upper and the lower lips.

Consonants having a primary constriction in the (post-)alveolar (/t, d, n, s, S, l, r/) or velar

region (/k/) were defined on the basis of the sensors attached to the tongue tip (TT) or

the tongue body (TB), respectively. Once a consonant gesture was manually determined

in a given articulator time series (Figure 2.2, solid line), mview detected automatically the

maxima in the tangential velocity profile (Figure 2.2, dotted line) corresponding to the

articulator movement towards (PVEL1) and away (PVEL2) from the constriction. These

landmarks were chosen since they can most reliably be identified algorithmically across

conditions.

Temporal organization measurements

Following previous work (e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 1988; Marin & Pouplier, 2010), we

applied articulatory timing measurements as a diagnostic tool to indirectly determine CAV
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PVEL1 PVEL2

Figure 2.2: Time functions of tangential velocity (dotted line) and position (solid line) are

schematically displayed. Articulatory landmarks are identified for the peak velocity of the

constriction formation (PVEL1) and the release movement (PVEL2).

overlap as the distance between PVEL1 of the vowel-adjacent consonant and a constant an-

chor point for each singleton and cluster target word (cf. Figure 2.3). Here, the timepoint of

PVEL1 of the consonant following the vowel was defined as the anchor point. That means

CAV overlap was defined as the temporal lag /m/↔ /t/ in [mata] and [Smata]. Decreasing

temporal lag values thus indicate increased overlap.

We then computed lag ratios for each cluster in order to quantify the relative change in

CAV overlap between singleton and cluster condition. We averaged all lag measurements

of a given singleton target word (e.g. onset: /m/↔ /t/ in [mata]) and related then the lag

value of each occurrence of the corresponding cluster target word (e.g. onset: /m/↔ /t/ in

[Smata]) to the singleton mean value. Finally, we centered the lag ratios to 0. Positive lag

ratios represent a decrease in CAV overlap with increasing onset complexity. Negative lag

ratios indicate an increase in CAV overlap with increasing complexity (cf. Figure 2.1). Lag

ratios around 0 suggest no change in CAV overlap in the cluster compared to the singleton

condition.

Considering our hypotheses, we expect that onset clusters with a less coarticulation resis-

tant vowel-adjacent labial stop should show more CAV overlap in the cluster than in the

singleton condition (i.e. negative lag ratios) while we predict no change in CAV overlap for
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TTPosition(x,y)

/l/ /t//a/

TBPosition(x,y)

TTVelocity

Time

20
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temporal lag

PVEL1 PVEL2PVEL2 PVEL1
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m
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Figure 2.3: This plot illustrates the temporal lag measurements between, here, /l/ ↔ /t/

in a given utterance of target word [latom]. Movement and velocity profiles are given

for tongue tip (TT) and tongue body (TB) in correspondence to the oscillogram in the

upper panel. The vertical solid lines in the TT panels identify the time points of peak

velocity of the particular closing (PVEL1) and opening (PVEL2) movements; the shaded

boxes indicate the constriction plateaus for /l/ and /t/. The temporal lag is defined as the

distance between PVEL1 of /l/ and /t/, respectively. The vertical dashed line indicates the

measurement time point for the vowel which is defined as temporal midpoint of PVEL2 of

/l/ and PVEL1 of /t/. At this point in time we extracted the tongue body (TB) position

for the vowel variability analysis (see Section 2.2.3).

onset clusters with highly coarticulation resistant vowel-adjacent sibilants (i.e. lag ratios

around 0). Vowel-adjacent alveolar nasals and laterals should show an intermediate degree

of CAV overlap change (cf. hierarchy (1) in the Introduction).

One part of our analyses also considers the possible confounding role of VOT in our mea-

surements, a point raised by Brunner et al. (2014). They argue that decreasing temporal

lags in the case of vowel-adjacent stops may not reflect changes in CAV overlap but merely
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a shortened VOT between singleton and cluster conditions. We thus test for our labial con-

dition which contains mostly stops as vowel-adjacent consonants whether the lag decrease

is equivalent in size to the reduction of VOT duration between singleton and cluster. VOT

was measured from the acoustic signal as the interval between the closure release of the

stop and the beginning of periodicity for the following vowel. Then we subtracted for each

token this VOT duration from the respective temporal lag gained from the articulatory

analysis and recomputed the lag ratios without VOT.

Tongue body position measurements

As mentioned earlier, the temporal lag between the vowel-adjacent consonant and a con-

stant anchor point is an indirect measure to indicate changes in CAV overlap over increasing

onset complexity. We complement the temporal measures by also looking at tongue body

position changes which should be concomitant with increased overlap. Since it is difficult

to reliably segment vowel movements in EMA data across different consonantal contexts,

we defined the vowel as the temporal midpoint of PVEL2 of the vowel-adjacent consonant

and PVEL1 of the anchor consonant in the tongue body (TB) trajectory. This time point

matches the acoustic midpoint of the vowel fairly well (cf. dashed line in Figure 2.3). The

TB sensor position should reflect the respective tongue position of the vowels.

To measure the C-to-V coarticulation in singleton and cluster condition, we adapted the Eu-

clidean Distance Ratio (EDR) methodology from Harrington (2006). He used this method

to quantify the relative proximity of a particular vowel to two other vowel categories. Anal-

ogously, for most of the cluster target words in our corpus we assigned two singleton target

words to figure out the relative proximity of vowel tongue body position between matched

cluster and singleton target words (e.g. [spOdjñE] compared to [pOdjñEt] and [sOtjña]). This

analysis could only be performed for cases in which we had matching triplets of target

words with similar segmental compositions (Table 2.2). This was the case for only parts

of our corpus since the design of our study was primarily aimed at singleton-cluster target

pairs.
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sibilants alveolar sonorants labials

CRV CRCAV CAV CRV CRCAV CAV CRV CRCAV CAV

[pOdjñEt] [psOtjñe] [sOtjña] [mata] [pla>tsom] [latom] [sOtjña] [spOdjñE] [pOdjñEt]

[pErÕn] [pSEraý] [Serek] [vi>tsE] [vli
>
tS1] [li

>
tSi] [Serek] [SpEra>tC] [pErÕn]

[mata] [mSalik] [Salik] [mata] [pna>tùi] [na>tùi] [Salik] [Smata] [mata]

Table 2.2: Triplets of cluster target word (CRCAV) and corresponding singleton target

words (CRV and CAV). Triplets are grouped with respect to the coarticulation resistance

of the vowel-adjacent consonant of the cluster condition. The onset consonant in CRV target

words corresponds to the vowel-remote consonant in CRCAV target words (e.g. [sOtjña] and

[spOdjñE]). The onset consonant in CAV target words corresponds to the vowel-adjacent

consonant in CRCAV target words (e.g. [pOdjñEt] and [spOdjñE]).

For each subject and triplet of target words, we identified for both singleton target words

(e.g. /O/ in [pOdjñEt] and [sOtjña]) the respective centroid of the tongue body position dur-

ing the vowel. Then we determined for each singleton and cluster token of the particular

triplet the Euclidean distance to the centroid of CAV (e.g. /O/ in [pOdjñEt]) and the cen-

troid to CRV (i.e. /O/ in [sOtjña]). We thus derived for each singleton and cluster token the

Euclidean distances to the respective centroids, i.e. E1 and E2. Finally, we calculated the

logarithmic Euclidean distance ratio (EDR = log(E1/E2)) to quantify the relative proxim-

ity of each token to these two singleton centroids (cf. Figure 2.4).

For the singleton conditions, positive EDR values correspond to the singleton target word

beginning with the vowel-remote consonant of the cluster condition (CRV); negative EDR

values correspond to the singleton target word beginning with the vowel-adjacent consonant

of the cluster condition (CAV). To the extent that CR in CRCAV cluster exerts influence on

the vowel, EDR values are expected to fall between the EDR values of CRV and CAV (here:

[sOtjña] and [pOdjñEt]). An EDR of 0 would indicate that a cluster vowel token (CRCAV)

is equidistant to the singleton centroids. If a given pair of CAV and CRCAV tokens has

similar EDR values, this indicates that the vowel tongue body position did not change
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the Euclidean Distance Ratio procedure by means of tongue

body position data for speaker PL3. Ellipses represent the distribution of the respective

singleton vowels with the determined centroids indicating ‘prototypical’ vocalic tongue

body positions for, here, [sOtjña] and [pOdjñEt]. The distance measures E1 and E2 indicate

the Euclidean distances of one particular cluster vowel (i.e. [spOdjñE]) to the centroids. The

Euclidean Distance Ratio (EDR) was then computed as log(E1/E2).

with increasing onset complexity, as to be expected if CA blocks increasing overlap with

the vowel. If, however, CAV and CRCAV tokens have clearly diverging EDR values, this

indicates the vowel-remote consonant (CR) exerted coarticulatory influence on the vowel

in CRCAV target word.

We hypothesize that EDR values for the vowel in the cluster condition differ as a function

of the coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant in parallel to the temporal

lag measure: Since the less coarticulation resistant labials (group labials) allow for more

CAV overlap in the cluster compared to the singleton condition, we expect EDR values of

CRCAV tokens to differ from CAV tokens, tending towards CRV tokens. For target words

of group sibilants the tongue body position of the vowel is not assumed to change with

increasing onset complexity (i.e. similar EDR values for CRCAV and CAV) since the vowel-
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adjacent sibilant is expected to prevent an increase of onset-vowel overlap. Target words

of the group alveolar sonorants should consequently show an intermediate pattern due to

the moderate resistance to coarticulation of vowel-adjacent alveolar sonorants.

2.2.4 Statistical analyses

For statistical analyses, we used the R environment (R Core Team, 2013) to carry out linear

mixed models (lme4 package: Bates, 2010; Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). P-

values were obtained by comparing, for example, one model with and one without the fixed

factor/without the interaction of the fixed factors. Unless stated otherwise, we excluded

the potential random factor Repetition since it was not required by the particular model.

Tukey post-hoc tests (multcomp package: Hothorn, Bretz, & Westfall, 2008) were carried

out to perform pairwise comparisons.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Temporal measurements on onset-vowel overlap

In this section we present the results for the relative change in CAV overlap as a function of

cluster group. Figure 2.56 gives the mean lag ratios for each group in the order of decreasing

coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant from left to right. Negative lag

ratios indicate a CAV overlap increase with increasing onset complexity. Positive lag ratios

suggest a CAV overlap decrease. No change is indicated by lag ratios around 0.

The linear trend in Figure 2.5 confirms our hypothesis that the relative change of CAV

overlap between singleton and cluster condition is affected by the degree of coarticulation

resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant: for highly coarticulation resistant sibilants there

is no change in CAV overlap between cluster and singleton condition (i.e. ratios around 0)

while labials group with low coarticulation resistance shows the greatest change in CAV

6The results of the by-set analysis are given in the Appendix to allow for comparisons to previous

studies (Figure A.1).
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overlap between singleton and cluster conditions; vowel-adjacent alveolar nasals and later-

als (group alveolar sonorants) show as predicted an intermediate pattern of relative CAV

overlap. We carried out a mixed model analysis to test whether the dependent variable Lag

Ratio differed between Groups (three levels: sibilants, alveolar sonorants, labials); Speaker

and Set served as random factors. The relative change of CAV overlap between singleton and

cluster onsets differed significantly as a function of Group (X2[2]=10.0, p<0.01). This cor-

roborates our hypothesis that the coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant

interacts with cluster-vowel timing. Post-hoc Tukey tests revealed a significant differences

between sibilants and labials (p<0.01) and alveolar sonorants and labials (p<0.05). How-

ever, the comparison between groups sibilants and alveolar sonorants was not significant.
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Figure 2.5: Lag ratios for onset clusters with sibilants, alveolar laterals/nasals and labial

stop consonants in vowel-adjacent position indicating the relative change of CAV overlap.

Error bars: ± 1.00 SD.

In addition to the between-group differences concerning the relative CAV overlap change,

we ran a second mixed model to evaluate whether CAV overlap changed significantly be-

tween singleton and cluster condition within each group. This analysis is informative as

to whether we see the expected C-center effect within each group. We tested the inter-

action of the fixed factors Group (three levels: sibilants, alveolar sonorants, and labials)
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and Complexity (two levels: singleton and cluster) on the dependent variable Temporal

Lags. As random factors we used Subject, Set, and Word. While the interaction turned

out be significant (X2[2]=7.2, p<0.05), the subsequent Post-hoc Tukey tests revealed only

for group labials (i.e. sets kp-, Sm-, Sp-, and sp-) significantly more CAV overlap in the

cluster than in the corresponding singleton condition (p<0.001). For the remaining groups

sibilants and alveolar sonorants we could not observe a significant increase in CAV overlap

with increasing onset complexity (sibilants : p=0.99; alveolar sonorants : p=0.16). In sum

the CAV overlap results confirm the hypothesized effect of coarticulation resistance of the

vowel-adjacent consonant on onset-vowel overlap (cf. successive decline of lag ratios in Fig-

ure 2.5). It is particularly interesting that only labial consonants overlapped more with the

vowel with increasing onset complexity, although Figure 2.5 shows that qualitatively the

effect is in the predicted direction for alveolar sonorants also (lag ratio < 0).

The results suggest a clear quantitative difference in lag ratios between groups labials and

sibilants/alveolar sonorants (cf. Figure 2.5). We now turn to the question whether this

result could have been conditioned by other phonetic properties than consonantal coartic-

ulation resistance, in particular aspiration differences between singleton and cluster stops

might confound the lag measures (Brunner et al., 2014). We therefore subtracted each

token’s VOT duration from its temporal lag for all clusters but Sm- in the group labials

(kp-, sp-, and Sp-; see Method). The comparison of the two available data sets of temporal

lag measurements allows us to investigate how VOT changes of the vowel-adjacent stops

in singleton and cluster condition affects the onset-vowel timing. If the VOT difference

between singletons and clusters is the main factor that conditioned our results, then we

would expect to see clearly divergent lag ratios for the genuine (+VOT) and the simulated

(-VOT) data, i.e. the lag ratios for the simulated sets should be around 0 (cf. groups sibi-

lant and alveolar sonorants in Figure 2.5).

Table 2.3 contrasts the lag ratios determined for the genuine data set (+VOT) and the

simulated data set (-VOT). The overview confirms that the relative CAV overlap increase

is slightly diminished for all sets when VOT duration was excluded from the temporal lags,

i.e. mean lag ratios are consistently closer to 0 in -VOT than +VOT columns. The mixed
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Lag ratios

+VOT -VOT

kp- -0.17 -0.14

sp- -0.10 -0.06

Sp- -0.15 -0.14

mean -0.14 -0.11

Table 2.3: Comparison of the lag ratios for the genuine (+VOT) and the simulated (-VOT)

data of kp-, sp-, and Sp-.

model carried out similarly to the previous analyses revealed an interaction of Group (three

levels: sibilants, alveolar sonorants, and labials) and Complexity (two levels: singleton and

cluster) only at trend level (X2[2]=4.7, p=0.095), but both fixed factors were significant

(Group: X2[2]=11.9, p<0.01; Complexity: X2[1]=7.1, p<0.01). Post-hoc Tukey tests showed

a significantly increasing CAV overlap with increasing onset complexity only for Group labi-

als (p<0.05), but not for Groups sibilants and alveolar sonorants. Evaluating the question

whether this reduced relative CAV overlap change has affected the inter-group differences,

we used again the Lag Ratios as the dependent variable, Groups (three levels: sibilants,

alveolar sonorants and labials) as fixed factor and Speaker and Set as random factors. This

mixed model revealed a significant effect of Group on Lag Ratios (X2[2]=7.6, p<0.05), but

the Post-hoc Tukey confirmed only between the groups labials and sibilants a significant

difference (p<0.05). In sum, the analysis of the simulated sets with vowel-adjacent labials

confirms that VOT difference between singletons and clusters is not the driving factor for

our temporal results on CAV overlap.

2.3.2 Coarticulatory measurements on onset-vowel overlap

Up to this point we determined CAV overlap indirectly by comparing onset-vowel timing

under increasing onset complexity. We will now present the results of the analysis on tongue

body position data as outlined in Section 2.2.3. In Figure 2.6 we present for each group
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of onset triplets the Euclidean Distance Ratios (EDR) by cluster group. For the singleton

conditions, positive EDR values correspond to the singleton target word beginning with the

vowel-remote consonant of the cluster condition (CRV); negative EDR values correspond

to the singleton target word beginning with the vowel-adjacent consonant of the cluster

condition (CAV). For the cluster conditions (CRCAV), an EDR of 0 would indicate that

the vowel the in cluster condition is equidistant to the singleton centroids. In this analysis

the comparison of CRCAV and CAV is particularly meaningful since it demonstrates how

vowel tongue body position varies with increasing onset complexity. If CRCAV and CAV

target words (i.e. target words with the same vowel-adjacent consonant) have similar EDR

values, this indicates that the position of the tongue body during the vowel did not change

with increasing onset complexity. If, however, CRCAV and CAV target words have clearly

diverging EDR values, then the vowel is coarticulated by the vowel-remote consonant.
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Figure 2.6: Logarithmic Euclidean Distance Ratios by cluster group (CA = sibilants, alve-

olar sonorants, and labials) and target word type (CRV, CRCAV, and CAV).

Considering first the CRCAV conditions in Figure 2.6, a difference between alveolar sono-

rants/labials and sibilants is evident: while the cluster condition of group sibilants has

clearly negative EDR values (sibilants : mean=-1.24), the cluster conditions of the remain-
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ing two groups show EDR values closer to 0 (alveolar sonorants : mean=-0.51; labials :

mean=-0.57). This implies that the tongue body position changes during the vowel of the

cluster tokens relative to both of the singleton centroids is roughly the same for groups

alveolar sonorants and labials. A mixed model tested whether the relative tongue body

position changes (i.e. EDR values of CRCAV tokens) varied as a function of cluster group

(i.e. Group; three levels: sibilants, alveolar sonorants, labials); Speaker and Triplet served

as random factors. Results revealed a significant effect of Group on the relative change of

vowel tongue body position (X2[2]=11.397, p<0.01). A post-hoc Tukey test further con-

firmed a significant difference between sibilants and labials (p<0.01) and sibilants and

alveolar sonorants (p<0.01); alveolar sonorants and labials did not differ significantly from

each other. This suggests that as coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant

decreases, the coarticulatory influence of the vowel-remote consonant on the vowel increases

(i.e. CR-to-V coarticulation: sibilants < alveolar sonorants, labials).

Since this comparison does not actually quantify the degree of tongue body position change

within each group, we now look at differences between singleton and cluster conditions by

cluster group focusing only on tokens with the same vowel-adjacent consonant (i.e. CAV vs.

CRCAV). By visual inspection, for group sibilants the corresponding boxes are fairly similar

(Figure 2.6, left), i.e. the tongue body position of the vowel did not change with increasing

onset complexity. This conforms with our hypothesis for sibilants since vowel-adjacent sibi-

lants apparently prevent increasing onset-vowel overlap. Group labials on the other hand

shows clearly different EDR values for CAV and CRCAV (Figure 2.6, right) which indicates

that the CR sibilant in the CRCAV condition exerts influence on the vowel (i.e. CR-to-V

coarticulation). This again corroborates our hypothesis that less coarticulation resistant

labials allow for onset-vowel overlap increase from singleton to cluster condition. Finally,

for group alveolar sonorants the EDR values slightly differ between CAV and CRCAV

tokens. We conducted a mixed model to test for an interaction of Group (three levels:

sibilants, alveolar sonorants, labials) and Onset Complexity (two levels: CAV, CRCAV)

on the dependent variable EDR with Speaker, Set, and Word as random factors. The in-

teraction of the fixed factors was significant (X2[2]=10.716, p<0.01). A post-hoc Tukey
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test revealed a significant difference between cluster and singleton condition for the groups

alveolar sonorants (p<0.01) and labials (p<0.001), but not for sibilants (p=0.13). The sta-

tistical analysis thus confirms that the vowel coarticulated with vowel-remote consonants

(i.e. CR-to-V coarticulation) in onset target words with a vowel-adjacent /n, l, m, p/, but

not in those with vowel-adjacent sibilants.

2.4 Summary and Discussion

Since previous research suggests that models of articulatory correlates of syllable structure

do not sufficiently take the segmental composition of the syllable into account, we system-

atically investigated in this study to what extent cluster-vowel timing depends on cluster

composition and particularly on the coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent con-

sonant. We applied the articulatory timing measures previously used in C-center studies

by comparing onset-vowel timing in singleton and cluster onsets (i.e. CAV vs. CCAV). We

further analyzed the articulatory variability of vowels with respect to onset complexity and

used the degree of contextual vowel variability conditioned by CR as an index of onset-

vowel overlap change. For both the temporal and coarticulatory measurements we expected

an effect of the coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant on onset-vowel

overlap, i.e. relatively more CAV overlap change for group labials compared to sibilants and

an intermediate pattern for group alveolar sonorants. We will summarize first the results

presented in this paper before we turn to the discussion of the how to account for these

findings within the gestural model of syllable structure.

The analysis of the temporal lag ratios revealed significant inter-group differences as indi-

cated in Figure 2.5 in terms of a successive increase of the relative change of CAV overlap

with decreasing coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant. More precisely,

we found no change in CAV overlap for vowel-adjacent sibilant onsets (i.e. lag ratios close

to 0 for group sibilants) but the largest increase in CAV overlap for onsets with vowel-

adjacent labials (i.e. clearly negative lag ratios for group labials). In addition, we observed
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an intermediate degree of CAV overlap change for vowel-adjacent alveolar sonorant onsets.

The quantitative difference between vowel-adjacent alveolar sonorant and labial onsets is

in accordance with recent data for American English and German (cf. Goldstein et al.,

2009; Marin & Pouplier, 2010; Pouplier, 2012). Overall, the outcome of our study confirms

our hypothesis that onset-vowel timing interacts with the coarticulation resistance of the

vowel-adjacent consonant.

We further investigated the role of VOT as a possible confounding factor (cf. Brunner et

al., 2014). Subtracting VOT values from the temporal lag measures attenuated the effect

but did not change the overall pattern of our results. The simulated lag ratios of group

labials revealed a significant CAV overlap increase from singleton to cluster condition even

when VOT duration was factored out. This provides clear evidence against Brunner et al.’s

claim that VOT is one of the main factors conditioning C-center type results. In addition,

our findings confirm previous results for Romanian: Marin (2013) found a relative increase

of CAV overlap for /sp, sk/ compared to /p, k/ onsets even though Romanian stops are

generally unaspirated.

Complementary to the temporal lag measurements we applied a second analysis that

gauged onset-vowel overlap from tongue body position changes during the vowel. These

results are in close agreement with the temporal lag results in that the relative change in

tongue body position of a given vowel (conditioned by CR) varied as a function of coar-

ticulation resistance of CA. In target words in which a coarticulatorily aggressive sibilant

was adjacent to the vowel, tongue body position during the vowel was similar in single-

ton (CAV) and cluster (CRCAV) condition, there was no influence of CR. We found for

group alveolar sonorants a statistical similar pattern as for group labials. While the pat-

tern for labials is as expected, alveolar sonorants did not quite pattern as predicted (i.e.

vowel-adjacent /l, n/ allowed for a relative onset-vowel overlap increase), even if Figure 2.6

suggests a slightly smaller tongue body position change compared to group labials.

In sum, the temporal and position measurements applied in this study revealed paral-

lel results and substantiate the hypothesized interaction of coarticulation resistance of
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the vowel-adjacent consonant and temporal onset-vowel organization. More precisely, we

found in both measurements that the degree of lingual coarticulation resistance of the

vowel-adjacent consonant conditions the degree to which onset-vowel overlap changes un-

der increasing onset complexity: onset-vowel overlap gradually increases as coarticulation

resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant decreases. However, with respect to the clusters

with vowel-adjacent alveolar sonorants, there is some inconsistency across analyses: in the

temporal measurements group alveolar sonorants patterned statistically with group sibi-

lants, while in the coarticulatory measurements group alveolar sonorants patterned with

group labials. To some extent, such a variable behavior can arguably be expected from an

‘intermediate’ category. Moreover, the second (coarticulatory) analysis was carried out on

a subset of clusters used in the first (temporal) analysis, i.e. the difference in patterning

may simply be conditioned by differences in statistical power. An alternative explanation

concerns inherent limitations of the coarticulation resistance categories proposed in hier-

archy (1). Polish consonants have thus far not been investigated in terms of coarticulation

resistance, therefore the hierarchy applied here relies primarily on an external coarticu-

lation resistance scale derived from consonants of other languages than Polish. That we

adopted this scale for our study on Polish consonants might constitute a limitation of our

results since the degree of a consonant’s coarticulation resistance is conceivable to vary

cross-linguistically and the underlying qualitative resistance measure (i.e. degree of articu-

latory constraint (DAC); e.g. Recasens & Espinosa, 2009; Recasens et al., 1997) might be

too rough for an adequate distinction between the alveolar nasals, laterals, and sibilants.

At the same time, as laid out in the Introduction, we believe that our choice of consonants

was such that we can relatively safely assume that we have sampled three different levels

along the coarticulation resistance scale. Establishing an independent, language-specific

coarticulation resistance scale for Polish was outside the scope of this experiment but will

nonetheless remain an important issue for future research.

In the following, we will discuss how the results of the temporal and coarticulatory mea-

surements on onset-vowel overlap may be integrated into the gestural model of syllable

structure which motivated our study. We will also consider whether a syllable model built
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on the jaw cycle (Lindblom, 2011; MacNeilage & Davis, 2000; Redford, 1999b) may add

further insights to the interpretation of the results. Finally, the effects of frequency on

coarticulatory patterns is taken into consideration (Marin, 2013).

Coarticulation is generally seen to be the result of spatially and temporally overlapping

gestures and hence the gestural model is in principle ideally suited to model these effects.

Fowler and Saltzman (1993) considered two possible scenarios for coarticulatory interac-

tions of overlapping gestures, depending on whether the overlapping gestures share the

same articulators or not. For example, since the tongue is not a shared articulator between

vowel and consonant in /apa/, there will be maximal consonant-vowel coarticulation. This

contrasts with cases like /asa/ in which vowel and consonant impose conflicting demands on

the same articulator (here: tongue body) with the results of gestural blending. And indeed,

blending coefficients or articulator weights are an integral part of the task dynamic model

(Fowler & Saltzman, 1993; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989), they specify the degree to which a

given gesture dominates the vocal tract, i.e. coarticulation resistance and aggression. For

instance, the lingual coarticulation resistance of a sibilant is implemented by a relatively

greater weighting of the consonantal compared to the vocalic tongue body gesture, limiting

vowel-induced variability of the sibilant (i.e. a low degree of V-to-C coarticulation). In the

case of coarticulatorily least resistant labials, the blending parameter is irrelevant since the

labial and the vowel do not share the same (lingual) articulator, hence there is, in terms

of the tongue, no constraint on V-to-C coarticulation.

The task dynamic application (TADA; Nam et al., 2004) is a computational implementation

of task dynamics and the gestural coupling model (Browman & Goldstein, 2000; Goldstein

et al., 2009; Nam et al., 2009; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989) in which gestural parameters

(e.g. articulator target and weights) as well as intergestural coordination parameters are

freely configurable. Using TADA, recent studies (Iskarous et al., 2012; Pastätter & Pou-

plier, 2014) demonstrated the effectiveness of the blending parameter to model different

coarticulation effects in CAV sequences: by means of a systematic alteration of the blend-

ing parameter these studies successfully modeled for a variety of consonants the particular
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vowel-induced variability patterns as observed in real articulatory data. Although the task

dynamic mechanism of blending is in principle capable of capturing the spatial effects of

V-to-C coarticulation in CRCAV sequences observed in our study, it cannot predict the

temporal effects of coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant on cluster-

vowel organization. When synthesizing, for instance, /ps/ and /sp/ clusters in TADA, the

C-center effect invariably emerges, despite sibilants being modeled with a greater dom-

inance over tongue body control compared to the vocalic gesture. The model output is

thus in accordance with the gestural syllable model which maintains that onsets are, in-

dependently of their segmental composition, specified for the same coupling relations (see

Introduction). That is, while the blending parameter influences the spatial configuration

of the vocal tract, it has no influence on the degree of temporal overlap. This, however, is

precisely the interaction uncovered in our study.

We propose in the following that coupling or bonding strength (Goldstein & Fowler, 2003) is

a parameter that allows us to model the present results in a principled fashion. Interestingly,

the concept of coupling strength was first introduced in the context of competing phase

relationships which are the basis for the C-center effect (Browman & Goldstein, 2000).

Coupling strength is a modeling device to give different blending weights to competing

phase relationships, parallel to the spatial dominance parameter (articulator weights) used

to implement coarticulation resistance. Browman and Goldstein (2000) originally argued

that the C-center effect required a greater coupling strength for C-C anti-phase coupling

relative to each consonant’s C-V in-phase coupling (more on this below). This, however,

has not been pursued in subsequent publications nor has it been implemented this way

in TADA. The authors further proposed that different coupling strength settings between

gestures would allow for continuous variation in gestural overlap due to prosodic factors

and speaking style, but generally the function of this parameter has not received any deeper

elaboration in the gestural model and hence at present lacks predictive power. By default

in TADA all coupling strength settings are equal. We argue here that coupling strength

can be used as a means to model the interaction of coarticulation resistance with different

degrees of onset-vowel overlap. Specifically, we assume a correlation between the degree of
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coarticulation resistance of CA and the degree of coupling strength.

Recall that in the gestural model cohesion among gestures is achieved via pair-wise coupling

relations. As laid out in the Introduction, #CRCAV onsets are modeled in terms of three

competing phase relations: CR-V, CA-V, both specified as in-phase, and CR-CA, specified

to be anti-phase (e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 2000). While each of these coupling relations

is associated with a coupling strength value, all coupling strength values are assumed to be

equal in the current implementation, meaning the competing phase relations are blended

with equal weights. Similar to the spatial dominance values which specify the degree to

which a given gesture’s parameters dominate articulator position / vocal tract shape, a

lower or higher degree of coupling strength determines the degree to which the surface tim-

ing of the articulators reflects the underlyingly specified phase relation associated with a

given coupling relation. Thereby a higher coupling strength value means greater weight or

dominance is given to that coupling strength value in the case of blending. For instance in

Goldstein et al. (2009) coupling strength is manipulated in order to model between speaker

variability in terms of how closely individual speakers’ onset cluster productions match the

C-center pattern manifest in the cross-population mean. Thereby the focus is on modeling

variation in the behavior of either CR or CA in #CRCAV onsets. If both C-V coupling rela-

tions are equally strong (the default), both consonants will deviate to an equal degree from

their respective singleton CAV timing pattern. Decreasing one of the consonant’s coupling

strength parameter gives greater dominance of the C-V (in-phase) coupling of the other

consonant. For instance, when decreasing the coupling strength of CR-V, CA-V will remain

closer to its singleton timing pattern (less shift), since the competing phase relationships

will be resolved at the relative greater expense of CR-V.

We propose here that each gesture should be associated generally with a characteristic cou-

pling strength value representing its degree of coarticulation resistance. This is reminiscent

of the numeric DAC scale of coarticulation resistance introduced by Recasens and colleagues

(e.g. Recasens & Espinosa, 2009; Recasens et al., 1997). A ramification of this is that also

singleton C-V coupling relations will be associated with different coupling strength values

depending on the inherent value contributed by each specific C and V. But as with the
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spatial dominance parameters, this will only come into play if there are mutually incom-

patible phase relationship as is the case for the C-center model. For singletons, in-phase is

the only specified phase relationship for C-V. For example, if we arbitrarily assign a value

of 0.8 to coarticulatory resistant /s/, but a value of 0.2 for less resistant /p/, the in-phase

coupling relationship is implemented in any case for syllables /sO/ and /pO/, since it is the

only phase relationship specified. This does, however, make the prediction that CAV timing

in /sO/ should be less susceptible to variation than the CAV timing in /pO/ if competing

demands should arise, as might be conceivable through higher-level prosodic grouping (e.g.

Smith, 2004). Yet prosodic grouping beyond the syllable has hardly ever been addressed

in the gestural model, therefore elaborating and testing this prediction will have to remain

a topic for future research. In order to test the idea that coupling strength can be used

to model the interaction between coarticulation resistance and onset-vowel organization

evident for clusters, we manipulated the coupling strength parameter in TADA and tried

to replicate our results for /psO/ and /spO/.

In TADA two coupling strengths are specified for each pairwise coupling relation (e.g. CA-

V), one contributed by the consonant and one by the vowel. Again, by default all values

are the same. In order to probe the hypothesized correlation of coarticulation resistance

and coupling strength, we assigned an arbitrarily higher coupling strength value for coar-

ticulatory resistant /s/ (α=0.8) compared to less coarticulatory resistant /p/ (α=0.2). The

vowel contributed α=1.0 in all cases. First, CAV singleton onsets (/pO, sO/) were modeled

using these parameters, then the complex onsets /spO/ and /psO/ were generated. In the

latter case, the CR-CA coupling relation was given the same value (α=1.0) for both /ps/

and /sp/, since the clusters combine the same consonants. These parameter settings en-

sure that in all singleton/cluster cases, there is a higher coupling strength associated with

the sibilant-vowel coupling relation compared to the labial-vowel coupling relation. The

model output shows first of all that, as predicted, timing in the singleton C-V output is

not affected by differences in coupling strength settings between /pO/ and /sO/, i.e. both

labial and sibilant start synchronously with the vowel. For /ps/ the vowel-adjacent sibilant

starts near-synchronously with the vowel since the relative stronger coupling strength of
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the sibilant-vowel phasing causes a tight bonding of the vowel-adjacent sibilant and the

vowel. For /sp/ however the relatively weaker coupling strength of the labial-vowel phasing

allows for a relative increased overlap of the vowel-adjacent labial and the vowel. This in-

dicates that the relative strength of CR-V and CA-V coupling relations is the determinant

of how far CA overlaps with the vowel in the cluster condition. Hence we suggest that

the concept of coarticulation resistance in the gestural model should be expanded from a

purely spatial dominance factor into a factor that affects both spatial and temporal rela-

tions among overlapping gestures (see also Iskarous et al. (2013) for a proposal of a more

complex approach to the spatial dominance parameter). In sum, we demonstrated a way of

how the results of the present study can be integrated into the gestural model of syllable

organization in a principled fashion, without affecting the underlying coupling modes, i.e.

in-phase (CR-V, CA-V) and anti-phase (CR-CA) coordination.

Our study was to a large degree motivated by Marin’s (2013) observation that some clus-

ters in Romanian did not show the C-center effect (see Introduction), some of which had a

sibilant in vowel-adjacent position (/ps, ks/), but some of which did not (/kn/ and /kt/).

Our proposal that coarticulation resistance is at the heart of that result would explain

the patterning of /ps, ks/. Firstly, this highlights that a given segment’s coarticulation

resistance is not solely determined by the degree of dorsal control, but is also a function

of stringent production requirements on other articulators such as the jaw. Again sibilants

are a case in point since they allow for very little contextual variation in jaw position (e.g.

Iskarous, Pouplier, Marin, & Harrington, 2010). This may be extended to /kt/, since it has

been argued independently that voiceless coronal stops are for aerodynamic reasons quite

restrictive in their requirement for a high jaw position (Mooshammer, Hoole, & Geumann,

2007). Therefore the patterning of /kt/ with the sibilants may again be due to the coarticu-

lation resistance of the jaw of the vowel-adjacent consonant. This generally raises the point

about the role of the jaw in syllable organization and hence for our current results. It is

generally recognized that the jaw has a foundational basis for the syllable (e.g. MacNeilage

& Davis, 2000; Redford, 1999b; Rochet-Capellan & Schwartz, 2007), even though it is also

clear that it is not a sole determinant of syllable patterns (Nam, Goldstein, Giulivi, Levitt,
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& Whalen, 2013; Redford & van Donkelaar, 2008). In the frame/content approach formu-

lated by MacNeilage and colleagues (e.g. MacNeilage, 1998; MacNeilage & Davis, 2000), it

is sometimes assumed that the segments of a syllable have to accommodate to a more or

less constant jaw frame which serves as a basic timer in speech production (cf. Lindblom,

2011). In this view, increasing onset complexity therefore leads to decreased consonant

duration in clusters compared to singleton consonant productions and/or increased con-

sonantal overlap since more consonants have to be fitted into a more or less constant jaw

frame. This would capture similarly to the C-center model the ‘default’ pattern of increased

C-V overlap in singleton compared to cluster productions. However, this model has not

been developed to account for differential CAV (nor CC) overlap patterns depending on

cluster composition.

Apart from the main focus of this study, we also consider lexical cluster frequency as

a plausible confound in our data. Marin (2011, 2013) points out that the low frequency

of Romanian clusters (e.g. /kn/, /ps/, and /ks/) may condition an unexpected syllable

timing pattern at odds with the C-center model, but she also points out that in another

study on German (Pouplier, 2012), other lexically marginal, very low frequency clusters

displayed the expected C-center organization. In general, the role of frequency in speech

production is widely recognized (among many others, Gahl, 2008; Jurafsky, Bell, Gregory,

& Raymond, 2001; Levelt & Wheeldon, 1994). More frequent words tend to be reduced

durationally and in terms of articulator position, and also fare better on accuracy, speed of

production, and fluency metrics. Important in the current context is the fact that there is

some evidence that frequency affects coarticulation specifically (Munson & Solomon, 2004;

Pouplier, Marin, Hoole, & Kochetov, in press; Scarborough, 2004; Tomaschek, Wieling,

Arnold, & Baayen, 2013; but see Wright, 1997, 2004) with higher frequency conditioning

an increase in coarticulation (i.e. overlap). For our current study we assume that token

frequency of each cluster was the relevant level to evaluate. We thus assembled freely

available samples of the National Corpus of Polish (transcripts of governmental sessions;

Przepiórkowski, 2013), the PELCRA corpus (spoken language; Pęzik, 2011), and a third
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corpus which includes subtitles of movies and TV series (Dave, 2012). Taken together, the

total corpus size amounts 64 431 358 tokens (742 216 types). For each of our stimulus

groups (sibilants, alveolar sonorants, and labials), we summed the token frequencies of the

relevant clusters in absolute initial position and calculated the log probabilities as listed in

Table 2.4.

Cluster Probability

Rank CA Group Log(Prob)

1 sibilants -1.70

2 labials -2.24

3 alveolar sonorants -2.67

Table 2.4: Logarithmic probabilities of summed cluster frequencies by CA group. The closer

the logarithmic probability values are to 0, the higher the cluster frequency.

According to the cluster probabilities given in Table 2.4, onset clusters with vowel-

adjacent sibilants (n = 1 274 032) occurred more frequently than clusters with vowel-

adjacent labials (n = 368 866) and alveolar sonorants (n = 136 734). If frequency deter-

mines the degree of onset-vowel overlap, our results would predict the sibilants group to

show the lowest frequency and the labials group to have the highest frequency. This clearly

is not the case: against expectations, the sibilants group has the highest token frequency.

However, this effect is largely carried by the cluster /pS/, which by itself counts 1 249 321

occurrences in our corpus. If we factor out this cluster, a probability ranking emerges that

matches the results found in this study in that the higher frequency clusters are the ones

which showed increasing onset-vowel overlap (log probability: labials (-2.24) < alveolar

sonorants (-2.67) < sibilants (-3.42)). Yet it is unclear how to motivate the exclusion of

/pS/. Also when taking a more detailed look at the frequency patterns, individual cluster

frequencies are problematic for a pure frequency account. For instance, clusters /kp/ and

/Sp/ showed similar timing patterns (see Figure A.1), yet these clusters differed drastically

in their frequency of occurrence in our corpus (n = 10 vs. n = 15 866, respectively). Also
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note that /pS/, which is by far the highest frequency cluster in the corpus has lag ratio

values close to zero (no increase in overlap between singleton and cluster, see Figure A.1).

Altogether, frequency may thus account for some of the qualitative differences observed

between the groups sibilants, alveolar sonorants, and labials in Figures 2.5 and 2.6, but it is

unlikely to be the major factor conditioning our results. To gain a deeper understanding of

the role of frequency in articulatory timing, an experiment targeting frequency specifically

will have to be done in future research.

To conclude, in this study we provided evidence that the temporal organization of on-

sets and vowel depends on segmental make-up of the consonantal onset and particularly

the consonant adjacent to the vowel. In this respect the degree of tongue body control is a

crucial parameter which determines the consonant’s coarticulation resistance. The higher

the degree of tongue body dominance of the vowel-adjacent consonant, the less is the

relative CAV overlap increase. We argue that coarticulation resistance within the gestural

model has to be expanded in terms of the coupling strength parameter in order to allow for

coarticulation resistance to affect the temporal overlap of gestures in the case of competing

phase relationships.
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Chapter 3

Coarticulatory overlap and the jaw

cycle: Evidence from Polish

labial-coronal clusters

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we continue to investigate the gestural timing of syllable constituents. In

Chapter 2 we examined the effect of lingual coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent

consonant on onset-vowel organization and in particular on CV overlap. The results con-

firmed that the relative onset-vowel overlap increases from singleton to cluster onset con-

dition as a function of the readiness of the vowel-adjacent consonant to coarticulate with

the following vowel. This means that the relative change in CV overlap was larger when

the vowel-adjacent consonant was a labial (e.g. /Sm-/) than a coronal sonorant (e.g. /pn-,

pl-/). In addition, there was overall no change in overlap when the vowel-adjacent con-

sonant was a sibilant (e.g./mS-). As we pointed out in Section 2.4, the resistance of a

segment to coarticulation concerns not only the tongue body but also the jaw. This raises

the question as to whether the jaw plays a decisive role in determining the inter-gestural

organization of adjacent syllable constituents, i.e. in the CCV sequence, the organization
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of C-V and C-C gestures. Lindblom (2011) suggested recently that the jaw (as a founda-

tional basis of the syllable) could be the major determinant for gestural overlap and hence

for coarticulation. To investigate further the articulatory basis of syllable organization,

we take this assumption as a starting point for investigating the predictive power of jaw

movements for the coarticulatory overlap of vowel-remote and vowel-adjacent consonant

gestures (henceforth CR and CA, respectively) and how this in turn conditions incremental

changes of CA duration.

3.1.1 The jaw: subordination or determination

Although it is widely agreed that the jaw participates in the production of consonants and

vowels (e.g. Mermelstein, 1973; Perkell, 1969; Wood, 1979), there is at the same time con-

flicting opinions as to the importance of the jaw during speech production. Some speech

production theories assign only a subordinate role to the jaw, assuming that it merely

assists the primary articulators (lips or tongue tip) in achieving their intended place of ar-

ticulation (e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 1990; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989). However, there

is some evidence that the jaw does more than just guide the primary articulator roughly

into a particular position from which the primary articulator may execute its articula-

tory task. For example, different target jaw positions have been observed for /t/ and /d/

(but also other coronal consonants), although the respective places of articulation of the

tongue are supposed to be the same (e.g. Keating, Lindblom, Lubker, & Kreiman, 1994;

Kühnert, Ledl, Hoole, & Tillmann, 1991). In a systematic investigation of German coro-

nal consonants, Mooshammer et al. (2007) revealed that the jaw’s contribution to coronal

constrictions varies with manner of articulation. Accordingly, a binary distinction can be

made between /s, S, t/ having higher jaw targets than /d, n, l/. They attributed these

differences to different strategies concerning aerodynamic requirements for /s, S/ and /t/

in order to produce high frequency noise (see also Iskarous, Shadle, & Proctor, 2011; Lee,

Beckman, & Jackson, 1994; Shadle, 1985) and a salient burst, respectively. For coronals

/d, n, l/, however, Mooshammer et al. (2007) argued for a lower jaw target in order to
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enlarge the oral cavity to maintain voicing. Mooshammer et al.’s categorization in terms of

jaw height differences is in line with the results of other studies on this topic: sibilants /s,

S/ have been shown to invoke the comparatively highest jaw position, with /S/ sometimes

articulated with a higher jaw than /s/ (Amerman, Daniloff, & Moll, 1970; Hoole et al.,

1990; Recasens, 2012b). Although /t/ was repeatedly reported for a slightly higher jaw

than /d/, both alveolar stops have a targeted jaw position lower than that of the sibilants

(Hoole et al., 1990; Keating et al., 1994; Lindblom, 1983), followed by the nasal /n/ (Hoole

et al., 1990; Keating et al., 1994; Kühnert et al., 1991; Lindblom, 1983) and the lateral /l/

(Kühnert et al., 1991; Lindblom, 1983; Recasens, 2012b).

In relation to the question as to whether the jaw contributes to the production of conso-

nants in a subordinate or determinant fashion, previous studies looked at the contextual

jaw variability (e.g. Mooshammer et al., 2007; Recasens, 2012b). Related to the assump-

tion that increasing coarticulation resistance is attributable to increasing coarticulatory

constraint (e.g. Fowler & Brancazio, 2000; Recasens & Espinosa, 2009), Mooshammer et

al. hypothesized that smaller contextual variability of the consonant’s jaw height would

provide evidence for more relevance of the jaw contribution to the consonant’s production.

Indeed there is cross-linguistic evidence that jaw height co-varies with degree of coartic-

ulatory variability of the jaw, i.e. the contextual jaw variability is strongly related to the

intrinsic jaw height of the consonant: least jaw variability was observed for consonants

having a high jaw (i.e. /s, S/ and /t/) while consonants with a comparatively low jaw (i.e.

/d, n, l/) showed the highest degree of jaw variability (Geumann et al., 1999; Keating et

al., 1994; Lee et al., 1994; Lindblom, 1983; Mooshammer et al., 2007; Recasens, 2012b;

M. Stone & Vatikiotis-Bateson, 1995). These results suggest the following considerations

concerning the jaw’s importance for consonant productions: first, at least for consonants

that demand a high and coarticulatory resistant jaw (i.e. /s, S/ and /t/), the jaw plays a

decisive role in coronal consonant production; second, the comparatively large degrees of

contextual jaw variability reported for /d, n, l/ indicates a passive (or subordinate) func-

tion of the jaw, which is just helping the tongue tip to produce coronal constriction (cf.

Mooshammer et al., 2007).
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3.1.2 The jaw and the syllable

Other researchers assign even more importance to the jaw and argue that it exercises a

substantial function in speech development, speech production, and syllable phonotactics

(e.g. Davis & MacNeilage, 1995; Lindblom, 1983, 2011; MacNeilage, 1998; MacNeilage,

Davis, Matyear, & Kinney, 2000; Redford, 1999a). It is generally assumed that vowels and

consonants differ in their jaw position; a more open jaw (i.e. low jaw position) is expected

for vowels compared to consonants (e.g. Keating et al., 1994; Lindblom, 1983). For the

fundamental syllable pattern of consecutive consonants and vowels (i.e. CVC sequence),

this means that jaw motions are characterized by an close-open-close jaw cycle (i.e. open-

ing movement from the first consonant to the vowel; closing movement from the vowel

to the second consonant). This observation led to the Frame/Content theory formalized

by MacNeilage and colleagues. This is a biomechanical account of speech production that

considers the jaw cycle as the phylogenetic and ontogenetic basis of syllables (‘frame’) onto

which phonetic segments (‘content’) are superimposed. The Frame/Content theory empha-

sizes the structural function of the jaw cycle for syllable production, which means that the

jaw cycle determines a mandibular opening-closing movement throughout a CVC sequence

independent of the segmental make-up of the CVC sequence (e.g. Davis & MacNeilage,

1995; MacNeilage & Davis, 2000, 2001).

Carrying on the ideas of MacNeilage and colleagues, it has been hypothesized that the jaw

cycle principle could be extended to syllables with complex consonant structures preced-

ing a vowel (e.g. CCV syllables; Redford, 1999a; Redford & van Donkelaar, 2008, see also

Lindblom, 2011). Syllable phonotactics and particularly the ordering of consonants within

a syllable onset cluster is often said to be governed by the Sonority Sequencing Principle

(SSP; e.g. Clements, 1990; Hooper, 1972; Selkirk, 1982). The SSP hypothesizes that onset

consonants typically arrange such that sonority rises towards and falls away from the syl-

lable nucleus (i.e. the vowel). In this perspective the syllable /bla/ would be a well-formed

syllable. Even if the SSP is able to account for many instances of syllable patterns, conven-

tional accounts of what generally constitutes sonority often fail to explain why consonant
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cluster pattern as they do (e.g. /bla/’s reverse sonority cluster /lba/). Since Lindblom

(1983)1 suggested the degree of jaw opening as one of the major determinants for sonority,

Redford (1999a) hypothesized that the mandibular cycle could be an articulatory factor

which determines consonant patterning such as /bla/ vs. /lba/ in Russian. However, her

data provide only limited support for this hypothesis, i.e. although she could show a lower

jaw position during obstruents than sonorants in sonorant+obstruent clusters (e.g. /lba/;

jaw cycle), the respective consonantal jaw positions did not differ in obstruent+sonorant

clusters (e.g. /bla/; no jaw cycle). Accordingly she stated that the weak correspondence

between the mandibular cycle and the syllable patterning does not sufficiently explain

sonority sequencing in terms of a biomechanical account of speech production (Redford &

van Donkelaar, 2008).

3.1.3 The jaw and coarticulatory overlap

Even though the few studies discussed above showed at best limited support for the corre-

spondence between the jaw cycle and syllable phonotactics, recently some suggestions have

attributed particular syllable organization patterns to the jaw (e.g. Brunner et al., 2014;

Pouplier, 2015; Rochet-Capellan & Schwartz, 2007). Relatedly, an interesting approach was

put forward by Lindblom (2011), who aimed to explain coarticulation processes within a

syllable in terms of a biomechanical perspective. This theoretical framework basically ag-

gregates observations and assumptions of his earlier work (e.g. Keating et al., 1994; Lind-

blom, 1983). In Lindblom (1983) he could show for Swedish consonants that degree of jaw

opening is positively correlated with the consonant’s propensity to vowel coarticulation,

i.e. degree of vowel coarticulation increases as a function of increasing jaw opening. From

this result he suggested for cluster phonotactics that consonants with the smallest degree

1It should be mentioned that sonority hierarchies vary between Clements (1990) and Lindblom (1983):

while Clements differentiates between manner of articulation (sonority: stop < fricative < nasal < liquid <

glide < vowel), Lindblom considers sonority in terms of consonant-specific degrees of jaw opening (sonority:

/s, Ê/ < /p, t, k, b, d, g, f/ < /m, n, N/ < /j, v/ < /r, l/) which resemble the commonly used sonority

hierarchy of Swedish consonants.)
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of jaw opening (e.g. /s, Ê/) are phonotactically preferred in a vowel-remote position due to

the articulatory incompatibility with the vowel, while consonants with moderate or con-

siderable jaw opening (e.g. /n, l/) are suitable to appear in a position close to the vowel.

However, as Keating (1983) critically noted, since only singleton consonants are consid-

ered in Lindblom (1983), his data are not capable to provide empirical support towards a

biomechanical account of cluster phonotactics.

In order to explain coarticulatory processes in syllables with cluster onsets, Lindblom’s

(2011) approach starts from the core idea of the Frame/Content theory that the mandibu-

lar cycle constitutes the syllable with closed (i.e. high jaw position) and open (i.e. low jaw

position) phases of the jaw related to consonants and vowels, respectively (e.g. MacNeilage,

1998; MacNeilage & Davis, 2000). According to this paradigm, as onset complexity of the

syllable increases (i.e. CAV → CRCAV), the syllable constituents have to adapt their in-

trinsic jaw height to the mandibular cycle so that the jaw height continuously descends

from the first consonant to the vowel, with an intermediate jaw height for the second con-

sonant (i.e. jaw height: CR > CA > V; cf. Redford, 1999a). More crucial to Lindblom’s

account, however is that this increase in onset/syllable complexity means that – figuratively

speaking – more segments (‘content’) have to fit into the jaw cycle (‘frame’). Applying the

working assumption of a temporally invariant jaw cycle, he predicted substantial coartic-

ulatory overlap of neighboring speech gestures (i.e. CR-CA and CA-V overlap) due to the

segmental density within the frame (cf. Redford, 2004). To illustrate this causality, Figure

3.1 shows how the jaw cycle might govern coarticulatory overlap. The two panels repre-

sent differing onset complexity (top: singleton CAV; bottom: cluster CRCAV), while the

corresponding jaw opening phases (red dashed demi-cycles) are invariant in the temporal

dimension. In addition, hypothesized activation intervals associated with consonants and

vowels (black solid lines)2 are superimposed onto the mandibular demi-cycles. Comparing

the activation intervals of the vowel-adjacent consonant (CA) in both complexity conditions

2Even though the temporal organization of the respective activation intervals is reminiscent of simplified

gestural scores used in the Articulatory Phonology framework (AP; e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 1992),

Lindblom (2011) does not explicitly integrate ideas of AP into his biomechanical model of coarticulation.
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is particularly informative regarding Lindblom’s (2011) account. On the one hand, since

CA is predicted to allow for more jaw coarticulation, CA accommodates its jaw position

with increasing onset complexity (i.e. a comparatively lower jaw in the cluster than in the

singleton condition). On the other hand, with the emergence of the vowel-remote consonant

(CR) in the cluster condition, in Lindblom’s view CA should be subject to coarticulatory

overlap with CR (consider also the waxing and waning phases of CR and CA).

Time

CR

V

CA

CA

V

close

open

Jaw

close

open

Jaw

Figure 3.1: Two mandibular demi-cycles (i.e. opening phase) are illustrated for CAV (top)

and CRCAV (bottom) syllables which are layered with a hypothesized gestural score (black

lines indicating activation intervals associated with CR, CA, and V gestures). The illustra-

tion shows that when the onset is a cluster (bottom), the CA accommodates its targeted

jaw position to the jaw cycle (lower jaw position compared to the top panel) and is tem-

porally overlapped by the CR gesture. In addition, the mid-gray portion (indicating the

acoustic CA duration) is shorter in the cluster than in the singleton condition.

Since Lindblom (2011) does not provide any empirical evidence towards the biomechan-

ical foundation of coarticulatory overlap, his approach is thus far an untested theory. In

addition, the current formulation of this theoretical model cannot account for different
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patterns of intra-cluster timing (i.e. gestural CR-CA overlap). However, previous research

reveals patterns suggesting that gestural CR-CA overlap may vary as a function of – among

other factors – cluster composition (e.g. Bombien et al., 2013; Byrd, 1996; Chitoran &

Cohn, 2009; Hoole et al., 2013; Kühnert et al., 2006). Manner of articulation of both CR

and CA has been proposed to affect the gestural timing of both consonants. Consonant clus-

ters in which CR was a stop showed relatively less gestural overlap compared to clusters

with a fricative in CR, and consonant clusters in which CA was the nasal /n/ showed less

gestural overlap compared to clusters with /l/ or /s/ in the vowel-adjacent position (e.g.

Bombien et al., 2013; Kühnert et al., 2006; Yip, 2013). If there is a causal link between

jaw cycle and coarticulatory overlap, this would be somewhat surprising since clusters

like /kn, pn/ should be preferable to /ks, ps/ clusters (cf. Lindblom, 1983). Recall the

jaw opening/sonority hierarchy in which nasals are considered to be more sonorant than

stops (i.e. /kn, pn/: preferred cluster), while sibilants are considered to be less sonorant

than stops (i.e. /ks, ps/: dispreferred cluster). It remains unclear whether this discrepancy

between Lindblom’s hypothesis and the actually observed overlap pattern unveils a first

shortcoming of this assumption. It is also conceivable that this discrepancy is a matter of

the overlap measurement applied or that other determining factors beside the jaw cycle

come into play. This will be tested in this study.

In sum, less is known about how the jaw affects syllable phonotactics and the tempo-

ral organization of syllables (i.e. intergestural timing). Hence, using Polish onset clusters

we investigate whether Lindblom’s (2011) biomechanical approach can account for emerg-

ing coarticulatory overlap. Polish serves as a perfect test environment since its syllable

structure has been classified as largely unpredictable (Piotrowski, 1992) and literally all

combinations of consonants can be bundled into onset clusters whether or not they obey

the Sonority Sequencing Principle (cf. Rubach & Booij, 1990). Accordingly, we assembled

a set of Polish syllables with labial+coronal onset clusters in which the vowel-adjacent

consonants varies in terms of manner of articulation, hypothesized jaw positions and jaw
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coarticulation resistance (i.e. /mSa/3, /pta/, /pna/, and /pla/; see e.g. Lindblom, 1983;

Mooshammer et al., 2007; Recasens, 2012b). For the segmental make-up of our clusters it

is important to note that labial stops /p, b/ have been found to have a lower jaw position

than /t, d/ (Hoole et al., 1990; Keating et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1994) but a higher jaw

position compared to /n, l/ (Recasens, 2012b). Accordingly, at least some of those clusters

under investigation (/mSa/, /pta/) violate both the conventional as well as the mandible

driven sonority hierarchies (e.g. Clements, 1990; Lindblom, 1983; cf. Figure 3.2); hence it

remains an open question whether Lindblom’s approach also holds for these clusters.

Expected jaw movement profiles

/mʃa/ /pta/ /pna/ /pla/

m ʃ

a

p t

a

p
n

a

p
l

a
rising (no jaw cycle) rising (no jaw cycle) falling (jaw cycle) falling (jaw cycle)

/pta//mʃa/

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the expected jaw movement profile according to

the individual hypothesized jaw heights of CR and CA (see review above). Those clusters

which are expected to violate the jaw cycle principle (i.e. ‘rising’) are highlighted in gray.

3.1.4 The jaw and incremental CA shortening

Lindblom (2011) mentioned that consonant duration shortens incrementally as a function

of increasing onset complexity. This may provide some support for a foundational role of

the jaw in coarticulation. Indeed, there is some evidence for an overall tendency for conso-

nants to be acoustically shorter in complex onsets than the same consonants in singleton

onsets (e.g. American English: Haggard, 1973; O’Shaughnessy, 1974; Romanian: Marin &

Pouplier, 2014), although the degree of relative duration changes may vary as a function of
3Recall that we use the symbol /S/ (cf. Gussmann, 2007; Jassem, 2003) instead of the retroflex alterna-

tive /ù/ which is preferred by other researchers (e.g. Bukmaier & Harrington, 2016; Hamann, 2004; Żygis

& Hamann, 2003).
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manner of articulation, that is, sibilants and stops show relatively less acoustic shortening

compared to laterals (cf. O’Shaughnessy, 1974; Syrika, Nicolaidis, Edwards, & Beckman,

2011). More specifically, Lindblom (2011) proposed that the general tendency towards

incremental consonant shortening arises from the causal link between the jaw cycle and

coarticulatory overlap: Since the internal consonant (CA) is sandwiched between the vowel-

remote consonant (CR) and the vowel, CA is acoustically shorter when part of an onset

cluster than when it is the sole onset consonant. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1 by means of

a shorter mid-gray portion in cluster (bottom) than in the singleton (top) panel. However,

it remains unclear from previous studies as to whether incremental consonant shortening

arises from the jaw cycle. Even though Redford (1999a) observed sonorant and obstruent

consonants in vowel-adjacent position being shorter in cluster than in singleton condition

(e.g. duration: /bl-/ < /l-/ and /lb-/ < /b-/; cf. Figure 3.1), only sonorant+obstruent

clusters (e.g. /lb-/) showed a jaw cycle pattern (i.e. obstruents having a lower jaw than the

sonorants), but obstruent+sonorant onsets (e.g. /bl-/) did not, contrary to expectations. In

a subsequent study Redford (2004) argued in the same vein as Lindblom (2011) that long vs.

short duration asymmetries typical for obstruent+sonorant clusters (e.g. Christie, 1977) are

coarticulatorily rather than phonologically motivated. To probe the coarticulatory origin

of the long-short duration pattern, she investigated Finnish obstruent+sonorant clusters

spanning prosodic boundaries (i.e. clusters across syllable- and word-boundaries). Since in

both prosodic conditions the sonorant was shorter than the obstruent, this was taken as

evidence that consonant duration patterns are driven by a biomechanical constraint rather

than by syllable structure. This means the sandwiched sonorant in an obstruent-sonorant-

vowel sequence is compressed by the preceding obstruent and the following vowel to fit

into the opening phase of the jaw cycle. In order to verify the biomechanical account for

the long-short duration asymmetry, Redford (2004) also investigated the productions of

obstruent+sonorant clusters using a jaw perturbation paradigm (e.g. bite block, clenched

jaw). However, jaw perturbation turned out to be ineffective in terms of segmental duration

patterns. Since obstruents emerged to be longer than sonorants despite the absence of jaw

movements, Redford’s study failed to demonstrate that consonant duration patterns were
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articulatorily driven.

In sum, Lindblom’s (2011) suggestion that incremental consonant shortening arises from

the causal link between the mandibular cycle and coarticulatory overlap is interesting, but

lacks conclusive support thus far. Hence, we take up and elaborate his key ideas since they

are potentially capable of linking several phonetic and syllable-related aspects. To do so we

investigate for a variety of singleton onset consonants (i.e. /S/, /t/, /n/, and /l/), to what

extent they shorten in acoustic duration when they are part of a complex onset (i.e. /mS/,

/pt/, /pn/, and /pl/). If we take previous results on incremental consonant shortening (cf.

O’Shaughnessy, 1974; Syrika et al., 2011) and jaw coarticulation patterns (cf. Keating et

al., 1994; Lindblom, 1983) into account, then a homogeneous pattern of susceptibility for

incremental shortening and propensity to jaw coarticulation is predicted for the coronal

consonants used in this study:

— increasing →

incremental shortening: /S/ /t/ /n/ /l/

degree of jaw coarticulation4: /S/ /t/ /n/ /l/

The parallel hierarchical ordering of coronal consonants predicts that the degree of incre-

mental coronal shortening increases as the hypothesized degree of jaw coarticulation in-

creases. By implication, the degree of incremental coronal shortening is highly dependent

on the hypothesized jaw coarticulation resistance (i.e. the relevance of jaw contribution).

Since Lindblom’s (2011) hypothesized interaction between incremental consonant short-

ening and jaw cycle/coarticulatory overlap does not explicitly address inter-consonantal

differences, the investigation of CA = /S, t, n, l/ in CRCAV sequences is expected to refine

4The degree of jaw coarticulation refers to the jaw’s contextual variability in the vertical dimension.

Indeed, there is some controversy as to whether /l/ is more variable than /n/. While Mooshammer et

al. (2007) showed comparatively more contextual variability for /n/ than for /l/, the present ordering is

motivated and supported by Lindblom (1983) as well as by cross-linguistic evidence (Swedish and English)

presented in Figure 5 in Keating et al. (1994). In addition, Recasens (2012b) showed /n/ and /l/ at least

to be equal in terms of vertical jaw variability (cf. Figure 2, bottom-right).
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his rather general account.

3.1.5 Hypotheses

Given the considerations above, Lindblom’s (2011) account is intriguing but appears some-

what premature for two reasons. Its major shortcoming is that it fails to consider that con-

sonants differ with respect to jaw position (i.e. jaw opening) and the degree to which they

accommodate jaw position to the demands of the phonetic surrounding (i.e. jaw coarticu-

latory resistance). Hence, if a consonant in the vowel-adjacent position (i.e. CA) demands

a comparatively higher jaw position than the vowel-remote consonant (i.e. CR), then it is

unlikely that CA is acting in line with the jaw cycle principle. In order to do so, CA would

have to accommodate its jaw position to the new context. It is not clear that this is the

case with consonants with high coarticulatory resistance. Redford’s (1999a) study, where

/bl/ does not conform to the jaw cycle suggests that consonants do not accommodate

in this respect, so Lindblom’s proposal may be incorrect in its strongest form. Secondly,

Lindblom consciously proceeds from the simplified assumption that the time frame of an

entire jaw cycle is invariant regardless of syllable complexity, that is, the frame is con-

stant in duration for CAV(C) and CRCAV(C) syllables (see Figure 3.1). For the example

mentioned above in which the jaw position is expected to be higher for the vowel-adjacent

than the vowel-remote consonant (e.g. /mS/), this conjecture is quite unlikely if we take

the inertial mass of the jaw into account: raising (CR → CA) and lowering (CA → V) the

jaw mass presumably takes longer than simply lowering the jaw throughout the CRCAV

syllable (as is expected for syllable /pla/). For our example, this means that theoretically

the temporal frame determined by jaw movement is longer in some CRCAV than in CAV

and other CRCAV, i.e. the jaw temporal frame is expected to be longer in /mSa/ than in

/Sa/ or /pla/. Hence, the degree of overlap is expected to be comparatively lower if the

inertial mass of the jaw has to be lifted first before lowering for the vowel.

Taking these two shortcomings into account, we refine our predictions which contrast to

some extent with those of Lindblom (2011):
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(1) We argue that the emergence of the open/close jaw cycle is determined by the seg-

mental make up of the onset cluster and not vice versa. In light of previous studies

which investigated the jaw positions of consonants (e.g. Mooshammer et al., 2007;

Recasens, 2012b) this means that the probability of an emerging jaw cycle decreases

as the intrinsic jaw position (and the jaw coarticulation resistance) of the vowel-

adjacent consonant (CA) increases. For instance, if the vowel-adjacent consonant

requires an (invariantly) higher jaw compared to the vowel-remote consonant, no jaw

cycle is expected; if, however, the vowel-adjacent consonant requires a (flexible) lower

jaw compared to the vowel-remote consonant, a jaw cycle is assumed to emerge. We

therefore do not expect CA jaw position to be accommodated to fit a jaw cycle, but

rather we expect two jaw trajectory patterns to emerge (a raising and a falling one)

as a function of intrinsic jaw position of the consonants involved.

(2) In the case of an apparent jaw cycle, we expect substantial coarticulatory overlap of

CR and CA, i.e. the onset consonants should be closely coordinated (cf. Lindblom,

2011). If, however, no jaw cycle emerges due to CA exerting a higher jaw position

than CR, then we expect a smaller degree of coarticulatory overlap (i.e. CR and CA

gestures are produced further apart) than would be expected for an apparent jaw

cycle pattern.

(3) Finally, we expect CA duration to shorten acoustically as a function of the degree to

which the vowel-adjacent consonant is overlapped by the vowel-remote consonant, i.e.

if CA is substantially overlapped by CR, we expect a high degree of incremental CA

shortening with increasing onset complexity, while a lower degree of CR-CA overlap

should have no influence on acoustic CA duration.

3.1.6 Summary

Summing up, the present study investigates whether jaw movements may be a constraining

factor for articulatory and acoustic changes as onset complexity increases. Lindblom (2011)
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suggested that a temporally constant jaw cycle movement (‘frame’) may be responsible for

increasing gestural overlap and acoustic shortening of the vowel-adjacent consonant (CA)

when onset complexity increases (see Figure 3.1). Since related studies have unveiled some

shortcomings in this theoretical approach, we argue instead that jaw movements throughout

syllables with complex onsets are conditioned by the segmental make-up of the onset cluster

and particularly the mandibular constraints of the vowel-adjacent consonant (i.e. jaw height

and jaw coarticulation resistance). Our investigation of Polish labial+coronal onset clusters

will be the first to examine the (inter)relation between jaw movements and coarticulatory

CRCA overlap and their consequences for acoustic CA duration. Hence, this study helps

us to gain more knowledge about the biomechanical factors in syllable-related production

variability.

3.2 Method

For this study we made use of articulography and acoustic data collected during the record-

ing session described in Chapter 2. Therefore we refer to Section 2.2.1 for further details

about our participants and the experimental setup.

The analyses applied in this chapter also required sets of singleton and cluster target

words (e.g. set pl consists of target word [latom] and [pla>tsom]). In the case of cluster

target words the vowel-remote labials are assumed to have similar jaw height patterns

(i.e. /m/ ≈ /p/), while the vowel-adjacent coronals differ in terms of jaw height and jaw

coarticulation resistance (i.e /S > t > n > l/). Apart from the presence/absence of the

vowel-remote consonant, the phonetic structure of singleton and cluster target words was

kept as similar as possible (see Table 3.1). To control for extrinsic variation, the pho-

netic and prosodic surrounding of the targeted clusters remained constant. Target words

and carrier phrases were designed so that each cluster occurred in a vowel-symmetric

/a#(CR)CAa/ sequence, e.g. “Jakub powtarza placom aktualnie.” (‘Jakub repeats placom

currently.’). Further, we only used disyllabic target words in order to elicit lexical stress

on the penultimate syllable, i.e. the syllable including the onset cluster (cf. Gussmann,
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2007). Finally, to prevent variation in the realization of phrasal accent, we instructed the

participants to accentuate the target words. These considerations were expected to ensure

distinct closing and opening movements of the jaw from the first to second vowel (see,

for instance, Erickson, 1998; Harrington, Fletcher, & Roberts, 1995; Summers, 1987 who

found that low vowels in stressed word/sentence position were produced with a consider-

ably lower jaw position than in unstressed position).

Sets of cluster and singleton target words

mS pt pn pl

Cluster [mSalik] [pt”akem] [pna>tùi] [pla>tsom]

Singleton [Salik] [t”acim] [na>tùi] [latom]

Table 3.1: Sets of cluster and singleton target words are arranged according to expected

jaw height of CA (i.e. jaw height: /mS/ > /pt/ > /pn/ > /pl/).

The accentuation task caused one female speaker to often produce a distinct pause before

the target word, possibly to put further emphasis on the accented target word. Particu-

larly in the case of stop initial target words it was hence impossible to exactly identify the

acoustic onset and the acoustic duration of the word initial stops. However, since these

acoustic landmarks are crucial for most of our analyses (see below in Section 3.2.2), we

excluded this speaker from the final data set. As a result, our analyses are based on data

from only two female and three male Polish speakers.

Some further remarks should be made regarding the corpus set-up (Table 3.1). First, it

should be noted that our stimuli include the non-word pnaci [pna>tùi]. This is because the

current data set was recorded as part of a larger corpus that imposed more requirements

on the stimuli than those discussed above. However, pnaci is well-formed and quite similar

to other lexical words in Polish (e.g. pnący [pnOn>tù1] ‘climbing (plant)’). Second, although

the first consonant (CR) in /mS/ is different from the other clusters /pt, pn, pl/, we gave

preference to the /mS/ cluster in order to fulfill the requirement for a symmetric vowel con-

text; /pS, ps/, which were also present in the larger corpus, were unsuitable in this regard
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because of /E/ and /O/ contexts, respectively. Thus the vowel preceding and following the

cluster was always /a/.

In sum, the intended data set comprised four repetitions per target word and subject (8

words × 4 repetitions × 5 subjects = 160 utterances). However, occasional misreadings and

technical difficulties during the recording session reduced the final data set to 148 items.

3.2.1 Articulography and acoustic data

In this study, articulogrpahy data are used for two reasons: a) to capture jaw movements

throughout the first syllable of the target word (i.e. CRCAV) and b) to investigate the

temporal relationship between the labial and the coronal gestures (i.e. CRCA overlap)5.

We employed Mark Tiede’s mview algorithm to identify consonantal gestures in the move-

ment time functions of the relevant articulator. CR = /m, p/, which are produced with

labial closure, were defined on the basis of lip aperture (LA), calculated as the Euclidean

distance between the upper and the lower lip sensors. CA = /S, t, n, l/, which have a

characteristic tongue tip constriction, were defined on the basis of the sensors attached

to the tongue tip (TT). mview identifies semi-automatically articulatory landmarks of a

given consonantal gesture on the basis of the filtered tangential velocity profile. That is

consonant gestures are first manually determined in the respective articulator time series,

then mview detects automatically the velocity maxima corresponding to the articulator

movement towards (PVEL1) and away (PVEL2) from the constriction. The minimum ar-

ticulator velocity within these landmarks is interpreted as the maximum constriction of

the consonant (i.e. MAXC). The time points during the gesture’s constriction movement

at which the velocity increases beyond and falls below a 20%-threshold are referred to as

the gesture onset (GONS) and the achievement of the articulatory target (NONS), respec-

tively. Time points during the gesture’s release movement at which the velocity exceeds

falls below a 20%-threshold are referred to as the target release (NOFFS) and the gesture

offset (GOFFS), respectively. We refer to the interval between NONS and NOFFS as the

5For further details on how time series of the articulatory movements were obtained see Section 2.2.1.
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constriction plateau (cf. dark gray portions of /p/ and /l/ gestures in Figure 3.4).

In addition to the kinematic data, we recorded synchronized acoustic data at a sampling

rate of 25 600 Hz. In the first instance, acoustic speech signals were automatically seg-

mented by the MAuS algorithm (Schiel, 2004) before a phonetically trained annotator

made manual corrections using Praat (Boersma, 2001). If manual corrections were nec-

essary a combination of spectral and acoustic cues was applied to properly identify the

segment boundaries.

To identify segment boundaries in /a#mSa/ sequences, we used the end of the first vowel

detectable in terms of changes in the periodic waveform (from /a/→/m/), the onset of

aperiodic noise (from /m/→/S/), and the onset of periodic oscillation (from /S/→/a/).

Sequences /a#pta/, /a#pna/, and /a#pla/ have in common that /p/ was identified on

the basis of the acoustic offset of the heterosyllabic vowel (from /a/→/p/) and the release

burst. This means that aspiration if present does not belong to the acoustic /p/ duration.

Similarly, we segmented the vowel-adjacent /t/ in terms of the silence interval between the

end of aspiration (from /p/→/t/) and the release burst (from /t/→/a/). Note that we

excluded those tokens from our analyses, in which /p/ and /t/ could not be acoustically

separated from each other due to an acoustically missing /p/ release. For the vowel-adjacent

/n, l/ we took the onset of periodic oscillation (from /p/→/n, l/) and changes in the peri-

odic waveform (from /n, l/→/a/) as acoustic markers to distinguish the sonorant portions

from the phonetic surrounding.

In addition to the acoustic segmentation guidelines, one further remark should be made

regarding the aspiration of voiceless stops. Similar to German and English stops, Polish

singleton stops are produced with distinct aspiration before stressed vowels (cf. Wierz-

chowska, 1980 cited in Ruszkiewicz, 1990; Malisz & Żygis, 2015; Waniek-Klimczak, 2011a,

2011b). Therefore, in this study we restricted stop duration to the closure interval of the

stop, while the corresponding aspiration is treated as a separate interval (i.e. duration of

/t/ is the acoustic silence without aspiration). This was done for two reasons. Firstly, in this

way, we obtain parallel acoustic segmentation patterns for all vowel-adjacent consonants
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(cf. Umeda, 1977). Secondly, since aspiration duration is generally longer for voiceless stops

occurring in singleton than in cluster onsets (e.g. Klatt, 1975)6, we prevent a priori that

aspiration differences in singleton /th/ and cluster /pt/ confound our acoustic duration

measurements (see Section 3.2.2).

3.2.2 Measurements

Jaw movements

Since our hypotheses are tied to the presence or absence of the so called jaw cycle, the first

analysis of this study concerns the specific jaw movements throughout /mSa/, /pta/, /pna/,

and /pla/ syllables. We consider the jaw cycle as a trajectory that constantly decreases in

jaw height from the syllable onset to the nucleus, that is, jaw opening is small during CR

and large during the vowel (V), while being intermediate during CA.

JawPosition(y)
10

m
m

Audio

/m/ /  /ʃ /a/

Time
50ms

Figure 3.3: The top tier in this illustration shows the acoustic segmentation of /m/, /S/, and

the vowel /a/ of one particular [mSalik] item. The bottom tier shows the vertical position

of the jaw as a function of time. The shaded box indicate the interval between the acoustic

midpoints of /m/ and /a/ which is used for extracting the vertical jaw movements. The

DCT curvature index for this example (= -1.002) indicates a ∩-shape during this particular

jaw trajectory, i.e. no jaw cycle.

6To our knowledge there is no systematic investigation of whether VOT duration is shorter in cluster

than singleton stops in Polish.
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Based on the acoustic segmentation of the speech material, we extracted the vertical jaw

movements between the acoustic midpoints of CR and the heterosyllabic vowel (i.e. the

shaded interval in Figure 3.3). In order to describe the jaw trajectories qualitatively, we

performed a discrete cosine transform on these extracted time functions. The discrete cosine

transformation is a mathematical decomposition of a signal into a set of sinusoids which

reconstructs the original input signal if added together again. As Harrington (2010) pointed

out, the first three DCT coefficients approximately quantify the mean, slope and curvature

of a trajectory. Beňuš and Pouplier (2011), for example, used the third DCT coefficient

(i.e. curvature) to establish whether the endpoints of a trajectory lie above or below the

respective apex, that is, whether the trajectories were ∪-shaped (positive coefficient) or ∩-

shaped (negative coefficient), respectively. This quantification was interpreted as indicating

the presence or absence of a syllable-bound jaw cycle. Regarding our hypotheses, we expect

that syllables with intrinsically low CA jaw position should show curvature indices above or

around 0 (e.g. for /pla/ syllables), while curvature indices should be negative for syllables

in which CA is produced with a comparatively higher jaw than CR (e.g. /mSa/; see Figure

3.3).

Gestural CR-CA overlap

The next analysis concerns the degree of coarticulatory overlap between onset cluster con-

stituents. Previous research used different measures to investigate the temporal CR-CA

organization. A frequently used measure is the CR-CA plateau lag (e.g. Bombien, Moosham-

mer, Hoole, & Kühnert, 2010; Byrd & Choi, 2010; Pouplier, 2012), but this measure cannot

sufficiently evaluate the relationship between coarticulatory encroachment of adjacent seg-

ments and consonant shortening. Hence, in this study we use an overlap measure which is

derived from that used in Chitoran, Goldstein, and Byrd (2002)7: Rather than quantifying

the degree to which the CR constriction plateau is overlapped by the onset movement of

CA, our measure determines the percentage of CA constriction plateau (i.e. the interval
7See also Byrd (1996) and Byrd and Tan (1996) for a related measure for electropalatography (EPG)

data.
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between target attainment and target release) that is temporally overlapped by the CR

gesture’s release phase (see cross-hatched portion of CA plateau in Figure 3.4):

CR-CA overlap = 100 ∗ CR(GOFFS)− CA(NONS)
CA(NOFFS)− CA(NONS)

If the coarticulatory overlap index falls between 0% and 100%, the labial CR gesture termi-

nates during the constriction interval of CA. If the index is >100%, CR gesture terminates

while CA gesture has been articulatorily released. If, however, the index is <0%, the labial

gesture (associated with CR) is completed before CA’s tongue tip reaches its target.

LA

Audio

TTPosition(x,y)

20
m
m

Time50ms

10
m
m

LAVelocity

TTVelocity

Figure 3.4: For a given instance of target word [pla>tsom], this plot shows for /p/ and /l/

gestures the movement and velocity profiles for lip aperture (LA) and tongue tip (TT),

respectively. For both gestures, the dark gray period indicates the constriction plateau,

while the light gray periods prior to and following the plateau indicate the interval where

the gesture waxes and wanes, respectively. The portion of CA’s constriction plateau, which

is overlapped by CR, is cross-hatched. In this particular example the percentage of coar-

ticulatory overlap amounts 42.9%.

The advantage of the coarticulatory overlap measure over other timing measures (such
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as CR-CA lag) is that wax-and-wane intervals of speech gestures are taken into account,

during which the influence of a speech gesture on the vocal tract increases and decreases,

respectively (Joos, 1948). For the present study, these intervals are crucial since coarticula-

tion patterns as well as acoustic shortening processes have been associated with a gesture’s

waxing and waning (Fowler, 1984; Fowler & Thompson, 2010).

Following our hypotheses, we expect large degrees of coarticulatory overlap, if CRCAV syl-

lables arrange according to the jaw cycle pattern. On the other hand, syllables violating

the jaw cycle principle are expected to show comparatively less CRCA overlap.

CA duration ratio

In order to investigate the articulatory origins of acoustic consonant shorting in clusters,

we applied our duration measurements to acoustic instead of the articulography data. We

focus on the acoustic duration, since from an articulatory perspective labial (LA) and

coronal (TT) gestures may overlap to a large extent without affecting the duration of the

overlapped gesture. This means that if the duration for a CA gesture is constant (regardless

of onset complexity), increasing CR–CA overlap should cause a shortening of acoustic CA

duration while the articulatory CA duration remains unchanged. Hence, we predict that

the acoustic data are more informative in terms of the effect of articulatory processes on

acoustic consonant shortening in clusters.

Based on the acoustic segmentations, the degree of CA shortening is examined in terms

of duration ratios of singleton and cluster CA duration (henceforth, DurRatio). Firstly, we

measured the acoustic duration of CA in [mSalik], [pt”akem], [pna>tùi], and [pla>tsom]. Sec-

ondly, we calculated the acoustic duration of the corresponding target words with singleton

onsets to estimate the ‘intrinsic’ acoustic duration of [Salik], [t”acim], [na>tùi], and [latom]

as a baseline for the DurRatio calculation. The cluster/singleton CA durations were then

taken to determine the DurRatio of each cluster token (e.g. [pla>tsom]) relative to the av-

eraged durations of all corresponding singleton tokens (e.g. [latom]). Finally, we centered
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the DurRatio indices to zero8. Positive DurRatio indices represent an acoustic lengthening of

CA with increasing onset complexity. Negative DurRatio indices represent a shortening of

CA in the cluster compared to the singleton condition. DurRatio indices around 0 suggest

equal CA durations in the singleton and cluster conditions.

In terms of CA duration in the singleton and cluster conditions, we expect an effect of the

degree of coarticulatory overlap on the degree of relative CA shortening. That is, if there is

no coarticulatory overlap between CR and CA, the acoustic duration of CA should not be

affected. If, however, CA is largely overlapped by CR, extensive CA shortening is expected.

3.2.3 Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were carried out in the R environment (R Core Team, 2013) by

means of linear mixed models (lme4 package: Bates, 2010; Bates et al., 2015). P-values

were obtained by comparing one model with and one without the fixed factor the interaction

of interest. If not declared otherwise, we included Speaker as a potential random factor;

Repetition as additional random factor was also tested, but rejected if not required by

the respective model. Post-hoc Tukey tests (multcomp package: Hothorn et al., 2008) were

carried out to perform pairwise comparisons. To test whether jaw movement curvature,

CRCA overlap, and incremental CA shortening correlated with each other, we used non-

parametric correlation tests (Spearman’s rank correlation) since our data were not normally

distributed.

3.3 Results

This section is separated into three subsections in which we present the results of the

individual measurements, that is, jaw movement patterns: Section 3.3.1; coarticulatory

CRCA overlap: Section 3.3.2; incremental CA shortening: Section 3.3.3. Taking into account

these individual results, we are then able to report on the possible interdependency of these

8This procedure is in principle identical with the one we used to calculate the lag ratios in Section 2.2.3.
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three indices (Section 3.3.4). In reference to our hypotheses, we will discuss Hypothesis (1)

in Section 3.3.1 and Hypotheses (2) and (3) in Section 3.3.4.

3.3.1 Jaw movement patterns (Index 1)

Recent accounts assume that the jaw cycle could be the articulatory basis for syllable

organization (Lindblom, 2011; Redford, 1999a). Regarding phonotactic sequencing, this

assumption allows for two interpretations: either segment-specific jaw height is integrated

into a language’s phonotactics so that CR has consistently higher jaw positions compared

to CA, or CA accommodates its jaw position individually so that the jaw cycle emerges.

In accordance with jaw coarticulation studies (Mooshammer et al., 2007; Recasens, 2012b)

we hypothesized, however, that a typical jaw cycle movement would fail to appear if CA

has an intrinsically high and hence coarticulation resistant jaw (as we hypothesize that CA

jaw position does not change to accommodate CR and conform to a falling cycle).

Figure 3.5 shows the individual (dotted) and averaged (solid) jaw movements for /mSa/

[mSalik], /pta/ in [pt”akem], /pna/ in [pna>tùi], and /pla/ in [pla>tsom]. The trajectories cor-

respond to the jaw movements between the acoustical midpoints of the first consonant and

the vowel, respectively, and are normalized for time (x-axis) and jaw height (y-axis). The

averaged jaw trajectories (thick solid line) start at a similar height for all syllables during

CR = /m, p/ and reach a considerably lower position for the low vowel /a/. However, our

focus lies on the interval in between, i.e. the articulatory path that the jaw takes from the

syllable edge towards the syllable nucleus. Here, noticeable differences are apparent par-

ticularly between /pla/ and the remaining syllables /mSa/, /pta/, and /pna/. In /pla/ the

lateral has a lower jaw position compared with the initial labial (i.e. jaw cycle), while for

the remaining syllables the jaw rises first from the initial (CR) to the following consonant

(CA) before lowering for the vowel. Hence, the movement pattens for /mSa/, /pta/, and

/pna/ are at odds with the jaw cycle principle. Since the trajectories (Figure 3.5 top) do

not allow the exact jaw positions of the three syllable constituents to be identified, the

boxplot on the bottom of Figure 3.5 shows discrete jaw heights at the respective acoustic
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Jaw movment throughout CRCAV sequences
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Figure 3.5: Top: For each of the four target syllables, the dotted lines indicate the z-

normalized jaw height trajectories throughout CCV syllables. The temporal variability

(x-axis) has been normalized as well; 0.0 and 1.0 indicate the acoustic midpoints of CR and

the vowel, respectively. The thick solid lines illustrate the averaged jaw trajectories for each

particular syllable. Bottom: Discrete jaw positions extracted at the acoustic midpoints of

CR, CA, and the vowel (V) are given as a function of the syllable.
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midpoints of CR, CA, and the vowel.

In order to describe the jaw trajectories quantitatively, we performed a discrete cosine

transformation (DCT) on the extracted time functions of vertical jaw movement. Partic-

ularly the third DCT coefficient was expected to give qualitative information about the

curvatures of mandibular trajectories (Figure 3.6). The negative curvature coefficients of

the jaw trajectories of /mSa/, /pta/, and /pna/ suggest ∩-shaped jaw trajectories which is

indicative of CA having a higher jaw position than CR and the vowel (i.e. no jaw cycle; see

Figure 3.5), but the curvatures seem to vary to some extent. /pla/ is characterized by a

curvature value around 0 which indicates a linear lowering of the jaw from CR towards the

vowel (i.e. jaw cycle). Even if /pna/ unexpectedly patterns with /mSa, pta/ rather than

with /pla/, this result is a first indication that a jaw cycle movement only occurs if the

respective intrinsic jaw height of the syllable constituents (i.e. CR, CA, and V) facilitates

it (cf. Hypothesis (1)).

Curvature index of jaw movements
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Figure 3.6: This plot shows the DCT curvature coefficients separated for syllables /mSa/,

/pta/, /pna/, and /pla/. Negative coefficients indicate a ∩-shaped jaw movement curvature;

coefficients around 0 represent a linear decrease of jaw height throughout the syllable.

To investigate the differences of jaw trajectories in terms of DCT curvature coefficients

with respect to segmental make-up of the syllable (Figure 3.6), we carried out a mixed
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model analysis with dependent variable Curvature and fixed factor Syllable (four levels:

/mSa/, /pta/, /pna/, and /pla/); Speaker served as random factor. There was a significant

effect of Syllable on Curvature (X2[3]=66.0, p<0.001). This statistically corroborates our

Hypothesis (1) that a jaw cycle arrangement is not obligatory, but depends on the segmen-

tal make-up of the syllable or more precisely on the intrinsic jaw position of CA relative to

CR. Pairwise comparisons of the four syllables revealed highly significant differences in jaw

trajectory curvature for most comparisons, but not for /mSa/ vs. /pta/ (p=0.09) or /pta/

vs. /pna/ (p=0.4).

We have shown so far that a jaw cycle pattern only emerges for /pla/, but not for /mSa/,

/pta/, or /pna/. This is surprising insofar as the nasal in /pna/ was hypothesized to have

a relatively lower (and hence less coarticulation resistant) jaw compared to the preceding

labial. Due to the hypothesized falling jaw movement profile (cf. Figure 3.2), we expected

that this syllable was likely to show a jaw cycle pattern. This leads us to the question of

whether jaw position of the vowel-adjacent coronals changed as onset complexity increased.

In order to estimate the accommodation of the jaw positions of the vowel-adjacent coronals

with increasing onset complexity, we compared the vertical jaw position of coronals in sin-

gleton and cluster onsets (Figure 3.7). Accordingly, we ran a mixed model to investigate the

interaction of Syllable (four levels: /mSa/, /pta/, /pna/, and /pla/) and Complexity (two

levels: singleton and cluster) on the jaw’s vertical position of the vowel-adjacent consonant.

Speaker was included as random factor. Although there was a significant interaction be-

tween both fixed factors (X2[3]=12.5, p<0.01), post-hoc Tukey tests revealed that none of

the vowel-adjacent consonants accommodated jaw height with increasing onset complexity.

This means that the jaw height of CA does not adapt to a particular jaw cycle pattern;

instead, vowel-adjacent consonants preserve their intrinsic jaw positions independent of

onset complexity (cf. Figure 3.7). Taking together the results thus far, we can conclude

that it is not the jaw cycle paradigm that predicts the jaw positions of the involved seg-

ments. Rather, it is the segment-specific jaw positions that predict the jaw cycle movement

pattern (cf. Hypothesis (1)).
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Jaw height accommodation of CA
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Figure 3.7: Z-normalized jaw position data for each segment in the target syllable (/mSa/,

/pta/, /pna/, and /pla/) and the corresponding singleton condition. In order to assess

to what extent the vertical jaw position of the vowel-adjacent coronal accommodated as a

function of increasing onset complexity, data for CA are highlighted in red across complexity

conditions.

3.3.2 Gestural CR-CA overlap (Index 2)

In this section we report the extent to which the initial consonant (CR) overlapped the con-

striction plateau of the second consonant (CA) and whether this particular overlap pattern

varies as a function of cluster composition. Table 3.2 gives for each cluster the mean and

standard deviation values of the coarticulatory overlap index (in %) and indicates different

overlap patterns between clusters. Mean values indicate that constriction plateaus of the

coronal was partially overlapped by the labials in /mS/ (36.9%) and /pt/ (27.4%) onset

clusters. In the case of /pn/ the labial gesture terminated on average when the following

nasal reached its constriction plateau (0.5%; no coarticulatory overlap). Finally, the labial

gesture in /pl/ largely encroaches the constriction plateau of the lateral (200.6%; recall
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that values greater than 100% indicate that CR finishes after CA is articulatorily released,

or in other words, the entire CA plateau is encroached by CR).

Coarticulatory overlap index

/mS/ /pt/ /pn/ /pl/

mean 36.9% 27.4% 0.5% 200.6%

SD 58.7% 60.7% 40.3% 224.9%

Table 3.2: Mean coarticulatory overlap indices are given as a function of onset cluster

make-up. In addition, standard deviation (SD) values are listed in order to indicate the

data dispersion within each cluster type.

However, the standard deviation (SD) value of the /pl/ cluster (224.9%) hints at statistical

outliers in the /pl/ productions which might be responsible for the considerably larger vari-

ance in the /pl/ overlap patterns compared to /mS/, /pl/, and /pn/. In order to identify

possible outliers in the coarticulatory overlap indices we used a method that basically refers

to the interquartile range (IQR = 3rdQuartile - 1stQuartile) of the entire data set to dis-

tinguish the outliers from the ‘reasonable’ tokens. By our definition, outliers are identified

if they fall beyond a lower or upper threshold (i.e. 1stQuartile - 3∗IQR and 3stQuartile +

3∗IQR, respectively). By this means we could identify four /pl/ tokens of one single speaker

(PL5). The evaluation of these tokens suggests that PL5 applied a different articulatory

strategy to approach the tongue tip target position for /l/ in /pl/ clusters than the re-

maining subjects. This particular strategy caused a crucial bias in the articulatory labeling

and hence in the determination of coarticulatory overlap indices of /pl/ clusters9. There-

fore, based on the statistical and heuristic outlier examination, we excluded the four /pl/

tokens of subject PL5 from all analysis concerning coarticulatory overlap. Table 3.3 gives

the mean and standard deviation values of the coarticulatory overlap index after outlier

removal. To test whether Cluster (four levels: /mS/, /pt/, /pn/, and /pl/) differed in terms
9In Appendix A.2 we show two representative examples illustrating the different articulatory strategies

and discuss the respective consequences for the coarticulatory overlap measure.
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of Coarticulatory Overlap Index, we ran a mixed model with Speaker as random factor.

The effect was significant (X2[3]=19.4, p<0.001) and the post-hoc Tukey test revealed that

cluster /pl/ differed significantly from /pt/ (p<0.05) and /pn/ (p<0.001), and was close

to be significantly different from /mS/ (p=0.0506). The remaining comparisons yielded no

significant differences. This means the degree of intergestural overlap is statistically similar

in /mS/, /pt/, and /pn/; only /pl/ deviates to some extent from the remaining clusters,

showing comparably more coarticulatory overlap of CR and CA.

Coarticulatory overlap index

/mS/ /pt/ /pn/ /pl/

mean 36.9% 27.4% 0.5% 100.8%

SD 58.7% 60.7% 40.3% 86.2%

Table 3.3: Mean coarticulatory overlap indices (outliers excluded) are given as a function

of onset cluster make-up. In addition, standard deviation (SD) values are listed in order

to indicate the data dispersion within each cluster type.

3.3.3 Duration of vowel-adjacent consonant (Index 3)

This analysis examines to what extent the acoustic duration of the vowel-adjacent conso-

nants (CA) changes as a function of onset complexity. To do so we assembled singleton and

cluster target words into sets. The following sets are considered:mS ([Salik] vs. [mSalik]), pt

([t”acim] vs. [pt”akem]), pn ([na>tùi] vs. [pna>tùi]), and pl ([latom] vs. [pla>tsom]). Figure 3.8

compares the acoustically measured duration of the vowel-adjacent consonant occurring

in singleton (light gray) and cluster target words (dark gray) for each set (mS, pt, pn,

and pl). Overall, the relative consonant duration patterns vary between sets. We discuss

the set-specific results according to the order in which they appear in Figure 3.8 from left

to right. In parentheses, we present the extent to which the acoustic consonant duration

varied between singleton and cluster condition, i.e. the DurRatio which was calculated for
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each set and speaker. Negative DurRatio values indicate incremental CA shortening with

increasing onset complexity. Positive DurRatio values suggest longer CA durations in the

cluster than in the singleton condition. DurRatio values of 0 indicate no changes in terms

of acoustic duration.

The results for set mS show almost identical sibilant durations in the singleton and the

cluster condition (mean DurRatio: -0.004). The absolute durations of singleton /S/ (mean:

134 ms) and cluster /mS/ (mean: 132 ms) are similar to the /s/ and /ps/ tokens found

for adult Greek speakers reported in Syrika et al.’s (2011) work (see also Umeda (1977)

on singleton /S/ durations). In contrast the remaining sets show shorter CA durations in

complex condition. For set pt we observe a considerably shorter duration for /t/ in the

cluster than in the singleton condition (mean DurRatio: -0.293). Recall that the acoustic

analysis for the voiceless stop only considered the acoustic closure duration but not the

VOT duration. Hence the incremental shortening found for /t/ (/t/ → /pt/) cannot be

attributed to VOT shortening (see Klatt (1975) presenting VOT duration differences in

English /t/ in singleton and cluster onsets), that is, the shortening of /t/ from singleton to

cluster condition reflects the shortening of the closure duration only. For set pn a less clear

pattern emerges from Figure 3.8. Although the pattern indicates incremental CA shortening

to a certain extent (mean DurRatio: -0.137), the /n/ vs. /pn/ duration difference is not as

clear as the one found for pt. Finally, set pl shows a similar pattern to pt (mean DurRatio:

-0.399), that is, singleton /l/ is acoustically longer than cluster /pl/ (cf. O’Shaughnessy,

1974).

To investigate whether the extent of relative duration change varied between sets, we carried

out a mixed model analysis with dependent variable DurRatio, fixed factor Set (four levels:

mS, pt, pn, and pl), and random factor Speaker. The relative change of vowel-adjacent

consonant duration from singleton to cluster condition differed significantly across Sets

(X2[3]=48.7, p<0.001). This may indicate that incremental CA shortening varies as a func-

tion of CA. Post-hoc Tukey tests revealed that DurRatio values patterned together for sets

pl/pt as well as for sets mS/pn, that is, the comparisons pl vs. pt and mS vs. pn turned

out not to be significant. The remaining comparisons reached significance levels.
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Figure 3.8: Absolute acoustic durations (in ms) of vowel-adjacent consonants are given with

respect to set (mS, pt, pn, and pl) and onset complexity (cluster: dark gray; singleton:

light gray).

In addition to the between-set analysis, a second mixed model analysis was carried out to

provide further information on the extent of incremental CA shortening. The interaction

between Set (four levels: mS, pt, pn, and pl) and Complexity (two levels: singleton and

cluster) on the dependent variable CA Duration was tested with Subject as random factor.

This mixed model showed a significant interaction between both fixed factors (X2[3]=20.9,

p<0.001), and the subsequent post-hoc Tukey comparisons confirmed significant acous-

tic CA shortening only for sets pt (p<0.001) and pl (p<0.001). For sets mS and pn the

acoustic duration of vowel-adjacent /S, n/ did not shorten as a function of increasing onset

complexity (mS: p=1.000; pn: p=0.188).

If we take together the results of both statistical analyses, the four sets can be split into

two groups: the first group comprises sets mS and pn which have been found not to reduce

acoustic CA duration with increasing onset complexity. The second group comprises sets pt

and pl. These sets consistently showed a reduced acoustic duration of the vowel-adjacent

consonant in the cluster compared to the singleton condition. This raises the question of
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whether coarticulatory overlap could have caused the apparent CA compression. At least

informally, given that for instance pt and pl pattern differently on the two measures, we

may expect a negative answer to this.

3.3.4 Interdependency of indices

With the results discussed above we laid the foundation for the forthcoming analyses. We go

now into further detail on whether jaw movement patterns correlate with the coarticulatory

overlap of CRCA cluster constituents and whether these results may have conditioned

different degrees of incremental CA shortening.

Correlation: Jaw movement × Gestural CR-CA overlap

By means of the data we presented in Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, we are able to investigate

whether the degree of CA plateau overlapped by CR is determined by the jaw movement.

To do so we calculated the Spearman’s correlation coefficient between the curvature of the

jaw movement (i.e. third DCT coefficient) and the coarticulatory overlap index.

Figure 3.9 shows the DCT curvature coefficients (x-axis) and the percentage of CA plateau

overlapped by CR (y-axis). Recall that negative DCT curvature coefficients indicate a ∩-

shaped jaw trajectory (i.e. the jaw raises from CR to CA before jaw lowering for the vowel),

while DCT curvature coefficients around 0 represent a linear decrease of jaw height from

CR towards the vowel. In Figure 3.9 the x-axis ranges from negative (left end; ∩-shape) to

slightly positive (right end; ∪-shape) DCT curvature indices. Since the regression line shows

an upward trend from left to right, this suggests that the degree of gestural CR-CA overlap

increases as the jaw movement throughout CRCAV syllables becomes more like a typical

jaw cycle movement, i.e. constantly descending jaw position from the first consonant to

the nucleus. The positive correlation between jaw movement curvature and CR-CA overlap

indices (rs(68) = 0.43, p<0.001) corroborates our Hypothesis (2) since ∩-shaped tokens

show comparatively less gestural CR-CA overlap than tokens with linear or ∪-shaped jaw

movement curvatures (i.e. jaw cycle pattern; predominantly /pla/ syllables).
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Correlation: Jaw movement × Gestural CR-CA overlap
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Figure 3.9: Scatterplot shows the correlation between DCT curvature and CR-CA overlap

indices. The depicted data do not contain the outlier identified in Section 3.3.2.

Correlation: Gestural CR-CA overlap × Incremental CA shortening

The indices obtained in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 allow us to investigate the hypothesized

correlation between coarticulatory overlap indices and CA duration ratios. More precisely,

we expected an increasing degree of relative CA shortening as gestural overlap of CR and

CA increases.

Figure 3.10 shows the percentage of CA plateau overlapped by CR on the y-axis and

the relative acoustic CA duration values on the x-axis (i.e. DurRatio values). Recall that

negative DurRatio values indicate that CA is acoustically shorter in the cluster compared

to the singleton condition (i.e. CRCA<CA; left end), positive DurRatio values indicate CA

is acoustically longer in the cluster compared to the singleton condition (i.e. CRCA>CA;

right end). Although the regression line suggests a downward trend (i.e. the degree of

relative CA shortening from singleton to cluster condition decreases with decreasing CR-
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Correlation: CA duration ratio × Gestural CR-CA overlap
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Figure 3.10: Scatterplot shows the correlation between CR-CA overlap and CA’s DurRatio

indices. The depicted data do not contain the outlier identified in Section 3.3.2.

CA overlap), the Spearman correlation test had a very weak correlation coefficient and the

observation was not significant (rs(68) = -0.16, p=0.18). In contrast to our Hypothesis (3),

this evidences that incremental CA shortening cannot be directly related to the degree of

gestural CR-CA overlap.

Correlation: Jaw movement × Incremental CA shortening

The final correlation analysis concerns the question as to whether jaw movement patterns

determine CA duration patterns. Even if our hypotheses did no concern the interaction of

these two indices, it is possible that jaw movement patterns and CA duration patterns are

directly related to each other (cf. Lindblom, 2011). To take this possibility into account,

we hypothesize a posteriori that if the jaw movement patterns follow the predictions of the

jaw cycle paradigm there should be shorter CA duration in the cluster than in the singleton

condition.
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Figure 3.11 shows on the x-axis the indices of the relative CA shortening from singleton to

cluster condition (Section 3.3.3) and on the y-axis the DCT curvature indices that describe

the jaw movement trajectories (Section 3.3.1). As the slope of the regression line suggests,

the corresponding Spearman correlation test revealed a negative correlation between the

two indices (rs(72) = -0.52, p<0.001). For a CRCAV syllable this means that, on the

one hand, if the jaw constantly descends from the syllable edge to the nucleus (i.e. DCT

values of 0; jaw cycle), the duration of CA in a cluster is shorter compared with CA in

a CAV syllable (i.e. clearly negative CA duration ratios). If, however, the jaw trajectory

is characterized by initial raising (CR → CA) and subsequent lowering (CA → V), CA is

unlikely to be subject to acoustic shortening (e.g. /mSa/ syllables).

Correlation: Jaw movement × CA duration ratio
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Figure 3.11: Scatterplots show the correlation between jaw movement patterns and CA’s

DurRatio indices.
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3.4 Summary and Discussion

As shown in Chapter 2, syllable-related organization patterns cannot be entirely under-

stood if syllable composition is not taken into account (see also Marin, 2013; Marin &

Pouplier, 2014; Pouplier, 2012). Particularly the individual articulatory constraints of the

consonants and vowels involved are significantly affecting the inter- and intra-segmental

temporal patterns. In addition to the lingual constraints of the vowel-adjacent consonants

investigated in previous study (Chapter 2), in the current study we systematically examined

whether different degrees of articulatory overlap and incremental consonant shortening are

directly attributable to jaw movement patterns. To evoke different types of jaw movements,

we used a set of Polish labial+coronal clusters in which the coronal CA varied in terms

of its intrinsic jaw height and hence jaw coarticulation resistance. We measured on the

one hand three independent indices (i.e. jaw movement, coarticulatory CRCA overlap, and

incremental CA shortening) and on the other hand assessed the interdependency between

these indices to evaluate the jaw’s relevance for syllable-related organization patterns. En-

suing from the basic hypothesis that mandible movements should differ with respect to

cluster/syllable composition, we expected in turn that the degree of coarticulatory CRCA

overlap and incremental CA shortening should vary as a function of mandible movement.

We proceed with a summary of the present results before continuing with the discussion of

the ways in which these findings may help us to understand further articulatory correlates

of syllable structure.

The idea for the present study arose from the suggestion that syllable phonotactics follow

from the constraints of cyclic jaw movements (Lindblom, 1983). In the case of syllables

with cluster onsets (i.e. CRCAV), this means that consonants with high jaw positions (e.g.

coronal sibilants or stops; highly coarticulation resistant) should only occur in a position

remote from the nucleus, while consonants with a lower jaw position (e.g. nasals, liquids,

or glides; less coarticulation resistant) are allowed to occupy a position close to the vowel.

From this perspective, /Sm-/ would be a proper onset cluster. But what if a language’s
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grammar also allows for syllables with reverse consonant ordering, for example /mS-/ onset

cluster, in which the second consonant requires a comparatively higher and coarticulation

resistant jaw than the initial consonant? Do the consonants’ jaw positions adapt to the jaw

cycle paradigm or does a jaw movement pattern emerge that is at odds with the jaw cycle

paradigm? Finally, how does the presence/absence of a jaw cycle affect the hypothesized

causality of jaw movement, articulatory overlap, and incremental consonant shortening (cf.

Lindblom, 2011)?

The analysis of the jaw movements revealed significant differences as a function of segmen-

tal make-up of the syllables (cf. Figure 3.5 and 3.6). More precisely, only syllable /pla/

showed a continuously descending jaw position from the syllable edge to the nucleus (i.e.

jaw cycle), while the remaining syllables /mSa/, /pta/, and /pna/ exhibited higher jaw po-

sitions for the coronals compared with preceding labials (i.e. no jaw cycle). This conforms

with our Hypothesis (1) that the segmental composition of the cluster and particularly

the CA’s manner of articulation is the major determinant for the emergence of the jaw

cycle. That is, intrinsic segment jaw positions determine the presence/absence of a jaw

cycle rather than a jaw cycle determining an accommodation of jaw position. However,

with reference to Figure 3.2 the present jaw movement patterns revealed an unexpected

pattern for syllable /pna/: based on previous research (e.g. Hoole et al., 1990; Lindblom,

1983; Recasens, 2012a) we suggested that the jaw movement profile should be rising for

/mSa/ and /pta/ but falling for /pna/ as well as for /pla/. Unexpectedly, in our data

/pna/ patterned with /mSa/ and /pta/, but not with /pla/ which indicates that /n/ has a

higher jaw position than /p/. Even more surprising is the observation that vowel-adjacent

coronals /S/, /t/, and /n/ make use of very similar vertical jaw positions, even if there is

gradually increasing variability (cf. Figure 3.5, bottom). Since there is cross-linguistic evi-

dence that /p/ tends to have a higher jaw than /n/ (e.g. Lindblom, 1983; Recasens, 2012a)

and /n/ should have a lower jaw than /S, t/ (e.g. Lindblom, 1983; Mooshammer et al.,

2007; Recasens, 2012a), we evaluated whether this result could be attributed to increasing

onset complexity. However, we could not confirm, for any of the vowel-adjacent coronals,

that the presence of a vowel-remote labial affected CA’s jaw position, that is, labials do not
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exert coarticulatory force on the following coronal (i.e. jaw height: CAV = CRCAV). Hence,

it remains unclear what might have conditioned the unexpected high jaw position of the

nasal. One explanation might be that Rocławski (1976) described Polish [n] as a laminal

denti-alveolar nasal. It is noteworthy that Dart (1991) observed a high jaw position for

laminal stops, while apical stops were articulated with a comparatively lower jaw position

in order to provide enough space in the vocal tract for curling up the tongue tip. If this

difference generalizes for laminal vs. apical alveolar nasals (cf. Dart, 1991; Ladefoged &

Maddieson, 1996), we can assume that Polish [n] has an intrinsically higher jaw position

than apical /n/ and possibly than /p/, it was a mistake to assume a falling jaw movement

profile for the /pn/ cluster (cf. Figure 3.2).

Turning to the investigation of the inter-consonantal overlap of /mSa/, /pta/, /pna/, and

/pla/ syllables (Table 3.2), we noticed that the differences in the degree of coarticulatory

overlap are in accordance with data from previous studies (cf. Bombien et al., 2013; Hoole

et al., 2013): In /pla/ syllables the vowel-adjacent lateral is largely overlapped by the pre-

ceding labial, while in /pna/ the vowel-adjacent nasal achieves its constriction target at the

same time as the labial gesture ends. The remaining clusters in /mSa/ and /pta/ syllables

showed an intermediate degree of CA plateau overlapped by CR with at least some coar-

ticulatory overlap. Despite the gradual variability observed for /mSa/, /pta/, and /pna/,

the statistical analysis revealed no statistical difference between the corresponding overlap

patterns. Since we suggested in Hypothesis (2) that the degree of coarticulatory overlap

should vary as a function of absence or presence of a jaw cycle, the patterning of /mSa,

pta/ vs. /pla/ constitutes a confirmation of this assumption while /pna/ patterned unex-

pectedly.

The final analysis addressed the question of how the acoustic duration of the vowel-adjacent

coronal changes under increasing onset complexity (i.e. CAV→ CRCAV). We hypothesized

that CA duration should be temporally compressed as a function of the degree to which

CA is overlapped by CR. In view of the coarticulatory CRCA overlap patterns summarized

above, it was to be expected that only the lateral should be shortened from singleton to

cluster condition, but not the remaining coronals /S, t, n/ (cf. Hypothesis (3)). Indeed,
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for set pl the acoustic duration ratios (DurRatio) indicate incremental /l/ shortening from

singleton to cluster condition (i.e. duration: /la/ > /pla/). Further, the vowel-adjacent

consonants in sets mS and pn did not change in duration as a function of onset complex-

ity (i.e. duration: /na/ = /pna/, /Sa/ = /mSa/; cf. Syrika et al. (2011) on the preservation

of sibilant duration). These findings suggest that lack of incremental nasal/sibilant short-

ening might be understood as a consequence of comparably small degree of coarticulatory

overlap (cf. coarticulatory overlap pattern of /pna/ and /mSa/). However, in contrast to

our set-specific expectations and previous research (cf. O’Shaughnessy, 1974) we obtained

for set pt statistical evidence that the vowel-adjacent /t/ shortened acoustically as onset

complexity increased (i.e. duration: /ta/ > /pta/), and this was in spite of /pt/ having

comparable overlap values to /mS/.

In sum, the results are predominantly in agreement with our hypotheses, even if the acoustic

duration pattern observed for set pt prevents to some extent a straightforward allocation of

the four target syllables into two separate groups, i.e. /mSa, pta, pna/ vs. /pla/. However,

regarding the last question we raised at the beginning of this summary as to whether jaw

movement (Index 1), articulatory overlap (Index 2), and incremental consonant shorten-

ing (Index 3) are interrelated in a causal fashion, two generalizations can be made from

the present data. If the mandible movement’s curvature was consistent with the jaw cycle

principle (i.e. /pla/ syllables), there was a considerable degree of CR-CA overlap and as a

consequence incremental CA shortening. However, if the jaw movement’s curvature devi-

ated from the typical jaw cycle movement (i.e. /mSa/, /pta/, and /pna/ syllables), smaller

degrees of CR-CA overlap were evident as compared to /pla/ tokens. With respect to in-

cremental CA shortening in /mSa/, /pta/, and /pna/ tokens an unclear pattern remains.

The statistical results of index correlations are reproduced in Table 3.4.

Due to the unclear origin of incremental shortening of the vowel-adjacent consonant, we

focus in the following discussion on the evident interdependency between jaw movements

(as conditioned by the jaw height and coarticulation resistance of CA) and coarticulatory

CR-CA overlap. By continuing the discussion of Chapter 2, we provide a proposal of how

this interdependency can be embedded into the task-dynamic and gestural model (e.g.
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Correlation matrix

Index 1 Index 2 Index 3

Index 1 0.43* -0.52*

Index 2 0.43* -0.16

Index 3 -0.52* -0.16

Table 3.4: Matrix of correlations between jaw movement, gestural CR-CA overlap, and

incremental consonant shortening indices (Index 1, Index 2, and Index 3, respectively).

Spearman’s (rs) coefficients marked with an asterisks indicate significant correlations.

Browman & Goldstein, 2000; Goldstein et al., 2009; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989). In ad-

dition we briefly address some implications for global syllable organization which could

arise from this (e.g. Pouplier, 2012) and the emergence of transitional vowels in consonant

clusters (e.g. Gafos, 2002; Gafos, Hoole, Roon, & Zeroual, 2010).

Given the present results, the question arises as to how to incorporate this observation

into established theories of coarticulation/coproduction. This, however, appears to be quite

difficult since theories which consider the jaw as a fundamental determinant for coartic-

ulation are quite limited. Up to now the only theoretical account that advocates for a

mandibular origin of coarticulation has been formulated by interpolating the suggestions

of the Frame/Content theory (e.g. MacNeilage, 1998): Lindblom (2011) hypothesized that

the coarticulatory overlap of neighboring speech gestures should increase with increasing

segmental density within the opening movement of the jaw (i.e. from syllable onset to

nucleus). In the same vein, Redford (2004) suggested for obstruent+sonorant clusters that

the vowel-adjacent sonorant is produced during a jaw lowering movement and thus tempo-

rally (and articulatorily) compromised due to coproduction with its phonetic surrounding.

From this perspective, if we take Lindblom’s (1983) jaw opening/sonority hierarchy into

account, some of the syllables used in this study were admittedly unlikely to show a jaw

cycle pattern or – as hypothesized by Lindblom (2011) and Redford (2004) – substantial
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CRCA overlap: for /mSa/ and /pta/, the vowel-adjacent /S, t/ are cross-linguistically known

for having a higher and rather invariant jaw target than the respective vowel-remote /m,

p/ (e.g. Hoole et al., 1990; Lindblom, 1983; Recasens, 2012b). However, even more critical

for a mandibular-driven account of coarticulatory overlap is that the syllables with ini-

tial obstruent+sonorant clusters did not show consistent jaw movement and coarticulation

patterns as hypothesized by Lindblom (2011) and Redford (2004): only /pla/ showed the

proposed patterns, but not /pna/, although both sonorants were expected to have a lower

jaw position compared with the preceding obstruent. Since the aforementioned accounts

are reliant on the presence of a typical jaw cycle pattern, this challenges the predictive

power of the respective approaches that the origin of coarticulation is to be found in the

oscillating movements of the jaw.

In contrast to the Frame/Content theory, the jaw plays only a minor role in the Articula-

tory Phonology framework, which incorporates the task dynamic and the gestural model

(e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 1990, 2000; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989). As we pointed out

in Chapter 2, Articulatory Phonology defines the phonological representation of a single

speech sound in terms of spatiotemporal coordination of discrete vocal tract actions, i.e.

articulatory gestures (cf. Browman & Goldstein, 1992). Each gesture is performed by one

of the following constriction organs (cf. Nam et al., 2012): lips, tongue tip, tongue body,

velum, and glottis. The absence of the jaw from this list makes clear that the jaw is not

part of the phonological representation of vowels/consonants, but the jaw serves in a co-

operative synergistic manner together with other articulators to facilitate the constriction

organ (e.g. the tongue tip) to achieve the intended gestural target. To give an example: the

attainment of a targeted constriction location or degree of a tongue tip gesture (e.g. for a

coronal consonant: TTCL and TTCD) requires three articulators to fulfill this articulatory

task: the tongue tip, tongue body, and the jaw (cf. Browman & Goldstein, 1990, 1992).

The hierarchical differentiation between articulator and gestural level reveals the potential

incompatibility of the Articulatory Phonology framework with the mandibular-driven ac-

count of coarticulation: In the gestural model of syllable organization the spatiotemporal

overlap of neighboring gestures (i.e. coarticulation; cf. Fowler & Saltzman, 1993; Saltzman
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& Munhall, 1989; Öhman, 1966) are defined in terms of coupling relations between gestures

and not between articulators. As pointed out by Browman and Goldstein (2000; see also

Goldstein & Fowler, 2003; Goldstein et al., 2009) variation in gestural overlap is assumed

to emerge from variation in the underlying gestural coupling or bonding strength (see also

Chapter 2 for a discussion of altering C-V coupling strength). Conclusively, since relative

coupling of successive speech sounds is integrated at the gestural level, at least in theory

the jaw cannot control for the spatiotemporal coordination of speech from the articulator

level.

So, if neither the Frame/Content (e.g. MacNeilage, 1998; MacNeilage et al., 2000) nor the

gestural/task-dynamic model (e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 2000; Fowler & Saltzman, 1993;

Saltzman & Munhall, 1989) are capable to directly implement the mandibular-driven vari-

ability of coarticulation patterns, where does the apparent evidence come from that the

degree of coarticulatory overlap is correlated with the biomechanical constraints of speech?

We believe it might be possible to integrate this result into the gestural model – at least

in an indirect fashion.

As we pointed out in the previous chapter, it is possible within the gestural model to

fine-tune the intergestural timing of neighboring speech sounds (to adjust temporal over-

lap; e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 2000; Goldstein & Fowler, 2003; Goldstein et al., 2009) as

well as the gestural blending (to adjust the degree of coarticulation; e.g. Iskarous et al.,

2012; Pastätter & Pouplier, 2014). In fact, applying the TADA synthesizer (Nam et al.,

2004) we were able to show that different degrees of CAV overlap in a CRCAV sequence can

be achieved by manipulating the pair-wise gestural coupling relations of CA-V and CR-V

(see Section 2.4). Recall that in the gestural model, the CRCAV syllable timing is specified

in terms of in-phase (CA-V and CR-V) and anti-phase (CR-CA) relations, which results in a

temporal C-center organization of the onset cluster relative to the vowel if default settings

are applied (e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 2000). To model onset-vowel timing patterns devi-

ating from the C-center pattern, we took advantage of the fact that the respective coupling

relations can be manipulated in terms of coupling strength (cf. Section 2.4 and Goldstein
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& Fowler, 2003; Goldstein et al., 2009). This was the basis for our assumption that each

onset consonant could be specified for a characteristic coupling strength value that should

correspond to the individual degree of lingual coarticulation resistance. Accordingly, by

assigning a relatively greater coupling strength to CA = /s/ compared to CR = /p/, we

were able to model a /psO/ syllable with near-synchronous initiation of the sibilant and

the vowel gestures, as would be expected for singleton onset /sO/ syllables (see for more

details Section 2.4 of the previous chapter). Given this result of manipulating the strength

of in-phase coupling relations, we hypothesize by implication that different degrees of coar-

ticulatory CR-CA overlap could also be modeled by adjusting the consonantal coupling

strength values in CR-CA anti-phase coupling relationships.

A first indication of how the CR-CA coupling strength values should be specified was found

in Browman and Goldstein (2000). They proposed that the strength of CR-CA coupling

relations must be greater than the strength of CR-V/CA-V phase relations to prevent

synchronization of the onset consonants due to individual in-phase coordination with the

vowel. It should be mentioned at this point that TADA simulations with default anti-phase

specification (i.e. CR-CA coupling strength α=1.0) produced substantial degrees of CR-CA

overlap, i.e. in terms of the overlap measure applied in this study: 100% of CA plateau

was overlapped by CR. Accordingly, to model the articulatory CR-CA overlap patterns ob-

served in this study, it is not reasonable to simply adopt the arbitrarily determined coupling

strength values of the example in the previous chapter (i.e. α=0.8 for the coarticulation

resistant sibilant and α=0.2 for the less resistant labial; cf. Section 2.4) since this would

result in a more synchronized initiation of CR and CA gestures, i.e. degree of CR-CA over-

lap: > 100%. To model CR-CA overlap patterns lower than 100% (cf. Table 3.2: /mSa/ =

36.9%; /pta/ = 27.4%; /pna/ = 0.5%), CR and CA should be specified with higher coupling

strength values in CR-CA coupling relation (i.e. α > 1).

In current TADA simulations, we took this into account and manipulated the CR-CA

coupling relations to model the reduced degree of CR-CA overlap observed, for example,

for /mSa/. In this example, the cluster-initial labial (/m/) was arbitrarily specified with

strength value of α=1.2, while the vowel-adjacent sibilant (/S/) had a comparatively higher
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strength value of α=1.8, in order to model the different degrees of coarticulation resistance.

The simulation output confirmed that the gestural overlap in the CR-CA output was con-

siderably reduced compared to the default strength settings. To express the reduced CR-CA

overlap in terms of our overlap measure: 57.1% of the synthesized CA=/S/ plateau was over-

lapped by CR=/m/. Even if the synthesized overlap pattern does not match the CR-CA

overlap pattern we actually found, this demonstrates that intra-cluster timing can be mod-

eled with respect to consonantal coarticulation resistance. Given the fact that the strength

values used above were arbitrarily determined, the (still) open question is how the jaw

could contribute towards modeling even more appropriate CR-CA overlap patterns?

We believe this could be achieved if a coalition of various scales of coarticulation resistance

(e.g. jaw and tongue body) were to be used to fine-tune the anti-phase coupling strengths.

This hypothesis originates from Articulatory Phonology’s notion that consonant gestures

involve a number of individual articulators which act in a synergistic manner to attain a

gestural target, i.e. tongue tip gesture: tongue tip, tongue body, and jaw; labial gesture:

upper lip, lower lip, and jaw (cf. Browman & Goldstein, 1990, 1992). The implementa-

tion of the task dynamics component in TADA allows for each gesture to assign for each

articulator involved an individual weight value that aims to characterize the articulator’s

degrees of freedom in the functional synergy. Furthermore, Iskarous et al. (2013) argued

that these weights also reflect the articulator’s propensity for context-dependent variabil-

ity (i.e. coarticulation). In sum, the articulator weights of a /S/’s tongue tip gesture are

substantially higher than those of /m/’s lip gesture (compare, for instance, jaw weight of

/S/ = 512 vs. /m/ = 8, which is indicative of substantially less coarticulatory variability

in the sibilant than the labial; cf. Lindblom (1983); Mooshammer et al. (2007); Recasens

(2012b)). As we pointed out earlier in this discussion the influence of the articulator weight

parameter is, however, limited to the functional synergy within a single gesture and has

no effect on the inter-gestural coordination. Hence, we formulate the hypothesis that the

weights of all articulators could be used in a joint fashion to specify the coupling strength

values of both in-phase (CR-V and CA-V) and anti-phase (CR-CA) coupling relations. This

constitutes a reasonable expansion of the account we introduced in Section 2.4 which only
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considered the degree of lingual coarticulation resistance in the specification of coupling

strength. For the two examples discussed above (/psO/ and /mSa/) this would imply that

a sibilant-specific strength value is composed of the individual degrees of coarticulation

resistance of tongue tip, tongue body, and the jaw, while a labial-specific strength value

is composed of the individual degrees of coarticulation resistance of upper and lower lips,

and the jaw. Generally higher articulatory constraints of the sibilant compared with the

labial (expressed in articulator weights) should result in comparatively higher coupling

strength for the sibilant than for the labial. In terms of syllable organization patterns

within labial-sibilant-vowel sequences, this type of coupling strength asymmetry would

condition two concomitant timing patterns: first, the vowel-adjacent sibilant should start

near-synchronously with the vowel; second, the vowel-remote labial and the vowel-adjacent

sibilant should expose moderate CR-CA overlap (cf. TADA coupling manipulations earlier

in this discussion and in the Discussion of Chapter 2). If these two timing patterns emerge

simultaneously, this could imply that there is very limited temporal overlap of the vowel-

remote labial and the vowel (cf. Figure 2.1). As a consequence, since the vocal tract is open

and not actively constrained by any articulator for the period between CR’s constriction

release and CA’s constriction attainment, this could make for an acoustic open transition

(e.g. Catford, 1988; Gafos, 2002; Gafos et al., 2010). Indeed, in a number of instances the

acoustic data from /mSa/ target words showed for a number of instances a vocoid portion

between the voiced/voiceless consonants. The idea that the occurrence of open transitions

can be predicted by CR/CA’s coupling strength values would speak for a phonetic rather

than phonological status of open transitions (see e.g. Kirby, 2014 for a discussion on this

topic).

Finally, we discuss the implication of how sonorants’ articulator weights may contribute to

gestural cohesion. Taking the different scales of consonantal coarticulation resistance into

account (jaw: Lindblom, 1983; Mooshammer et al., 2007; Recasens, 2012b; tongue body:

Recasens & Espinosa, 2005, 2009), the propensity for coarticulation is generally considered

to be least for /S/ and comparatively higher for /n, l/, i.e. sonorants are more compat-

ible with the articulatory gestures of the neighboring segments and allow thus for more
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contextual overlap (cf. Fowler & Brancazio, 2000). Therefore we suggest a lower coupling

strength for /n, l/ compared to /S/ relative to the preceding labial and the following vowel,

while the coupling strength values of labials should not vary as a function of the following

coronal. Hence, the reduced coupling strength asymmetry of /pna, pla/ (as compared to

/mSa/) is expected to condition both a considerable overlap of the sonorant and the vowel

(CA-V) and the sonorant and the labial (CR-CA). These alleged timing patterns have been

empirically shown at least for /pla/ syllables, i.e. the lateral overlapped with the vowel to

a larger extent in the cluster condition than in the corresponding singleton /la/ condition

(previous study; cf. Figure A.1), and the tongue tip gesture of the lateral was substantially

overlapped by the labial gesture (present chapter). On the other hand, /pna/ showed a rela-

tive increase in CAV overlap compared with the singleton /na/ condition (previous chapter;

cf. Figure A.1), but the coarticulatory overlap measure investigated in this study confirmed

that CA plateau was on average not overlapped by CR. This pattern is however consistent

with previous studies (e.g. Bombien et al., 2013; Kühnert et al., 2006) which suggested that

stop+nasal clusters show generally less gestural overlap in order to prevent that the percep-

tually crucial stop release and the lowering of the velum for the nasal come into a temporal

conflict with each other. From this point of view the respective aerodynamic requirements

of stop+nasal clusters seem to constitute an additional constraining factor towards intra-

cluster coordination (just as tongue/jaw coarticulation resistance) which should also be

considered in terms of coupling relations (and their weights) of the tongue tip and the

velum at the gestural level (cf. Hoole et al., 2013).

In sum, we assume that articulator weights reflect the degrees of coarticulation resistance

of the individual articulators (cf. Iskarous et al., 2013) and could therefore be used to de-

termine in a predictive way the strength values of in-phase (CR-V, CA-V) and anti-phase

(CR-CA) coupling relations alike. Accordingly, we conclude that the vowel-adjacent con-

sonant’s degree of coarticulation resistance may be predictive for the degree of CA-V and

CR-CA overlap. However, this theoretical conclusion is not compatible with Marin and

Pouplier’s (2014) observation that the presence or absence of a C-center organization is

not reflected by large or small degree of CR-CA overlap (see also Pouplier (2012) and Marin
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(2013)). This theoretical and empircal discrepancy will have to be addressed in future re-

search.

To conclude, this study provided new insights into the biomechanical basis of different

syllable coordination topologies. We showed that different patterns of jaw movements may

have different effects on intra-cluster overlap and – as a consequence – on the degree of

incremental shortening of the vowel-adjacent consonant. This led to the conclusion that

the jaw cycle is merely an epiphenomenon of individual consonant and vowel productions

rather than a determinant factor of speech. However, we expanded the theoretical virtue

of coupling strength parameters in order to predict syllable-related timing patterns. More

precisely, we proposed that different degrees of CR-CA overlap could be deduced from artic-

ulator weights which are hypothesized to reflect the respective articulator’s propensity for

context-dependent variability (e.g. tongue body and jaw coarticulation resistance). Alterna-

tively, we assume that previous scales of articulator’s coarticulation or invariance patterns

could help for further investigation (cf. Recasens, 2012b; Recasens & Espinosa, 2009; see

also Iskarous et al. (2013) for an enhanced account of Recasens’ DAC values) since it is not

yet clear how to transform the articulator weights or degrees of coarticulation resistance

into appropriate coupling strength values.
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Chapter 4

Investigating Conflicting Aerodynamic

Requirements in CC Clusters

4.1 Introduction

The preceding chapters investigated the principled biomechanical constraints of the tongue

and the jaw on the temporal organization of syllables with cluster onsets (i.e. CRCAV

syllables). Both studies confirmed that degree of CAV overlap (Chapter 2) and CRCA

overlap (Chapter 3) is predicted by the propensity of the vowel-adjacent consonant (CA)

to coarticulate with its phonetic neighbors. According to our expectations in Chapter 3,

the results confirmed qualitatively less gestural overlap in /mS, pt/ than in /pl/ onsets, but

unexpectedly the degree of consonantal overlap in /pn/ was found to be remarkably smaller

to that in /pl/ (cf. Table 3.2). Even if our hypothesis did not predict different degrees of

gestural overlap for stop+nasal and stop+lateral clusters, this pattern has been previously

observed and discussed in terms of consonantal aerodynamic requirements (cf. Bombien

et al., 2013; Kühnert et al., 2006). Since this particular overlap difference (/pl/ > /pn/)

cannot be explained in terms of purely biomechanical constraints, in the final experimental

chapter we investigate whether labial+alveolar onset clusters with conflicting aerodynamic

requirements prevent increasing gestural overlap as a function of deaccentuation.
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4.1.1 Empirical background on intra-cluster coordination

Previous research on intra-cluster gestural timing (i.e. the timing between consonants in a

cluster) comprises various types of consonant clusters occurring in a variety of languages

(e.g. English: Byrd and Choi (2010); French: Hoole, Bombien, Kühnert, and Mooshammer

(2009); Kühnert et al. (2006); Georgian: Chitoran and Cohn (2009); Chitoran et al. (2002);

German: Bombien et al. (2013); Hoole et al. (2009); Pouplier (2012); Modern Greek: Yip

(2013); Moroccan Arabic: Gafos et al. (2010); Romanian: Marin (2013, 2014); Marin and

Pouplier (2014); Russian: Marin, Pouplier, and Kochetov (2015)). Even if the different tem-

poral patterns of intra-cluster coordination seem to be highly intricate, a few individual

factors have emerged as being highly predictive of how closely the consonant gestures are

articulated: for instance, the ordering of CR and CA place of articulation (e.g. Byrd, 1996;

Chitoran et al., 2002; Kühnert et al., 2006; Wright, 1996; Yip, 2013; Zsiga, 1994) and the

manner of articulation of both the first (CR manner: e.g. Byrd, 1996; Kühnert et al., 2006;

Yip, 2013) and the second consonant (CA manner: e.g. Chitoran & Cohn, 2009; Kühnert

et al., 2006; Yip, 2013). In light of these few factors, it appears that intra-cluster timing

and hence the extent of gestural overlap within clusters is determined by their segmental

composition.

As outlined above, one of the main effects influencing the timing of two successive conso-

nantal gestures is the so-called place order effect on inter-consonantal overlap (i.e. CR and

CA overlap). First evidence for this particular effect of cluster composition emerged from

investigations of stop+stop sequences (e.g. Chitoran et al. (2002) plus subsequent studies

by Chitoran and Cohn (2009); Gafos et al. (2010) on those types of clusters) which revealed

more gestural overlap in front-to-back clusters (e.g. /pt, dg/, where anterior place of CR

articulation precedes a posterior place of CA articulation) compared with reversely ordered

clusters (e.g. /gd/; back-to-front clusters). These systematic gestural overlap differences

have been interpreted as arising from the tug of war between perceptual recoverability,

which reflects the needs of the listener, and parallel transmission (Mattingly, 1981), which
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arises from the need of the speaker to efficiently modulate articulation. Thus, on the one

hand, parallel transmission requirements favor a greater degree of overlap, all other con-

siderations being equal. On the other hand, perceptual recoverability requirements favor

less overlap in certain configurations. Thus, it is likely in a front-to-back cluster (e.g. /gd/)

that the essential perceptual cues of the velar stop /g/ (i.e. its burst release) would be

masked by a more anterior alveolar constriction (/d/) overlapping it too much. Hence, in

order to preserve the acoustic cues necessary for stop perception, speakers are compelled

to reduce the gestural overlap in back-to-front clusters. In contrast, front-to-back clusters

(e.g./dg/) are believed to allow comparatively greater overlap, since parallel transmission

of acoustic information (Mattingly, 1981) is possible despite of the alveolar stop burst be-

ing superimposed by simultaneously occurring constriction in the velar region (cf. Chitoran

et al., 2002). Beyond stop+stop sequences, the place order effect has also been attested

for stop+sonorant, stop+fricative, and fricative+sonorant onset clusters (e.g. Kühnert et

al., 2006; Pouplier, 2012; Yip, 2013) since perceptual masking should not be an issue in,

for example, stop+sonorant clusters. The existence of the effect beyond stop+stop clusters

challenges the assumption that perceptual recoverability is the crucial factor underlying

this effect (cf. Kühnert et al., 2006; Yip, 2013). With reference to larger degrees of overlap

in /pl/ than /kl/, and /pn/ than /kn/, Kühnert et al. argued against a purely percep-

tual account for this pattern, since for example the burst of the velar is recoverable even

if a lateral or nasal encroaches it, and proposed instead an articulatory account for this

finding: in contrast to the /kC/ clusters, extensive overlap within /pC/ clusters may have

emerged since the lips and the tongue can execute their articulatory tasks with large over-

lap in the temporal domain without interfering with the other’s gestural movement and –

to a lesser extent – acoustic cues. On the one hand, at least for some cluster types (e.g.

stop+sonorant clusters) this suggestion implies a weakening of the place order hypothesis,

but, on the other hand, this articulatory account highlights the importance of manner of

CR and CA articulation for intra-cluster timing.

An extensive body of research proposes that the temporal coordination of onset clusters
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varies as a function of CR and CA manner of articulation (e.g. Bombien et al., 2013, 2010;

Hoole et al., 2009, 2013; Kühnert et al., 2006; Marin, 2014; Pouplier, 2012; Yip, 2013). The

few systematic investigations into different manners of CR articulation revealed that conso-

nant clusters with a stop in CR position allow for relatively less gestural overlap compared

with consonant clusters with a fricative in CR position (Kühnert et al., 2006; Yip, 2013).

This observation can presumably be ascribed to the fact that the release burst of stop

CR has to be preserved due to its importance for perceptual recoverability (see discussion

above). In contrast, fricatives are known to be acoustically salient and persistent; hence,

the fricative CR might allow partial overlap by CA since this temporal interference would

not cause the fricative to lose its perceptual cues (Henke, Kaisse, & Wright, 2012; Wright,

2004). To extend our knowledge to the effect of manner of CR articulation, we investigate in

this study a set of Polish stop and nasal initial onset cluster (i.e. CR = /p/ vs. CR = /m/).

In line with the previously observed difference between fricative and stop initial clusters,

we would expect that mC clusters should allow for more intra-cluster overlap than pC

clusters, since acoustic cues for nasal perception should remain despite temporal overlap

by the following consonant.

More studies have addressed the question of how CA manner of articulation affects its tim-

ing relative to the preceding consonant (CR). The systematic variation of different manners

of alveolar consonants in th CA position has been particularly revealing. Recent studies

of Bombien et al. (2013) and Yip (2013) showed that /pl/ and /ps/ clusters have similar

patterns of CRCA overlap in German and Greek, while Marin (2014) observed more CRCA

overlap for /pl/ than for /ps/ in Romanian. In addition, stop+nasal sequences such as

/pn/ have been shown to be coordinated further apart (i.e. with less articulatory overlap)

compared to /pl/ (Hoole et al., 2009; Kühnert et al., 2006; cf. also Table 3.2 in the previ-

ous chapter for Polish). The fact that the /pn/ cluster repeatedly showed less articulatory

overlap than the /pl/ counterpart has guided the discussions of Hoole and colleagues to-

wards the individual aerodynamic requirements of the involved consonants (cf. also Vallée,

Rossato, & Rousset, 2009): while the labial stop requires a closed velum in order to build

up intraoral air pressure, the subsequent nasal (unlike the lateral) necessitates complete
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oral occlusion along with lowering of the velum. The release of the stop /p/ must occur be-

fore the velar lowering of /n/ is initiated, since otherwise nasal venting during stop closure

would cause a loss of acoustic cues which are indispensable for successful stop perception,

cf. Hoole et al.’s (2013) articulatory (TADA: Nam et al., 2004) and aerodynamic (HLSyn:

Hanson & Stevens, 2002) modeling of stop+nasal clusters. To prevent this aerodynamic

conflict, the cluster constituents overlap to a lesser extent in /pn/ than in /pl/ clusters.

Since the lateral consonant requires neither a complete oral occlusion nor a lowering of

the velum, the lateral may be produced during labial closure without interfering with the

necessary aerodynamics.

It is also noteworthy that the overlap difference regarding CA=/n/ vs. CA=/l/ may also

hold if CR varies in terms of place of articulation: for instance, more overlap has been

observed for /kl/ than in /kn/ onset clusters in German and French (cf. Bombien et al.,

2013, 2010; Hoole et al., 2009; Kühnert et al., 2006), but no such difference was observed

for /kl/ and /kn/ in Romanian (Marin, 2014). This was argued to be due to Romanian

/kl/ patterning in terms of lag values with the German /kn/ rather than with German

/kl/, which means that aerodynamic requirements do not automatically predict a difference

between stop+/l/ and stop+/n/ clusters in a language where the consonants in general

are timed farther apart from each other. Using /pl/, /pn/, and /pS/ onset clusters, we

examine whether the CA manner effect found for German (and French) generalizes cross-

linguistically to Polish, a language generally assumed to have a different overlap pattern

from German, with clusters being generally less overlapped (cf. Pouplier and Beňuš’s (2011)

suggestion that the range of consonant clusters permitted in a particular language interacts

with the inter-consonantal overlap typology; that is, the larger the cluster inventory, the

less the degree of intra-cluster overlap).

4.1.2 Conflicting aerodynamic requirements

The availability of pC (/pl/, /pn/, /pS/) and mC (/ml/, /mñ/, and /mS/) clusters in

Polish allows us to elicit potentially conflicting aerodynamic requirements determined by
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manner of both CR and CA, and we do so by means of prosodic variation. Thus far, the

effect of prosodic variation on the articulatory coordination of onset clusters is quite un-

derrepresented in the literature, but has recently gained increasing attention (e.g. Bombien

et al., 2013; Byrd & Choi, 2010; Peters, 2015). Although, onset cluster overlap tends to be

greater in prosodically weak (or deaccented) than in strong (or accented) positions, there is

at the same time evidence for cluster-specific differences. That is, in German, the timing of

/kn/ onset clusters turned out to be relatively less affected at prosodically weaker bound-

aries than /kl/ onsets (e.g. Bombien et al., 2013; Hoole et al., 2009). This pattern might

suggest an interaction between prosodic variation and aerodynamic requirements on the

intra-cluster timing. By taking this observation into account, we argue that two consonants

with presumably conflicting aerodynamic requirements are resistant to prosodic variation,

and hence undergo less/no increasing gestural overlap under deaccentuation than clusters

with no such aerodynamic conflicts.

To test this hypothesis, we test two groups of onset clusters (pC and mC), each with one

particular cluster expected to exhibit potentially conflicting aerodynamic requirements:

pC For /pn/, the CR stop requires a sealed vocal tract so that intraoral air pressure can

build up, while the CA nasal needs a concomitant oral occlusion and a lowered velum

(see above). If deaccentuation were to increase the degree of CRCA overlap beyond

a certain level, the stop release would be obscured by premature nasal leakage that

would be caused by the aerodynamic requirements of the nasal. The requirements

of the stop and of the nasal are therefore at odds with each other and incompatible

therefore with a great degree of overlap between them.

In contrast, for clusters /pl, pS/ the stop’s perception is not expected to be compro-

mised if /p/ is released into the following /l/ or /S/: the incomplete linguo-palatal

occlusion of /l, S/ should preserve enough aerodynamic requirements of /p/, even if

CRCA overlap increases under deaccentuation.

mC In /mS/, the CR nasal necessitates a combination of labial occlusion and velar low-

ering and the CA sibilant requires a precise jet of air striking an obstacle to produce
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high frequency noise. If deaccentuation were to increase the degree of CRCA overlap,

this would increase the conflict between the aerodynamic requirements of the two

consonants and – as a result – nasal leakage during the sibilant’s production would

impair the aerodynamic turbulence (characteristic for sibilants) due to insufficient

intraoral air pressure.

In contrast, if inter-consonantal overlap increases under deaccentuation, the remain-

ing clusters /ml, mñ/ are assumed to render appropriate aerodynamic requirements

to preserve the individual acoustic cues. Most obviously, since the second consonant

in /mñ/ is also a nasal, it would not suffer from nasal leakage. For /ml/, laterality

cues are expected to retain despite of nasalization and reduced intraoral pressure.

4.1.3 Hypotheses

Altogether, it is assumed that manifold factors influence the articulatory timing of onset

CRCA clusters. The present experiment aims to bring together various influencing factors

within one single study. Therefore, we only investigate labial+alveolar consonant clusters

(i.e. front-to-back typology) to invoke comparatively greater consonantal overlap as com-

pared to back-to-front clusters (cf. Byrd, 1996; Chitoran et al., 2002; Kühnert et al., 2006).

In addition, consonants in both positions vary as a function of manner of articulation, while

the place of articulation is held constant: first, the vowel-remote consonant is either a stop

or a nasal labial (CR = /p, m/) to test for different perceptual recoverability constraints;

and second, the vowel-adjacent consonant is either an alveolar sibilant, lateral, or nasal

(CA = /S, l, n/) to elicit different aerodynamic requirements. Depending on how CR and

CA consonants are clustered, it is expected that aerodynamic requirements of CR and CA

may interfere with each other, particularly in the case of increasing gestural overlap under

deaccentuation. Hence, we vary the prosodic conditions in which the consonant clusters

occur (accented vs. deaccented position).

The strong hypothesis of this study is that conflicting aerodynamic requirements are ex-

pected to block increasing consonantal overlap in deaccented compared with accented po-
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sition. We anticipate for both cluster groups (i.e. pC and mC clusters) an interaction

between manner of articulation of the vowel-adjacent consonant (i.e. CA Manner) and

prosodic condition (i.e. Accent; accented vs. deaccented). For pC clusters, there should

be an interaction between prosodic condition and manner of articulation since /pn/ is ex-

pected to avoid increasing overlap under deaccentuation; otherwise, premature lowering of

the velum would hamper the acoustic cues of the stop’s release burst. For mC clusters,

there should be an interaction between prosodic condition and manner of articulation since

/mS/ is expected to avoid increasing overlap under deaccentuation; otherwise, nasal leakage

during the sibilant’s production would cause a partial loss of the sibilant’s high frequency

noise due to insufficient intraoral air pressure. In sum, these clusters – /pn/ and /mS/ –

should not change the degree of consonantal overlap under deaccentuation to preserve the

acoustic cues necessary for consonant perception.

In light of the suggestions of Pouplier and Beňuš (2011), and of Marin (2014), and taking

into account the observation that Polish may have a different overlap pattern than Ger-

manic languages, we also think it is pertinent to formulate a weaker hypothesis. Namely,

that the aerodynamic requirements may not be crucial if the clusters involved exhibit quite

large timing lags between the consonants to begin with. In this case, the different aerody-

namic requirements may be reflected in an overall intra-cluster timing difference between

/pn/ vs. /pl, pS/, and /mS/ vs. /mn, ml/ but not in the prosodic variation.

4.2 Method

4.2.1 Speech material

In this study, we examine the temporal organization of a variety of labial+alveolar con-

sonant sequences in word-initial position of disyllabic Polish target words (Table 4.1). To

elicit different prosodic conditions, target words occurred in either accented or deaccented

phrasal position. In addition, word-level stress fell on the word-initial syllable that contains

the consonant clusters under investigation (cf. Gussmann, 2007). In order to investigate
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whether the interaction between prosodic variation and aerodynamic requirements can be

generalized beyond stop-initial clusters, we assembled two groups of onset clusters with

either CR = /p/ (i.e. pC) or CR = /m/ (i.e. mC) to test the perceptual recoverability con-

straint. Further, in relation to the question of whether the manner of the vowel-adjacent

consonant’s articulation interacts with prosodic condition, we varied the vowel-adjacent

consonant in terms of articulatory laterality (/l/), nasality (/n/), and sibilance (/S/).

Cluster target words

pC mC

/pl/ [pla>tsom] placom /ml/ [mlEkax] mlekach

/pn/ [pna>tùi] pnaci /mñ/ [mñixom]1 mnichom

/pS/ [pSEraý] przeraź /mS/ [mSalik] mszalik

Table 4.1: Target words with labial+alveolar consonant clusters in word-initial position as

a function of vowel-remote /p/ (pC) and /m/ (mC), respectively. Those clusters which

are expected to comprise potentially conflicting aerodynamic requirements are highlighted

in gray.

4.2.2 Recording and data processing

The articulography data used in the study were collected during the same recording session

introduced in Chapter 2. Therefore, we refer to Section 2.2.1 for further information on

speakers, recording procedure, and post-processing and to Section 3.2.1 for more details on

the algorithmic identification of consonantal gestures. However, in contrast to Chapter 3,

the data from all Polish participants are usable since the measurements applied here (see

1Regarding the second onset consonant in [mñixom], we follow the phonemic description of Jassem

(2003) and Nowak (2006, citing G. Stone, 1990) who assigned an alveolo-palatal place of articulation to

the nasal /ñ/, but note that Gussmann, 2007; Sussex & Cubberley, 2006 assumed an exclusively palatalized

articulation in the dorsal region of the vocal tract for /ñ/.
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below) are not sensitive to the emphatic pauses prior the accented target words produced

by one female speaker.

To achieve consonant cluster productions under accentuation vs. deaccentuation, partici-

pants were asked to read carrier phrases with embedded target words from a display. The

examples below show how attention was drawn to the word that had to be articulated

with a phrasal accent (i.e. either the target word (here: placom) or the phrase initial word

(here: Jakub)). In this sense, the word intended to be accented was denoted with red and

underlined font on the subject’s display, while the respective target word appeared within

single quotes. Whether or not the participants mastered the reading task was auditorily

evaluated on the basis of pitch accent position, yet no acoustic measures were applied.

accented: Jakub powtarza ‘placom’ aktualnie.

(Jakub repeats ‘placom’ currently.)

deaccented: Jakub powtarza ‘placom’ aktualnie.

(Jakub repeats ‘placom’ currently.)

Given a targeted data set of n = 288 (6 words × 2 prosodic conditions × 6 speakers

× 4 repetitions) we had to exclude 13 utterances due to unambiguously wrong prosodic

productions, occasional misreadings and technical difficulties during the recording session,

leaving 275 items for analysis.

4.2.3 Measurements

In line with previous research (e.g. Bombien et al., 2013; Kühnert et al., 2006; Pouplier,

2012), we assess the effect of segmental composition on consonant cluster productions in

terms of how the cluster constituents are timed with each other. Since our hypotheses

concern the preservation of acoustic cues (e.g. the stop’s release burst) despite of increas-

ing gestural overlap under deaccentuation, we assessed the relative consonantal timing as

the temporal lag between CR target release (NOFFS) and CA target attainment (NONS),
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henceforth referred to as plateau lag (Figure 4.1). In terms of this particular measure,

larger plateau lag values indicate that the articulatory release and target of CR and CA

are timed further apart (i.e. they have low overlap), while small plateau lag values denote

comparatively tighter consonant coordination.

LA
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TTPosition(x,y)
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m

m

Time50ms

10
m

m

LAVelocity

TTVelocity

plateau lag

/p/

/l/

Figure 4.1: For a given instance of target word [pla>tsom], this plot shows for /p/ and /l/

gestures the movement and velocity profiles for lip aperture (LA) and tongue tip (TT),

respectively. For both gestures, the dark gray period indicates the constriction plateau,

while the light gray periods prior to and following the plateau indicate the interval where the

gesture waxes and wanes, respectively. The red box indicate the temporal lag between CR’s

constriction release and CA’s constriction attainment (i.e. plateau lag). In this particular

example the plateau lag amounts 24 ms.

In reference to our hypotheses, we expect that prosodic variation may generally be a

conditioning factor on the temporal organization of word-initial clusters towards tighter

coordination patterns (i.e. smaller plateau lags or more overlap) in prosodically weak (deac-

centuation) compared to strong (accentuation) positions (cf. Bombien et al., 2013). How-

ever, this effect should be blocked or limited if aerodynamic requirements of both CR and
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CA would be endangered by increasing gestural overlap. By implication, increasing ges-

tural overlap is only hypothesized for onset clusters in which no conflicting aerodynamic

requirements are present.

4.2.4 Statistical analyses

Using the R environment (R Core Team, 2013), we calculated linear mixed models (lme4

package: Bates, 2010; Bates et al., 2015) in order to statistically examine the main effects

of Manner of CR and CA as well as their interaction with the prosodic condition (Accent)

on the dependent variable Plateau Lag. To test the effect of CA Manner (and its interaction

with Accent), we run two separate mixed models for pC and mC clusters. Speakers were a

random factor in all analysis, and Cluster was a random factor in the model testing for CR

Manner and Accent. To obtain p-values, we compared one model with and one without the

fixed factors and interactions of interest. Post-hoc analyses were carried out using package

Multcomp (Hothorn et al., 2008) to perform pairwise comparisons.

4.3 Results

The central question we address is whether increasing gestural overlap in onset clusters

is avoided in deaccented conditions for those clusters exhibiting conflicting aerodynamic

requirements. Since both groups of labial+alveolar sequences (pC={/pl/, /pn/, /pS/} vs.

mC={/ml/, /mñ/, /mS/}) contain clusters with potential conflicting aerodynamic require-

ments, this would necessitate a three-way interaction analysis (factors: CR × CA × Ac-

cent) to answer the question above. However, as a total corpus size of only 275 data points

is presumably not sufficient for a three-way interaction analysis, we performed separate

statistical analysis for the CR and CA fixed factors. Furthermore, for the CA factor, we

performed separate analyses for pC and mC clusters, respectively. A second reason for the

separate treatment of the data was that we were also interested in whether the interaction

of prosodic variation and aerodynamic requirements can be generalized beyond /p/-initial
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clusters. Recall that cluster-initial /p/ requires that the burst be successfully perceived

as an acoustic cue, while this is not the case for /m/; however, cluster-initial /m/ might

itself prevent mC overlap, since a lowered velum might endanger the acoustic properties of

second consonant (CA). Therefore, this section includes first a report on global differences

between pC and mC clusters, followed by the consideration of group-specific interaction

patterns between CA and Accent.

Our analyses in this section concern the intra-cluster organization in terms of temporal lag

measures between the target release of CR and target attainment of CA. By these means we

are able to assess whether conflicting aerodynamic requirements predict a particular ges-

tural lag pattern, and furthermore if they impose less temporal flexibility under prosodic

variation. First, we tested the general differences between CR=/p/ (pC) and CR=/m/

(mC) clusters, and specifically the interaction between CR manner of articulation and

prosodic condition (i.e. CR Manner × Accent) on Plateau Lag values (random factors:

Subject and Cluster) in order to investigate whether prosodic variation affects equally pC

and mC clusters. Table 4.2 shows the CR results in terms of mean lag values. Although

mC exhibits generally smaller lag values (i.e. more overlap) compared to pC clusters,

the effect of prosodic alteration on both groups is similar, that is, smaller lag numbers

for pC/mC clusters in the deaccented than in accented condition. In terms of statistics,

the main effect of Manner (/p/ vs. /m/) was not statistically significant, but there was a

significant main effect of Accent (X2[1]=63.1, p<0.001). The statistical model showed no

significant interaction between CR Manner and Accent (X2[1]=1.03, p=0.31); that is, the

gestural organization within pC and mC clusters behaves similarly under deaccentuation.

The next analyses concern the cluster-specific patterns of gestural overlap as a function of

CA manner of articulation (CA Manner) and as a function of prosodic variation (Accent),

separately for pC and mC clusters. In line with our hypotheses, we expect an interaction

between CA Manner × Accent on Plateau Lag values for both group of clusters. Figure

4.2 shows the results of these analyses as a function of group, CA manner of articulation,
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Accent

CR Manner accented deaccented

pC 56.36 (23.85) > 39.20 (27.39)

mC 44.64 (22.71) > 24.34 (20.69)

Table 4.2: Table assembles averaged plateau lag values (in ms) as a function of CR Manner

and Accent. Standard deviation values (SD) are given in parentheses.

and prosodic condition: the larger the plateau lag numbers on the y-axis, the larger the

temporal lag between the constriction plateaus of CR and CA; that is, the degree of gestural

overlap decreases with increasing Plateau Lag values.
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Figure 4.2: Plateau lags (in ms) are given for pC (left) and mC (right) with respect to CA

and prosodic condition.

Regarding pC clusters, we expected an interaction between CA Manner and Accent on

Plateau Lag. According to previous findings (e.g. Bombien et al., 2013), this interaction

should be carried by /pn/, that is, in contrast to /pl, pS/, /pn/ was not expected to exhibit
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different overlap patterns in accented and deaccented sentence position. In contrast to our

hypothesis, the mixed model carried out on this set of data (pC) revealed no significant in-

teraction, while both factors separately treated had a significant effect on Plateau Lag (CA

Manner: X2[2]=61.8, p<0.001; Accent: X2[1]=15.0, p<0.001). However, as Figure 4.2 (left)

suggests, our expectation concerning /pn/ receives qualitative confirmation, in that onset

/pn/ shows comparatively less variation as a function of Accent than /pl, pS/. Moreover,

cluster /pn/ exhibits the largest plateau lags and this indeed may be due to the conflicting

aerodynamic constraints present for cluster /pn/ but not for /pl/ or /pS/. Statistical con-

firmation for this observation comes from post-hoc Tukey tests for the main effect of CA

Manner (/l/ vs. /n/ vs. /S/) which reveal a overall plateau lag difference between /pn/ vs.

/pl/ (p<0.001) and /pn/ vs. /pS/ (p<0.001), but not between /pl/ vs. /pS/. Thus, while

pC clusters do not confirm our hypothesis in its strong form, they do it in its weaker form

though.

Regarding mC clusters, we hypothesized again a statistically significant interaction be-

tween CA Manner and Accent. For this group of nasal-initial clusters, we assumed for /ml,

mñ/ that aerodynamic requirements may allow for prosodically induced increasing overlap.

For /mS/ onsets, however, we anticipated that growing gestural overlap could result in con-

flicting aerodynamic requirements. Hence, we expected that /mS/ should be timed further

apart in both prosodic conditions since otherwise the lowered velum for /m/ would cause

a lack of turbulence during /S/ due to insufficient intraoral air pressure. The mixed model

carried out in analogy to the previous analysis revealed the predicted CA Manner × Accent

interaction effect (X2[2]=11.3, p<0.01) with both main effects turning out significant (CA

Manner: X2[2]=49.5, p<0.001; Accent: X2[1]=30.4, p<0.001). This means that the degree

of relative Plateau Lag changes (accented vs. deaccented) differed between mC clusters.

However, the plateau lag patterns in Figure 4.2 (right) disclose clearly that the interaction

was due to a lack of prosodic variation for /ml/ instead of /mS/. This implies that the

already high degree of consonantal overlap apparent for /ml/ is not sensitive to prosodic

alteration, while /mñ, mS/ show distinctly more gestural overlap in deaccented than in

accented condition. Post-hoc Tukey tests reveal that /mñ, mS/ plateau lags decreased with
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deaccentuation (both: p<0.001; i.e. increasing CRCA overlap), but /ml/ overlap remained

unchanged under prosodic variation.

4.4 Summary and Discussion

Despite numerous cross-linguistic investigations into consonant clusters, the complexity

of interacting factors responsible for different intra-cluster timing patterns is not entirely

understood. Previous research suggests that different CRCA timing typologies may emerge

from cluster composition, reflecting perceptual and aerodynamic requirements of the conso-

nants involved. Prosodic alternations have also been shown to have an effect on consonant

timing, but the interaction between these factors, namely aerodynamics and prosody has

not been examined yet. Therefore, we systematically investigated whether onset clusters

with potentially conflicting aerodynamic requirements prevent an increasing gestural over-

lap under deaccentuation. The measurements (i.e. temporal lag between CR target release

and CA target attainment) applied to pC and mC onset clusters unveiled overlap patterns

which are only partly in agreement with our hypotheses. Hence we discuss now how these

result may be integrated into the complex interactions of language and/or cluster-specific

effects determining CRCA overlap. We begin by summarizing the current results.

Although pC andmC onset clusters showed tendentially different overlap patterns in both

prosodic conditions (accented vs. deaccented), with less CRCA overlap for pC than for mC

clusters (cf. Table 4.2) this result was not robust statistically. So although we hypothesized

different perceptual recoverability constraints for /p/ vs. /m/, these constraints did not

effect a statistically different timing pattern in our data. In contrast to the marginal CR

manner effect, the intra-cluster organization differed significantly as a function of prosodic

alteration, that is, the extent of inter-consonantal overlap increased if pC/mC clusters

occurred in deaccented than in accented position (cf. Table 4.2). This confirms an overall

effect of prosodic variation on the degree of intra-cluster overlap (cf. Bombien et al., 2013;

Byrd & Choi, 2010; Peters, 2015). As to CA effects, we present them separately for pC
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and mC clusters.

pC clusters exhibited different plateau lag values as a function of pC cluster composition;

that is, /pn/ cluster revealed larger plateau lag numbers compared to /pl/, while /pS/ and

/pl/ clusters exhibited virtually equal plateau lag numbers. With respect to CA manner

this relative overlap pattern conforms with previous results (i.e. CRCA overlap /pl/ > /pn/:

Hoole et al., 2009; Kühnert et al., 2006; /pl/ 6> /pS/: cf. Bombien et al., 2013; Yip, 2013).

In addition, the different degrees of gestural overlap between /pl, pS/ > /pn/ persist across

prosodic conditions. Thus although the different aerodynamic requirements did not block

prosodic-determined timing changes in either of the clusters, the aerodynamic conflicting

/pn/ exhibited much larger timing lags between consonants, confirming thus the aerody-

namic hypothesis in its weaker instantiation.

As to mC timing patterns smaller plateau lag values (i.e. more CRCA overlap) were ob-

served for /ml/ compared to /mñ, mS/. Also in contrast to /mñ, mS/, the degree of gestural

overlap in /ml/ did not change under deaccentuation. Since we expected the degree of /mS/

overlap to remain constant under deaccentuation (due to potential aerodynamic conflicts),

this result contradicts our hypothesis concerning mC clusters. Indeed, we assumed that if

deaccentuation would cause a /mS/ overlap increase, then velar lowering during sibilant’s

constriction plateau would cause a loss of aerodynamic characteristics and concomitantly a

shortening of the steady-state frication. But note that sibilants require a certain duration

of stationary noise for successful place of articulation perception (Hughes & Halle, 1956;

Jongman, 1989). A subsequent analysis of acoustic sibilant durations revealed, however,

that the prosodically conditioned overlap increase did not cause the amount of steady-

state frication to fall below a critical threshold of 30 – 50 ms (cf. Hughes & Halle, 1956;

Jongman, 1989). Considering that the mean frication portions were of 140 ms in accented

/mS/ and of 118 ms in deaccented /mS/, our assumption for /mS/ clusters appears to have

been too strong since essentially much more overlap should have occurred to cause a loss

of acoustic sibilant cues. In addition, we have not anticipated that /ml/’s degree of con-

sonantal overlap would be insensitive to prosodic variation. However, given the already

large degree of CRCA overlap in accented /ml/ clusters, it is conceivable that perceptual
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recoverability constraints might have conditioned a floor effect, which prevented a further

overlap increase under deaccentuation.

In sum, the present results only partly support the notion that conflicting aerodynamic

requirements predict gestural overlap differences in onset clusters. We assumed for /mS/

and /pn/ onset clusters that possible aerodynamic requirements would block a prosodically

conditioned change in intra-cluster lag. However, this was not the case. For cluster /mS/, it

appears that the lags observed in both prosodic conditions were large enough to allow for

large enough steady state frication intervals (over 100 ms in both conditions, well above

the critical 30 – 50 ms proposed in the literature). Cluster /pn/ on the other hand pro-

vided evidence for the role of aerodynamic constraints in shaping intra-cluster lag, albeit

in a different manner than the one we strongly hypothesized. Thus, /pn/ was the cluster

that exhibited significantly larger lags than any other cluster even in the deaccented con-

dition. From Figure 4.2 we can observe that /pn/ in deaccented condition had larger lags

than /pl, pS, mn, mS/ in accented condition. The large lags in accented condition presum-

ably afforded /pn/ to exhibit a prosodically conditioned lag decrease and still maintain

its aerodynamic requirements. From this two conclusions can be drawn: first, the concept

of conflicting aerodynamic requirements is more relevant for pC than for mC clusters;

second, the conclusion that can be drawn is that the presence of potential aerodynamic

conflicts does not necessarily constitute a restraint of a cluster to increase its overlap in

the deaccented compared to the accented condition as long as the cluster is not very over-

lapped to begin with. Altogether, our results make it clear that complex interactions of

factors have to be considered at the planning and/or executing stages of speech production.

This implies that speakers have obvious knowledge about the articulatory constraints of

speech gestures and how they have to be coordinated in larger units of speech (e.g. conso-

nant clusters or syllables), so that essential acoustic information is provided to the listener

for successful consonant perception. The Articulatory Phonology framework (Browman &

Goldstein, 1990, 1992) and the incorporated gestural coupling model (e.g. Browman &

Goldstein, 2000; Goldstein et al., 2009; Nam et al., 2009) have recently been assumed to
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be capable to implement of the intricate interactions of segmental composition (varying

place/manner of CR and CA articulation) and aerodynamic requirements (cf. Bombien et

al., 2013; Hoole et al., 2013). The gestural coupling model defines the intergestural timing

in terms of coupling relations; that means that in a CRCAV sequence, both consonants

are coupled in-phase with the vowel (in-phase: CR-V and CA-V) while the consonants are

coupled anti-phase to each other (anti-phase: CR-CA). The default specification of sequen-

tially (i.e. anti-phase) coupled CR and CA gestures causes the cluster consonants to be

coordinated with a certain amount of plateau lag. But if stop+nasal clusters are modeled

by means of TADA (Nam et al., 2004) the default coupling relations between CR (e.g. /p/)

and CA (e.g. /n/), this yields inappropriate acoustic characteristics of the stops release

burst despite a certain amount of plateau lag (Hoole et al., 2013). Since the acoustic out-

put of TADA simulations is ultimately generated by the pseudo-articulatory synthesizer

HLSyn (Hanson & Stevens, 2002), Hoole and colleagues examined the aerodynamic profiles

of the simulated stop+nasal clusters and could demonstrate that intraoral pressure declined

prematurely during the stop constriction and before the actual stop release. This was at-

tributed to aerodynamic impairment due to nasal leakage. To circumvent the conflicting

aerodynamic requirements occurring as a consequence of gestural overlap of the stop and

the following nasal, Hoole et al. (2013) manually adjusted the CR-CA phasing to result in

a larger temporal lag of the corresponding gestures. And indeed, they obtained thus more

appropriate stop cues since the intraoral pressure remained at a high level throughout the

stop’s occlusion and declined only after the stop’s release. Although the modeling work

of Hoole et al. proposes that different degrees of gestural overlap in onset clusters can be

straightforwardly achieved by varying the phasing of the consecutive consonantal gestures,

it inherently challenges one of the core properties of the gestural coupling model, that is,

that phasing relations should be independent of the gestures involved.

In order to revise this restriction, recent studies discussed the capability of alternative cou-

pling relations between cluster consonants (i.e. CR-CA phasing) to model systematically

occurring timing differences. These attempts rely on the assumption that consonant ges-

tures consist of two individually controlled gestures which sequentially execute the closure
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(CLO) and the release (REL) movement of a given consonant (Browman, 1994). Accord-

ingly, this split-gesture account makes two coupling nodes accessible for each consonant

gesture which could be addressed in terms of gestural coupling (Nam, 2007). Goldstein et

al. (2009) were the first to employ the split-gesture account and could show that, all else

being equal, the degree of CR-CA overlap varies according to which part of the CR ges-

ture (i.e. CLO or REL) is underlyingly linked with the vowel. Thus, a substantially lower

CR-CA overlap was observed, if the release (REL) instead of the closure (CLO) gesture of

CR was coupled with the vowel. Based on this finding, Goldstein et al. (2009) concluded

that such coupling differences can also be used to understand the emergence of systemati-

cally different gestural overlap patterns as repeatedly reported for stop+/n/ vs. stop+/l/

clusters. Relatedly, Bombien (2011) mentioned another coupling topology to model the

evidently smaller degree of CRCA overlap for /kn/ compared to /kl/ – namely, a relative

coupling of the closure gesture of CA (/n/) to the release gesture of CR (/k/) in order to

reduce the degree of CRCA overlap. One question is how to motivate, from an articulatory

and/or phonological perspective, a revision of the gestural coupling model as suggested

by Goldstein et al. (2009) and Bombien (2011). Note that the gestural compositions of

/kn/ and /kl/ (as well as of /pn/ and /pl/) are to the greatest extent identical; only the

active lowering of the velum differentiates the gestural scores of /pn, kn/ clusters from /pl,

kl/, which makes the former more complex in terms of articulatory coordination compared

to the latter. Accounting for such effects will require an extension of the basic model of

gestural coordination as originally proposed by Browman and Goldstein (1989).

The observation that oral-velum timing differs as a function of prosodic position (Krakow,

1989, 1993, 1999) has played a fundamental role in the gestural model of syllable structure

(Browman & Goldstein, 1989, 1995). Yet which specific coupling topologies may underly

this well-known prosodically conditioned variation is far from clear. Recent studies (e.g.

Byrd et al., 2009) replicated and extended Krakow’s findings that nasals in syllable onsets

(i.e. /#nV/) showed near-synchrony of velum lowering and tongue tip raising, while tongue

tip raising occurred later than velum lowering in syllable coda nasals (i.e./#Vn/). Byrd

et al. (2009) suggested two possible coupling topologies in order to specify the underlying
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coordination patterns of /#nV/ sequences: either, the gestures associated with /n/ (i.e.

tongue tip and velum gesture) are coupled in-phase with each other, while only the tongue

tip gesture is directly linked in-phase to the vowel’s tongue body gesture (cf. Figure 4.3

left); or, all involved gestures of this sequence (i.e. the tongue tip, the velum, and the

vowel’s tongue body gesture) are coupled in-phase in all pairwise combinations (cf. Figure

4.3 right). As the authors stated both variants result in a close tongue-velum coordination

of the nasal initiated simultaneously with the vowel.

Velum

Tongue tip

Tongue body

Time Time

Figure 4.3: TADA simulations of the two possible coupling graphs discussed in Byrd et al.

(2009) in order to model syllable-onset nasal+vowel sequences.

Although Byrd et al.’s study does not include clusters containing nasal stops, the hypoth-

esized coupling topologies can nonetheless be relevant for the timing of /pn/ (or other

stop+/n/) onset clusters. If, for instance, the second topology is used for the underlying

coupling relations of /pn/, a multiply-linked structure emerges which is strongly reminis-

cent of the one for English /pl/ onsets suggested by Goldstein et al. (2009). Accordingly,

since both the nasal’s tongue tip and velum gesture are coupled in-phase the vowel’s tongue

body gesture, this should result in a roughly synchronous coordination of the vowel-adjacent

nasal and the vowel. The TADA simulations in Figure 4.4 qualitatively confirms this ap-

proach. The top panel shows the gestural score of /pna/ synthesized with the default CRCA

coupling topology which conditions CR and CA to symmetrically shift away and towards

the vowel, respectively. Proceeding from this topology, the introduction of an additional

in-phase link between the nasal’s velum and the vowel’s tongue body gesture (i.e. the red

solid connector in the mid panel of Figure 4.4) results in an asymmetric shift pattern. That

is, the shift of the labial gestures (lips and glottis) is comparatively larger than the shift of
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Velum

Tongue tip

Tongue body
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Time
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Figure 4.4: TADA simulation outputs of /pna/ syllables based on simply- (top panel) and

multiply-linked coupling topologies (mid and bottom panel). Solid and dashed connectors

represent in-phase and antiphase coupling relation modes, respectively. (The gestural scores

at hand are simplified for illustration purposes, e.g. the labial’s velum ist not actived here.)
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nasal gestures (tongue tip and velum) which involves the nasal to be initiated more closely

with vowel’s tongue body gesture than they do in the top panel. However, since the present

multiply-linked structure only affects the temporal coordination of the consonants relative

to the vowel but not between consonants, it might be reasonable to further introduce an

anti-phase coupling between the nasal’s velum and the labial’s lip gesture to constrain a

low overlap pattern. As indicated in the bottom panel of Figure 4.4, the effect of such a

coupling relation (i.e. the red dashed connector) is twofold. First, the gestures associated

with /p/ and /n/ are coordinated further apart than in the upper gestural scores. Such a

topology is apparently effective to prevent aerodynamic conflicts (i.e. premature lowering

of the velum during the stop’s closure; cf. Hoole et al., 2013). Second, the shift asymmetry

grows further so that the nasal is initiated even closer to the onset of the vowel’s tongue

body gesture than in the mid panel (due to a later start of the vowel). This suggests that

considering multiply-linked onset structures may help to model individual overlap patterns

for different types of onset clusters (Goldstein et al., 2009), particularly for clusters with

potential conflicting aerodynamic requirements.

To conclude, the results of this chapter do not support our hypothesis that intra-clusters

timing patterns should not be affected by deaccentuation if conflicting aerodynamic re-

quirements are present. From a theoretical point of view, they however partially supported

our hypothesis that aerodynamics shape intra-cluster timing in that /pn/, a cluster with

aerodynamic competing requirements between its consonants, exhibited a timing in which

consonants were timed further apart from each other compared to all other clusters ana-

lyzed. But /mS/ patterned against our predictions based on aerodynamic factors. Whether

aerodynamic factors have a higher relevance for stop-initial clusters specifically will have

to be addressed in future research. We also observed that in general base-line intra-cluster

timing may determine whether prosodic conditioned timing differences are observed or are

blocked: thus, the very large timing lags of an aerodynamic conflicting cluster such as /pn/

did not block prosodic timing differences, while the very short timing lags of /ml/ blocked

further overlap increase, although its consonant members’ perceptual and aerodynamic re-
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quirements are not conflicting. We discussed how the repeatedly shown difference between

stop+/n/ vs. stop+/l/ clusters could be modeled within the gestural coupling model, with

a special emphasis on the importance of velum-oral organization. The suggestions made

here should receive further attention in future modeling work.



Chapter 5

Discussion and conclusion

The present dissertation examined the role of biomechanical (lingual: Chapter 2; mandibu-

lar: Chapter 3) as well as aerodynamic (Chapter 4) constraints of particular consonants

and consonant combinations influencing the spatiotemporal organization of onset clusters

in relation to the following vowel as well as the timing of the consonants themselves within

the cluster. This chapter reviews the central observations of the three experimental chap-

ters of this thesis, summarizing the spatiotemporal organization patterns that emerged by

varying, respectively, the lingual coarticulatory resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant

(Chapter 2), the jaw coarticulatory resistance and intrinsic jaw height of the vowel-adjacent

consonant (Chapter 3), and the aerodynamic requirements of the consonants composing

an onset cluster (Chapter 4).

5.1 Biomechanical constraints on onset-vowel and intra-

cluster timing

Previous research on articulatory correlates of syllable structure suggests that the temporal

organization of syllables varies as a function of the segmental make-up of the onset cluster

and particularly the identity of the consonant adjacent to the vowel (i.e. CA). Since there

is currently little understanding of the details conditioning this variation, we hypothesized
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that lingual and jaw coarticulatory resistance of CA are among the factors possibly condi-

tioning the variation of syllable timing.

The clusters used in Chapter 2 vary systematically in terms of lingual (i.e. tongue body)

coarticulatory resistance of CA in CRCAV clusters. The continuum of CA coarticulatory

resistance ranges from most likely to resist (group sibilants : /s, S/) to least likely (group

labials : /m, p/); group alveolar sonorants /n, l/ was categorized at an intermediary level

of coarticulatory resistance. We started from the proposal (Browman & Goldstein, 1988,

2000) that typical onsets exhibit a so-called C-center organization, whereby as onset com-

plexity increases, the vowel-adjacent consonant increases its overlap with the following

vowel, and whereby the center of the onset maintains a constant timing to the vowel re-

gardless of onset complexity. Based on previous qualitative observations (Marin, 2013), we

hypothesized that this increasing overlap with the vowel in cluster vs. singleton onsets may

be conditioned by the degree of coarticulatory resistance of CA. In order to determine the

effect of CA coarticulatory resistance on the relative change of onset-vowel overlap from

singleton (CAV) to cluster (CRCAV) condition, we employed two measurements as indices

of onset-vowel overlap change: 1) a temporal lag measure which compares the timing dif-

ferences between the vowel-adjacent consonant and a constant anchor point in a singleton

and cluster condition (CAV vs. CRCAV), and 2) a spatial measure which determines the

degree of contextual variability of the vowel’s tongue body position conditioned by CR.

As expected, the temporal and spatial analyses confirmed that the degree of onset-vowel

organization varied as a function of lingual coarticulatory resistance of CA, showing rel-

atively more CAV overlap change for group labials compared to group sibilants, and an

intermediate pattern for group alveolar sonorants. Since onset-vowel overlap gradually in-

creased as lingual coarticulatory resistance of the CA decreased, this demonstrates that

lingual coarticulatory resistance (in terms of tongue body control) is one of the presumed

factors conditioning the different patterns in onset-vowel timing.

Methodologically similar, Chapter 3 systematically varied jaw height and jaw coarticula-

tory resistance of the vowel-adjacent (CA) consonant in order to unveil the interrelation

between jaw movement, coarticulatory overlap of CR and CA, and incremental CA shorten-
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ing. We hypothesized that intra-cluster gestural overlap and – as a consequence – the degree

of incremental shortening of CA is determined by the vertical jaw movement throughout

/a#CRCAa/ syllables where CRCA was either /mS/, /pt/, /pn/, or /pl/. Since the intrinsic

jaw height of CA was hypothesized to decrease in the progression /S/ > /t/ > /n/ > /l/, we

expected that the probability for a ‘typical’ jaw cycle movement (i.e. a constantly descend-

ing jaw position from CR towards the syllable nucleus) increases with decreasing intrinsic

jaw height of the vowel-adjacent consonant. That is, we expected that /pl/ would show a

more ‘typical’ jaw cycle movement than /mS/. We observed that jaw movement curvature

qualitatively differed as a function of intrinsic jaw height of the vowel-adjacent consonant;

statistically /mSa/, /pta/, and /pna/ showed similar patterns (i.e. the jaw raised first from

CR to CA before lowering from CA to V), while /pla/ showed a ‘typical’ jaw cycle pattern.

Correlation tests revealed that the degree of CR-CA overlap depended on jaw height of CA,

i.e. syllables in which CA exerted a lower jaw position than CR (i.e. in syllables where a

continuous opening of the jaw was evident), the onset consonants overlapped to a greater

extent than in syllables in which CA exerted a higher jaw position compared to CR (i.e. in

syllables with a cap-shaped jaw movement). Further analyses confirmed that incremental

CA shortening (i.e. CA was acoustically shorter in the cluster than in singleton condi-

tion) was negatively correlated with jaw movement patterns. This means that the degree

of incremental CA shortening decreased with increasing intrinsic jaw height of CA. These

findings, together with the suggestion that jaw height is directly related to jaw coarticula-

tory resistance (e.g. Lindblom, 1983; Mooshammer et al., 2007; Recasens, 2012b), indicate

that jaw coarticulatory resistance is generally capable of conditioning different degrees of

CR-CA overlap, i.e. variability in intra-cluster timing.

5.2 Aerodynamic constraints on intra-cluster timing

In addition to the biomechanical factors conditioning different intra-cluster timing patterns,

previous research reported that CRCA coarticulation depends on cluster composition, as

well as on prosodic alternations (e.g. cluster consonants overlap to a greater extent in
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unaccented than in accented position). For instance, stop+/n/ clusters were repeatedly

shown to exhibit less inter-consonantal overlap than stop+/l, s/ clusters (cf. Bombien et

al., 2013; Kühnert et al., 2006). This has been hypothesized to be conditioned by the aero-

dynamic incompatibility of stops and nasals, since an early lowering of the velum would

interfere with the acoustic stop burst (cf. Bombien et al., 2013; Hoole et al., 2013; Kühnert

et al., 2006). Based on these findings, we hypothesized in Chapter 4 that clusters with

conflicting aerodynamic requirements (/pn/ and /mS/) should show less CRCA overlap

and a decreased temporal flexibility under prosodic variation compared to clusters without

pronounced aerodynamic conflict (/pl, pS/ and /mn, ml/). For /pn/ we observed quali-

tatively less variation as a function of prosody than for /pl, pS/, and an overall greater

temporal lag than for all other clusters. However, against our expectations we found for

/mS/ a clearly increased CRCA overlap in unaccented position in spite of the potential

aerodynamic conflict. These findings suggest that conflicting aerodynamic requirements

do not alone predict CRCA timing. Instead, it is more likely that complex interactions of

various constraints (e.g. tongue body/jaw coarticulatory resistance, as well as perceptual

constraints discussed but not tested here) have to be considered at the planning and/or

executing stages of speech production.

5.3 Theoretical implications

This dissertation concerned syllable organization from two perspectives, i.e. onset-vowel

(Chapter 2) and intra-cluster timing (Chapter 3 and 4). The final remarks concern the

inclusion of the individual results in order to extend and improve the gestural model of

syllable organization.

Based on observed systematic differences in onset-vowel and intra-cluster timing as a func-

tion of CA’s tongue body and jaw coarticulatory resistance, respectively, we argued that

coarticulatory resistance should be comprised in the gestural model in terms of the coupling

strength parameter. On the basis of TADA simulations we proposed that systematic cou-

pling strength manipulations allow for modeling different degrees of spatiotemporal overlap
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of gestures in the case of competing phase relations. Thus far, all coupling strength settings

are by default specified to be equal in TADA, i.e. in #CRCAV sequences the strength of

CR-V and CA-V (i.e. in-phase) and CR-CA (i.e. anti-phase) coupling relations are α=1).

This particular coupling strength setting conditions CR and CA to symmetrically shift

away and towards the vowel respectively (i.e. C-center organization), with considerable

overlap between the onset consonants. However, to model the coarticulatory-resistance-

conditioned onset-vowel and intra-cluster timing differences, we suggested instead that

consonants should be specified with context-independent coupling strength values derived

from the hypothesized degree of tongue body/jaw coarticulatory resistance, i.e. consonants

should be specified with increasing coupling strength as tongue body/jaw coarticulatory

resistance increases. By means of TADA simulations in which different coupling strength

values were applied to CR and CA we could show that the relative strength of CR and CA

is a major determining parameter for the extent to which CR and CA overlap with the

vowel (i.e. onset-vowel organization) and with each other (i.e. intra-cluster organization).

In this context it is noteworthy that the degree of consonantal coupling strength has inverse

implications on in-phase and anti-phase coupling relations. Thus, increasing CA coupling

strength in a CA-V in-phase relationship causes increasing bonding of the consonant and

the vowel (i.e. increasing synchronicity of CA and V), while at the same time increasing

CA coupling strength in a CR-CA anti-phase relationship conditions the consecutive conso-

nants to decrease in gestural overlap (cf. more CAV and CRCA overlap in /pl/ compared

to /mS/). In this principled fashion, we are able to bring together patterns of onset-vowel

and intra-cluster organization into a global account of syllable organization (cf. Marin,

2013; Marin & Pouplier, 2014; Pouplier, 2012) by providing a novel interpretation to the

coupling strength parameter so as it relates to the notion of coarticulatory resistance.

However, the results of /pna/ syllables complicate the already intricate interaction of clus-

ter composition and syllable organization. Recall that /pna/ and /pla/ showed comparable

onset-vowel but different inter-consonantal timing patterns, although we expected similar

degrees of tongue body/jaw coarticulatory resistance for alveolar nasals and laterals. In

addition, from a gestural account, the emergence of different CRCA timing patterns is sur-
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prising since the gestural compositions of /pna/ and /pla/ syllables are mostly identical.

Only the velum gesture associated with the vowel-adjacent nasal differentiates the gestural

compositions of /pna/ from /pla/. Based on this difference we hypothesized that an addi-

tional coupling relation between the nasal’s velum and the labial’s lip gesture could help to

implement the conflicting aerodynamic requirements which are expected to be responsible

for comparatively less CRCA overlap in /pn/ than in /pl/ clusters. However, it is thus far

not clear how the introduction of the velum gesture into a multiply-linked coupling topol-

ogy interacts with coupling strength specifications and which implications arise thereof

for the spatiotemporal syllable organization. A complex, controlled modeling experiment

would be called for to settle this issue.

The results presented in Chapter 2 to 4 provide empirical evidence that spatiotemporal or-

ganization of syllables depends on the segmental make-up of the onset clusters. Particularly

the degree of tongue body/jaw coarticulatory resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant

turned out to be reliable predictors for how cluster consonants are coordinated with the

vowel and with each other. The gestural model is in principle ideally suited to model C-to-V

coarticulation in terms of spatially and temporally overlapping gestures in CAV syllables,

but previous to this thesis this principled capability has not been sufficiently expanded

to explain differences among various complex onset types (i.e. #CRCAV with different

consonant composition). In this thesis we could demonstrate that building coarticulatory

resistance into the coupling strength parameter (whereby the gestural model of syllable or-

ganization assigns different bonding weights to competing phase relations) is a promising

amendment of the gestural model, which thus allows coarticulatory resistance to condition

the temporal overlap of gestures in the case of competing phase relationships. However,

since we used arbitrarily specified coupling strength values for our TADA simulations, the

exact evaluation and determination of coupling strength values should be addressed in

further research. Preliminary TADA simulations suggest that these individual, context-

independent coupling strengths need not be specified arbitrarily, but rather they can be

derived in a principled way from specific articulator weights associated with each gesture.
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If future systematic work confirms this, it would prove to be a valuable advancement for

the gestural model and for our understanding of articulatory timing and speech production

in general.

5.4 Future directions

One limitation of this dissertation is that we had to rely on different studies (e.g. Hoole

et al., 1990; Lindblom, 1983; Mooshammer et al., 2007; Recasens, 2012b; Recasens & Es-

pinosa, 2005, 2009; Recasens et al., 1997) to deduce individual degrees of tongue body

and jaw coarticulatory resistance of Polish consonants since, to our knowledge, there is

no independently established scale of coarticulatory resistance for Polish consonants (and

vowels). This is particularly important since the degree of contextual variability of conso-

nants and vowels is supposed to be language and speaker-specific to a certain extent (cf.

Kühnert & Nolan, 1999). Since the available corpus of Polish articulography data does not

allow for establishing an independent inventory of consonantal/vowel coarticulatory resis-

tance, we are convinced that the recording and analysis of appropriate data is called for

to better understand the language and segment-specific degrees of contextual variability,

and how the respective degrees of contextual variability interact with the spatiotemporal

organization of syllables. Furthermore, this would also contribute to our understanding of

cross-linguistic typologies.

The production of CRCAV syllables is hypothesized to involve competing coupling rela-

tions of all consonants to the vowel (CR-V and CA-V), and the coupling of the consonants

to one another (CR-CA) (Browman & Goldstein, 2000; Goldstein et al., 2009; Nam et al.,

2009). Due to our suggestion that the context-independent coupling strength of CR, CA,

and V is determined by the individual degrees of coarticulatory resistance, the first step

would be to evaluate the contextual variability of Polish consonants and vowels. Following

the methodology used in previous studies (e.g. Chen, Chang, & Iskarous, 2015; Iskarous

et al., 2013; Recasens & Espinosa, 2009; Öhman, 1966), we suggest the recording of artic-

ulatory (EMA) data of (V)#CV sequences with varying consonants (e.g. labial /p/, /m/,
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apical/laminal /s/, /S/, /n/, /l/ and velar /k/) and vowels (e.g. /i, a, u/). The data thus

obtained could then be used to evaluate for different articulators (e.g. the jaw, the tongue

body) the consonant- and vowel-specific degrees of contextual variability. Linear regres-

sion (e.g. Iskarous, Fowler, & Whalen, 2010), articulatory variability (DAC; e.g. Recasens,

2012b; Recasens & Espinosa, 2009), and most recently mutual information (MI; Iskarous

et al., 2013) analyses have been previously applied to articulatory data to determine the

degree of coarticulatory resistance/variance of respective target segments (cf. Chen et al.,

2015 for a parallel application of these three analyses). Although all these analyses have

been shown to be capable to assess the degree of contextual variability, Iskarous et al.

(2013) claimed that MI constitutes an improvement over the DAC values: MI objectively

assigns each segment a list of numbers for each articulator and component, quantitatively

derived from speech data (e.g. vertical and horizontal variability of the tongue tip or body).

In contrast, the DAC indices are empirically derived from coarticulatory variability mea-

sures, and then subjectively assigned to each segment with only one number per segment.

Another advantage of MI for our purpose is that articulator independence (as measured

by MI) could be a measure of articulator weights (Iskarous et al., 2013) which are used

in Task Dynamics (Saltzman & Munhall, 1989) to specify synergies of various articulators

to fulfill an articulatory task. The hypothesized link between MI and articulator weight is

that the more important a particular articulator is to a constriction formation, the more

likely it is to resist contextual encroachment. Since Goldstein et al. (2009) suggested that

coupling strengths in competing phase relations may function like articulator weights in the

task dynamics of constriction formation, we assume by extension that MI are in principle

applicable for the determination of coupling strength values for consonants and vowels.

The EMA recordings of (V)#CV sequences should also include (V)#CRCAV sequences

produced by the same speakers in which the consonants used in the singleton condition

(i.e. #CV) should be combined into heterorganic consonant clusters with varying vowel

contexts (e.g. /i, a, u/). Although the onset-vowel and intra-cluster timing measures used

in Chapter 2 to 4 have proved successful in revealing commonalities and differences between

conditions, we suggest, however, some expansions of the measurements outlined in Chapter
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2 in order to estimate the temporal and spatial relations between both cluster consonants

and the vowel (i.e. CR-V and CA-V). Recall that the degree of coarticulatory resistance of

both consonants (CR and CA) and the vowel are expected to condition onset-vowel timing.

Regarding the temporal lag measures this means for a syllable like /pla/ that relative CR-V

(i.e. /p/-/a/) and CA-V (i.e. /l/-/a/) timing should be compared with the respective sin-

gleton conditions (i.e. /p/-/a/ in /pa/ and /l/-/a/ in /la/ syllables, respectively) to learn

more about the consonant-specific relative timing changes as a function of increasing onset

complexity (e.g. Honorof & Browman, 1995; Marin & Pouplier, 2010). In addition, deriving

from the methodologically novel spatial measure, we assume that the cluster-vowel over-

lap could also be measured in terms of V-to-CR and V-to-CA coarticulation by means of

landmark statistics (cf. Pastätter & Pouplier, 2015). By defining various ‘landmarks’ (i.e.

measurement points) throughout consonant clusters in different vowel contexts (e.g. /pli/

vs. /pla/ vs. /plu/), we believe that it is possible to determine at which point in time the

vowel starts to encroach CR (or CA in the case of comparatively lower onset-vowel overlap

degrees). This would be informative in the context of Chen et al.’s (2015) recent suggestion

that coarticulatory resistance is a concept that characterizes consonants whereas aggres-

sion is a concept that characterizes vowels. If the degree of temporal overlap between the

vowel-remote consonant (CR) and the vowel is spatially quantifiable by this measure, this

would then provide an opportunity to deduce the instantiation of the CR-V phasing in

actual timing as a function of the identity of the consonant and vowel involved.

To our knowledge, no methodological approach has been yet developed to determine cou-

pling strength values of consonants and vowels from temporal (or spatial) coordination

pattern. Therefore we suggest an evaluation and determination of the respective coupling

strength values through back-fitting of the segment-specific coupling strength values based

on quantitative modeling of syllable organization patterns by using TADA (Nam et al.,

2004). Methodologically, this approach would involve the modeling of speaker and syllable-

specific onset-vowel and intra-cluster timing patterns (obtained from spatiotemporal mea-

sures on articulatory data) by means of quantitative variation of CR-V, CA-V, and CR-CA

coupling relations (cf. Goldstein et al., 2009). Note that individual degrees of coarticula-
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tory resistance/variance should also be considered during quantitative modeling; hence, we

expect, using this approach, to derive exact (i.e. segment-specific) coupling strength values

for different types of consonants and vowels.

We conclude from this that parallel examination of coupling strength and coarticulatory re-

sistance/variance may help us to associate in a principled way segmental coupling strength

values with the corresponding degrees of coarticulatory resistance, which would enrich

the gestural model of syllable organization with predictive power. Specifically, the cou-

pling relations specified at the planning level would be allowed to vary in a predictable,

principled way as a function of coarticulatory resistance of the consonants and vowels in-

volved. Although our proposed concept of context-independent coupling strength values is

in principle capable to explain inter-speaker variability in syllable organization (i.e. due

to speaker-specific differences in coarticulatory behavior, due in turn possibly to anatom-

ical differences), it is not clear how to account for syllable timing variability within one

speaker (i.e. less stable coordination patterns). Therefore, it seems suitable to ask how

syllable organization patterns (i.e. in terms of CR-V, CA-V, CR-CA coupling relations) in-

teract with prosodic variation (cf. Chapter 4). Further, since our remarks only consider

syllables with onset clusters, it is currently unclear what the implications of our theoretical

enhancements are for the organization of coda clusters. Previous studies on vowel-coda or-

ganization reported fairly complicated timing patterns, partly deviating from the gestural

models’ prediction (cf. Byrd, 1995; Marin, 2013; Marin & Pouplier, 2010, 2014; Pouplier,

2012). It may be that incorporating coupling strength values may also help explain those

coda timing patterns deviating from the predictions of the model in its simpler instanti-

ation. We therefore recommend further investigation of syllables with complex codas for

future research (accompanied by modeling work) to gain a deeper understanding of how

coarticulatory resistance of coda consonants interacts with vowel-coda timing.
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Figure A.1: Lag ratios for the individual sets. Negative lag ratios indicate increased CV

overlap in the cluster relative to the singleton condition; positive lag ratios indicate that

the CV overlap decreased between cluster and singleton. Filled bars represent the means

shown in Figure 2.5.
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A.2 Chapter 3

In this Appendix we show and discuss two representative examples illustrating the dif-

ferent articulatory strategies and their respective influences on the coarticulatory overlap

measure.

Representative for the ‘reasonable’ tokens, the top panel of Figure A.2 shows a /pl/ token

of subject PL4. In this example the tangential velocity profile of the tongue tip sensor (i.e.

TTVelocity) exhibits two particular peaks corresponding to the tongue tip movement towards

(1) and away (2) from the targeted constriction location. These two peak velocities (i.e.

PVEL1 and PVEL2) allow for an appropriate establishment of the constriction plateau in

the tongue tip sensor trajectory (i.e. dark gray portion in the TTPosition(x,y) tier). In this

example, the degree to which /p/ (CR) overlapped the constriction plateau of /l/ (CA)

amounts to 141.7%.

The bottom panel of Figure A.2 shows an outlier /pl/ token of subject PL5. In this exam-

ple, three peaks can be clearly detected in the TTVelocity tier of which (1) and (2) relate to

the global movements of the tongue tip towards and away from the constriction location

(cf. (1) and (2) in top panel for the ‘reasonable’ /pl/ token). However, the distinct peak

(3) corresponds to an intermediate adjustment of the tongue tip position in the horizon-

tal plane, i.e. after approaching the intended vertical tongue tip position, the tongue tip

moves forward to achieve the target /l/ position. Instead of choosing (1) and (2), the mview

algorithm automatically detected peak (1) and (3) as PVEL1 and PVEL2, respectively,

and determined accordingly a very short constriction plateau (i.e. dark gray portion in the

TTPosition(x,y) tier). Manual intervention had no satisfactory effect. Therefore, the degree to

which /p/ (CR) overlapped the constriction plateau of /l/ (CA) in this example amounts

600.0%.
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Figure A.2: Articulatory data of two /pla/ items are given in order to illustrate the origin

of the peculiar mean coarticulatory overlap indices and SD values for /pla/ presented in

Table 3.2. Both panels show representative overlap examples for ‘reasonable’ (top; speaker

PL4) and outlier (bottom, speaker PL5) /pl/ items. The different articulatory strategies

in approaching the tongue tip target position (cf. respective TTPosition(x,y) and TTVelocity

tiers) have biased the articulatory labeling and and the coarticulatory overlap measure.
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Speech material

Experimental corpus

Onset Target word Chapter

/mS/ [mSalik] mszalik, ‘missal’ (nom.sg.) 2, 3, 4

/S/ [Salik] szalik, ‘scarf’ (nom.sg.) 2, 3

/pS/ [pSEraý] przeraź, ‘to terrify sb with sth’ (imp.perf.) 2, 4

/S/ [Serek] szereg, ‘row’ (nom.sg.) 2

/ps/ [psOtjñe] psotnie, ‘mischievously’ (inf.) 2

/s/ [sOtjña] sotnia, ‘term for (historic) military unit’ (nom.sg.) 2

/ml/ [mlEkax] mlekach ‘milk’ (loc.pl.) 2, 4

/l/ [lekaS] lekarz, ‘doctor’ (nom.sg.) 2

/sp/ [spOdjñE] spodnie, ‘trousers’ (nom.pl.) 2

/p/ [pOdjñEt] podniet, ‘incentive’ (gen.pl.) 2

/vl/ [vli
>
tS1] wliczy, ‘to factor in’ (3ps.sg.pres) 2

/l/ [li
>
tSi] liczi ‘lychee’ (nom.sg.) 2

/Sp/ [SpEra>tC] szperać ‘to rummage in sth.’ (inf.) 2

/p/ [pErÕn] peron, ‘station platform’ (nom.sg.) 2

Table B.1 – Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – Continued from previous page

/pl/ [pla>tsom] placom, ‘square, public open space’ (dat.pl.) 2, 3, 4

/l/ [latom] latom, ‘years’ (dat.pl.) 2, 3

/Sm/ [Smata] szmata, ‘rag’ (nom.sg.) 2

/m/ [mata] mata, ‘mat’ (nom.sg.) 2

/ks/ [ksErO] ksero, ‘copy’ (nom.sg.) 2

/z/ [zErO] zero, ‘zero’ (nom.sg.) 2

/kl/ [klu
>
tS1k] kluczyk, ‘(diminutive) key’ (nom.sg.) 2

/l/ [lu
>
dýik] ludzik, ‘(diminutive) man, figurine’ (nom.sg.) 2

/kp/ [kpjinom] kpinom, ‘mockery’ (dat.pl.) 2

/p/ [pjinom] piniom, ‘pine’ (dat.pl.) 2

/pn/ [pna>tùi] <logatom> 2, 3, 4

/n/ [na>tùi] naci, ‘(carrot) tops’ (gen./dat.sg.) 2, 3

/kn/ [knur1] knury, ‘boar’ (nom.pl.) 2

/n/ [nurek] nurek, ‘diver’ (nom.sg.) 2

/pt/ [pt”akem] ptakem, ‘bird’ (instr.sg.) 3

/t/ [t”acim] takim, ‘such’ (masc.loc.sg., among others) 3

/v/ [vi>tsE] wice, ‘vice-’ (nom.sg.) 2

/mn/ [mñixom] mnichom, ‘monk’ (dat.pl.) 4

Table B.1: List of singleton and cluster target words used

in this thesis.
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perception-action link in speech. Supplement 6th International Conference on Speech

Motor Control (p. 46). Groningen, Netherlands.

Pouplier, M., Pastätter, M. & Schiel, F. (2011). Spontaneously occurring speech errors in

the BAS corpora. Supplement 6th International Conference on Speech Motor Control,

(p. 93). Groningen, Netherlands.

Pastätter, M. & Pouplier, M. (2013). Temporal coordination of sibilants in Polish onset

clusters. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 134, 4201.

Pastätter, M. & Pouplier, M. (2014). The articulator modeling of German coronal con-

sonants using TADA. In Proceedings of the 10th International Seminar on Speech

Production (pp. 308–311). Cologne, Germany.
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